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Management Summary 

Background and objective 

The implementation of a leverage ratio – which by definition limits credit institutions' 

on- and off-balance sheet leverage – is generally justified by its ability to restrict 

destabilising deleveraging processes that can harm the financial system and the real 

economy. At the same time, it is said to provide protection against model risks and errors 

in measuring risk-based capital requirements. The regulators' intention in a nutshell is 

for the leverage ratio to act as a simple, transparent and risk-insensitive "backstop" 

measure and as a supplement to the risk-based capital requirements. 

Regulators seem to differ significantly in their estimation of the efficacy of the leverage 

ratio as a supervisory tool. Accordingly, a decision has been reached neither at the 

international nor at the EU level about introducing the leverage ratio as of 1 January 2018 

as a binding measure within pillar 1 or about its size. Leverage ratios have had to be 

disclosed since 2015. Against this background, this opinion serves as an important 

contribution on the discussion of how to design and calibrate the leverage ratio. 

First and foremost it should be noted that introducing a non-risk-based measure would 

reverse a decades-long development towards more pronounced risk-sensitive capital 

requirements. This development was based on the insight that the supervisory objective 

of ensuring a bank's solvency with sufficiently high probability can only be achieved, if 

capital requirements are determined without overlooking any risk exposures. Important 

risk types such as market price risks, operational risks and exposures from derivatives 

can only be captured adequately by moving away from an on-balance-sheet approach 

and focusing on the risks associated with those exposures. Regulatory equity capital 

requirements without any link to loss risk are not suitable for ensuring solvency; they are 

as a matter of fact counterproductive in that they create incentives for regulatory arbitrage 

which undermines the stability of the financial system. 

The claim that risk-based capital requirements have a procyclical effect cannot be 

empirically underpinned. Basel II already contains elements that dampen the increase in 

risk weights in periods of crisis. With the counter cyclical capital buffer, Basel III will 

be introducing an additional tool to directly tackle the danger of regulatory capital 

requirements having a procyclical effect. 

Risk-insensitive capital requirements thus offer no supervisory added value; quite the 

opposite, such a mandatory measure would incentivise banks to replace low risk 

exposures with higher-risk assets (and with a higher expected return). 
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The leverage ratio is inadequate for limiting the risk of excessive levels of 

debt 

In the banking regulation debate, risk-based capital requirements are seen by some as 

being inadequate for preventing excessive on- and off-balance-sheet leveraging. 

Excessive leverage is seen as entailing a risk that losses and refinancing bottlenecks 

could force banks to sell assets on a large scale or reduce their lending volumes. This 

would push security prices down and trigger further write-downs, even at banks which 

had not so far incurred any losses, thus putting those banks under pressure and forcing 

them into fire sales. 

Against this line of argument, it can be said that, unlike risk-insensitive capital ratios, 

risk-based capital requirements are most capable of preventing destabilising 

deleveraging processes. The lower the risk weight of securities, the higher the volume of 

those securities that has to be sold to offset the impact of losses on the risk-weighted 

capital ratio, whereby the volume does not depend on the size of the non-risk weighted 

capital ratio, but on the size of the bank's risk-weighted capital ratio. Only capital 

requirements based on a risk-insensitive leverage ratio force those banks holding mainly 

low risk assets to sell off securities on a large scale. 

Banks with stable financing are confronted with the need to sell assets only by the 

valuation principles in their accounting standards and the rigid minimum capital 

regulations tied to them. Capital buffers that can be run down in the event of losses 

without jeopardising the bank's future and the going-concern approach anchored in the 

supervisory review and evaluation process, which stipulates compliance with the 

minimum capital requirements even after the occurrence of an unusual loss, are effective 

ways of preventing destabilising deleveraging processes. 

Thus, a risk-insensitive capital ratio is unnecessary for limiting the danger of system-

destabilising deleveraging processes. 

Moreover, risk-based capital requirements are not, as sometimes asserted, the cause of 

too low capital ratios, but quite the opposite, the move away from accounting-oriented, 

largely risk-insensitive capital regulations became necessary, because the regulatory 

capital requirements were extended to cover additional risk types such as market price 

risks and operational risks. These risk types can only be captured by switching from an 

on-balance-sheet perspective. 
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The leverage ratio provides no protection against estimation errors and 

model risks 

Risk-based capital requirements can only fulfil their purpose if risks can be measured 

with sufficient precision. In the academic debate, doubts are expressed whether risks can 

even be measured in the first place and the rules for determining risk weights are 

criticised as being imprecise and unreliable. This presumably applies especially for 

internal risk models. The risk weights used in the standardised approaches are admittedly 

across the board ones, but have nevertheless been intentionally chosen so that they 

systematically overestimate loss risks. The criticism of the use of internal risk models is 

based on analyses which show that the models used by banks supply significantly 

differing results. In addition, there is concern that internal risk models do not properly 

map rare but far-reaching loss events due to an insufficient data basis, and that banks use 

the scope provided by their internal risk models to understate the risk weights as much 

as possible. 

In light of the greatly increased capital requirements where internal market risk models 

are used, the last point of criticism has been defused at least for that risk category. The 

argument that bank regulators are unable to prevent the systematic understatement of risk 

measurements because they have allowed themselves to be taken in by the complexity of 

internal risk models ("regulatory capture by sophistication") is also incorrect. Banking 

regulators have top-class expertise in assessing internal risk models thanks to their wealth 

of experience in auditing such models. Moreover, a closer look at the supervisors' 

analyses shows that the differences in the models' results are due to a considerable degree 

to the differences in regulatory requirements. Harmonising the demands on the data basis 

and standardising other regulatory requirements would significantly reduce those 

differences. Imposing excessive uniformity would, however, imply a degree of reliability 

in the measuring of risks that cannot actually exist. Even if risks can never be measured 

clearly and with absolute precision, efforts should nevertheless be concentrated on 

improving the methods for determining risk weights instead of abolishing them. 

A risk-insensitive leverage ratio as protection against estimation errors and model risks 

is thus neither required nor adequate: as a matter of fact it paves the way to manifold 

possibilities for regulatory arbitrage and creates incentives which are not compatible with 

the regulatory objective of limiting banks' risks. In addition, important risk types such as 

market price risks and operational risks, which are used in internal risk models, are not 

even addressed by the leverage ratio. 
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The leverage ratio offers no independent protection concept and would act 

as a frontstop even if set at 3% 

The leverage ratio, according to regulators, is envisaged as an additional tool that will 

address those risks which cannot be properly covered by risk-based capital requirements. 

Apart from the fact that the leverage ratio is inadequate for limiting the risks of excessive 

debt levels as well as the risks from estimation errors and the shortcomings of the models 

used, it does not constitute an autonomous safety net that is independent of the risk-based 

capital requirements; in fact both instruments are variations of the one and same 

protection concept, namely requiring a minimum provision of capital as a loss buffer. 

The only difference is in the methods for determining the size of the loss buffer. The 

consequence is that there are not two mutually independent protection mechanisms: 

ultimately only one of the two protection instruments will ever come into play. As long 

as the leverage ratio capital requirements are lower than the risk-based capital 

requirements, the leverage ratio will have no effect. This applies to both the amount of 

own funds as a loss buffer and also its impact on banks' business policies. 

The Basel III impact studies suggest, however, that even a 3% leverage ratio will become 

the binding capital regulation, i.e. not a backstop but a frontstop measure, in many cases. 

The Basel III monitoring excercise performed by the Deutsche Bundesbank revealed that 

on average the leverage ratio would entail a higher capital requirement than the risk-

based capital requirements for all the banks covered. Similar results can be found in the 

ECB Comprehensive Assessment for numerous banks in other important SSM 

economies. A low average risk weight is to be found typically at banks that hold largely 

low risk assets, such as loans secured by mortgages or securities and securities from top-

rated issuers. 

This means that the leverage ratio steers the capital requirement system completely in 

the direction of risk-insensitive underpinning, and thus generating considerable 

disincentives for allocating capital. 

The leverage ratio is not entirely adequate as insolvency indicator 

It is often argued that the leverage ratio is a suitable leading indicator for a bank's 

insolvency risk and is thus a better predictor of pending crises than risk-based capital 

ratios. In fact, the empirical evidence for this is not clear cut. There are empirical studies 

that suggest the leverage ratio is a better predictor, but there are also studies which show 

that risk-based capital ratios are a better predictor. Moreover, empirical results must be 

interpreted with caution. The leverage ratio used in these studies differs from the CRR 

regulatory leverage ratio. In addition, their information value is limited by a 

methodological problem: once the leverage ratio is made a regulated variable it ceases to 

be chosen by banks the way they used to, and is now set from a regulatory perspective. 
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This definitively robs it of its predictive value for insolvencies – in so far as it had any in 

the first place (Goodhart's Law). 

The leverage ratio suffers from considerable design faults 

The goal of past BCBS work was to compute the leverage ratio independently of 

accounting standards. Moreover, the leverage ratio was to be risk insensitive, simple, 

transparent and credible. However, the leverage ratio in fact falls short of these 

requirements. On-balance-sheet items stated at book value as per the accounting standard 

governing the bank in question account for the lion's share of the elements within the 

leverage ratio exposure measure. Different accounting provisions among the national 

accounting standards and between national and international accounting standards thus 

have a considerable influence on the calculation of the leverage ratio, and hence it does 

not ensure a level playing field. 

Moreover, the leverage ratio is only free from any risk weighting whatsoever where on-

balance-sheet assets are involved. All the other items involve aspects of a rudimentary 

risk weighting. This is based on the insight that a purely volume-oriented capital 

requirement is inadequate for exposures that do not or scarcely appear in the balance 

sheet. 

The leverage ratio also seems to be motivated by the idea that complex matters can be 

steered better with simple rather than complex rules. This assertion may be correct where 

managing technical-physical systems dominated by the laws of nature is concerned but 

not where human behaviour driven by rational deliberations is involved. A simple 

regulatory framework is in fact simple to negate through regulatory arbitrage. 

A further advantage of simple rules, raised as justification for introducing a leverage 

ratio, is that they are easier to understand, are transparent and thus are more credible. 

Apart from the fact that the provisions for calculating the leverage ratio have in the 

meantime become quite complex, the leverage ratio is computed using variables which 

themselves are in part determined using very complex accounting regulations, one which 

in fact includes recognition and valuation options. The leverage ratio is thus neither easier 

to understand nor more credible than risk-based capital regulations. 

The leverage ratio is, lastly, not consistent with other regulatory frameworks. For 

example, the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) demands a diversified and high-quality 

liquidity buffer. This requirement is justified by the claim that in the event of both bank-

specific and also market-wide stress situations these assets can be sold without losses at 

any time in order to offset unexpected liquidity outflows. The leverage ratio, on the other 

hand, is aimed at precisely those portfolios which comprise low-risk assets and at the 

same time is meant to counter the fear that these securities can only be sold with 
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considerable mark-downs in periods of crisis. To establish consistency between the 

leverage ratio and the LCR, securities held as a liquidity buffer should not be included in 

the calculation of the leverage ratio. A further inconsistency is that exposures to 

counterparties of the same institutional protection scheme are excluded from risk-

weighted capital requirements but they are nevertheless included in the leverage ratio 

exposure measure. To make the two rulebooks consistent, exposure to counterparties of 

the same institutional protection scheme should not be included in the leverage ratio. In 

addition, subsidised credits implemented in the form of pass-through loans should be 

excluded just like subsidised credits granted as trustee loans. 

The leverage ratio has a detrimental impact on banks' business policies 

A higher capital requirement will only have no effect on banks' business policies if the 

average costs of capital are independent of the capital structure. Claims in academic 

papers that this is the case, overlook the fact that banks' refinancing is not comparable to 

that of non-banks. Deposit business with customers is not only refinancing for banks, but 

above also part of their value creation. This is because banks create liquid and secure 

savings products. Own funds are needed to ensure the safety of deposits. If banks have 

to maintain capital ratios above and beyond what is necessary for this, this will impact 

their ability to create value. This results in rising average costs of capital. This is also 

confirmed by a number of empirical studies. Higher average costs of capital will make 

bank products more expensive. Especially affected by the leverage ratio are those assets 

which are assigned a low risk weight and those assets excluded from the risk-based 

capital requirements. 

A leverage ratio that becomes a binding capital requirement thus impacts banks' business 

policies. These repercussions are mostly overlooked by the advocates of a leverage ratio. 

To earn the higher costs of capital, there will be a trend to investing in assets with a 

higher risk and return profile. In addition, the leverage ratio will give rise to 

disincentives–in so far as only default risks but not market price risks are covered–in that 

hedging market price risks with derivatives leads to a higher capital requirement, which 

could motivate banks to refrain from hedging and risk diversification. A similar effect 

arises from the hedging of loans with repo transactions. Due to the leverage ratio, this 

leads to a capital requirement that is larger than for unsecured loans. The resulting 

restructuring in favour of assets with higher risk weights will move the risk-based capital 

requirements closer to the leverage ratio capital requirement. Whilst the objective of 

creating a backstop is achieved, this comes at the price of banks taking on higher risks 

without any greater security in the banking sector. 

In addition, it should not be overlooked that, since the leverage ratio leads to certain 

banks needing additional capital, it leads to a reduction of assets with a tendency to sell 
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those assets with low risk weights. The reduction of the asset side will be all the larger, 

the more limited the options for raising capital and the higher the minimum leverage 

ratio. 

The leverage ratio is inadequate as a supervisory measure 

Altogether, it can be seen that the leverage ratio is inadequate as a supervisory measure. 

It is not able to limit the risk of excessive leverage, nor does it offer protection against 

measurement errors and model risks. Nor is the leverage ratio a second autonomous 

safety net independent of the risk-weighted capital requirements, but merely another way 

of calculating capital requirements. Likewise, it fails to achieve the objective of creating 

a level playing field, since the on-balance-sheet assets are determined without adjusting 

for differences in accounting standards. Moreover, the leverage ratio is not a simple, 

transparent and credible measure. The rules for including derivatives, repo transactions 

and off-balance-sheet exposures are in part very complex and contradictory. The close 

linking of on-balance-sheet assets to the valuation approaches of the accounting standard 

leaves the leverage ratio vulnerable to the exploitation of recognition and valuation 

options. Thus the leverage ratio supplies no extra meaningful information that cannot be 

found in the accounting capital ratio. 

Instead, it would be advisable to apply the leverage ratio as a pillar II qualitative 

supervisory instrument. This would open up the opportunity for adjusting the leverage 

ratio individually and avoids that the positive effects of the risk-based capital 

requirements are offset. 

In addition, the aim must be to continuously improve the risk-oriented underpinning. 

Lastly, it is important that the capital buffer introduced with Basel III be deployed 

intentionally and appropriately as a flexible instrument so as to counter any market-

endogenous deleveraging processes and to respond to macro-economic and macro-

prudential requirements. 
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1. Introduction 

The financial markets crisis triggered numerous initiatives for regulatory measures at both 

the national and international levels. These include among others 

 the new regulatory capital framework and a global liquidity standard, known as 

Basel III, 

 the additional capital requirements for market price risks (Basel 2.5), 

 the repeatedly amended Minimum Requirements for Risk Management (MaRisk), 

 the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), 

 regulations covering the performance-related remuneration of risk bearers, 

 the German Bank Restructuring Act with the introduction of a bank levy, 

 the planned introduction of a separate banking system with internal trading being 

hived off from the other banking business, 

 the obligation for system-relevant banks to draw up recovery and resolution, 

 the levying of a financial transaction tax resolved by 11 EU states, 

 the amendment of the Deposit Guarantee Directive. 

On 15 December 2010 the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision passed two sets of 

rules1, referred to as Basel III. The rules cover the size of capital adequacy requirements, 

the introduction of a leverage ratio, additional capital requirements for certain risk 

positions and the introduction of a global liquidity standard.  

The quantitative capital and liquidity rules were first implemented as part of an EU 

regulation (Capital Requirements Regulation – CRR), which translates into immediate 

national regulatory law. National options – in the spirit of a Single Rule Book – were 

reduced in the framework of the EU regulation. The qualitative requirements of Basel III 

were taken up in an EU directive (Capital Requirements Directive – CRD), implemented 

in German regulatory law by an amendment of the German Banking Act (KWG), the 

Minimum Requirements for Risk Management (MaRisk) and the Solvency Regulation 

(SolvV). In addition, the EU directive contains sundry capital buffer requirements, 

introduced into German law through changes to the German Banking Act. The new 

regulations have become into effect with certain transition periods since 1 January 2014.  

The introduction of a leverage ratio was meant to remedy weak points in the risk-based 

capital requirements revealed by the financial markets crisis.2 One such weak point was 

that banks could build-up excessive on- and off-balance sheet leverage by holding 

primarily those risk exposures which have a low assigned risk weight. A high bank 

leverage force banks to deleverage by selling huge amounts of assets, should risk 

                                                 
1  see BCBS (2010a), (2010b). 

2  see BCBS (2014), p. 4. 
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positions with a low risk weight unexpectedly generate high losses. Large volumes of 

asset sales in turn jeopardise the stability of the financial markets. Another identified 

weak point within the risk-based capital requirements is the danger that the risk weights 

do not correctly capture a position's true risk. Inadequacies in regulatory risk weighting 

have also undermined market participants’ trust in risk-based capital ratios. In the wake 

of the financial crisis market participants have instead tended to prefer non-risk-weighted 

capital ratios, which they see as being more transparent, reliable and objective.3  

To tackle the inadequacies of risk-based capital requirements, the leverage ratio is 

supposed to be a simple, transparent and credible non-risk-based metric supplementing 

risk-based capital requirements. The leverage ratio is intended4 

 to limit on- and off-balance-sheet leverage in the banking sector and so avoid 

destabilising deleveraging processes, 

 to serve as an additional protective mechanism against model risk and 

measurement errors and 

 to act as a back-stop to boost the effectiveness of risk-based capital requirements. 

Although the leverage ratio is meant to supplement the risk-based capital requirements as 

a backstop measure, the Basel Committee is well aware that the leverage ratio is to be a 

binding capital regulation, i.e. a frontstop rule, for those banks which predominantly hold 

risk exposures with low risk weights.5  

The leverage ratio has been revised once since Basel III was introduced.6 This related 

above all to capturing off-balance-sheet items, to derivatives and securities financing 

transactions and to the treatment of netting agreements. This was meant to ensure that the 

leverage ratio does not lead to distortions in competition due to differing accounting rules. 

The changes in the leverage ratio have in the meantime been incorporated in the CRR.7 

Basel III envisages an observation period running from 1 January 2013 to 1 January 2017, 

during which the leverage ratio components and their interactions with risk-based capital 

will be monitored. Once the outcome of the observation period has been assessed, the 

Basel Committee will make the final adjustments to the definition and the calibration 

prior to introduction as part of the first or the second pillar on 1 January 2018. However, 

                                                 
3  Jarrow (2013) argues that the greater transparency is the main advantage of the leverage ratio compared 

with VaR-based capital requirements. However, the leverage ratio he uses does not involve any risk-

insensitive capital requirement as in Basel III but a risk-based capital requirement that differs only in 

the formulation but not content from the usual risk-sensitive capital requirements. See also Bank of 

England (2014), p. 13. 

4  see BCBS (2011), Art. 16. 

5  see BCBS (2014d), p. 5. 

6  see BCBS (2013), (2014). 

7  see European Commission (2014); EBA (2014). 
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since 1 January 2015 banks have been required to include their leverage ratio on a 

consolidated basis in their pillar-III disclosure reports.8  

At the EU level, no official decision has yet been taken on introducing the leverage ratio 

as a regulatory measure. The agreed CRR timetable, however, permits its introduction as 

of 1 January 2018. By 31 October 2016 the EBA will draw up a comprehensive and 

thorough report on the leverage ratio for the EU Commission, which will also address the 

question whether the leverage ratio is the appropriate instrument for sufficiently and 

appropriately removing the risk of excessive levels of debt. The EU Commission will use 

the results of the EBA analysis to draft a report on the impact and effectiveness of the 

leverage ratio to be presented to the European Parliament and Council by 31 December 

2016. The CRR envisages a possibility for the size of the leverage ratio not being set 

uniformly for all banks but adjusted to reflect a bank’s business model.9 Calibrating the 

leverage ratio to different levels is meant to reflect the risk associated with a particular 

business model. It is also possible that the capital measure (i.e. the numerator of the 

leverage ratio) and/or the exposure measure (i.e. the denominator of the leverage ratio) 

can be adjusted depending on the business model. In the introduction to the CRR, 

mortgages and special financing for regional or local governments or public-sector 

entities are named as a "business model with apparently low risk"10, for which a special 

provision can be considered. 

This expertise will address the following questions: 

 Is the criticism of the risk-based capital regulations justified and is the leverage 

ratio a suitable instrument for remedying those inadequacies? 

 Does the leverage ratio achieve the objective of being a simple and transparent 

measure that does not require any risk weighting? 

 Does the leverage ratio ensure a level playing field? Since the definition of the 

leverage ratio is closely linked with balance-sheet items, this raises the question 

whether the leverage ratio will be distorted by differing accounting rules. 

 What impact does the leverage ratio have on banks’ risk policy? Particular 

attention will be paid to whether banks for which the leverage ratio is binding will 

have an incentive to enter into higher risks or refrain from risk-mitigating 

measures. 

 What will be the macro-economic impact of higher capital requirements in the 

form of a risk-insensitive leverage ratio? The assertion that higher capital ratios 

                                                 
8  Since the Basel Committee sees the leverage ratio as an important supplementary metric, it has agreed 

that the Basel II pillar-3 agreement shall also apply for the debt ratio and so this has to be published 

quarterly by major banks from 1 January 2015. 

9  see Art. 511 (2) 

10 see CRR number (95). 
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have no impact on banks’ capital costs and thus do not cause any macro-economic 

costs either will be critically examined. 

The second chapter traces the development of banking supervisory regulations – ranging 

from simple, risk-insensitive measures through to complex risk-based rules. This 

development is the product of the insight that in a financial world with ever more complex 

financing instruments simple, risk-insensitive metrics create possibilities for regulatory 

capital arbitrage that can thwart the goal of ensuring financial market stability. So that the 

advantages and disadvantages of risk-based and risk-insensitive capital requirements can 

be gauged, chapter 3 explains the objectives that can be achieved with capital regulations. 

Equity capital acts as a buffer for absorbing losses as they materialise and for ensuring 

that debt can be repaid in the event of insolvency. Furthermore, equity capital reduces the 

risk of moral hazard. Deposit insurance makes banks particularly vulnerable to risks of 

this nature. Capital regulations define the critical threshold beyond which banking 

supervisors can intervene. Owing to the particular importance of creditor protection and 

the threat of systemic risks, the banking supervisory authority must be able to take timely 

action and not have to wait until a bank is over-indebted, i.e. its equity used up. Since 

banks depend on continuous refinancing, trust in their creditworthiness is vital for 

ensuring uninterrupted liquidity. The trust of potential investors in turn depends on 

whether there is sufficient capital to absorb any losses. Lastly, equity capital is meant to 

reduce the threat of systemic risks which can arise should losses require massive 

deleveraging, i.e. a (fire) sale of securities. 

The fourth chapter provides a detailed discussion of the criticisms levied against risk-

based capital requirements, which in the main are raised hand in hand with a call for a 

non-risk-weighted capital requirement as a supplementary or sole regulation. The focus 

will be on the criticism of the use of internal risk models for supervisory purposes. These 

are held responsible to a considerable degree for a massive drop in capital ratios. The 

surprising aspect of this point of criticism is that internal risk models are permitted by the 

regulatory authorities for market price risks and operational risks, in other words they 

may be used for two risk categories which cannot be captured at all with risk-insensitive, 

balance-sheet oriented capital requirements. The use of internal risk models results in 

capital requirements being dependent on the data history used and the model design. Risk 

positions which are identical can therefore lead to different capital requirements 

depending on the data history and model applied. Due to the excessive variability11 of the 

results, internal risk models are regarded as unreliable and tainted with model risks. 

Closer consideration reveals that a part of the variability can be traced to different 

regulatory requirements. Harmonising the demands on the data basis and constraining 

modelling choices can help to reduce the variability in the models’ results. Lastly, it 

                                                 
11 "excessive variability", see BCBS (2014e). 
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should be borne in mind that risks can never be measured objectively and unambiguously 

and that there is no one right internal risk model. The inadequacies ultimately inherent in 

any risk measurement are not, however, a convincing argument for dispensing with all 

and any measurement, they should instead be a spur to developing better methods. A 

balance-sheet oriented capital ratio is regarded as the better insolvency indicator 

compared with a risk-weighted capital ratio. Apart from the fact that the empirical 

evidence for this is not clear cut, the empirical studies relate to a situation in which the 

balance-sheet oriented, risk-insensitive capital ratio could be chosen at will and – unlike 

the risk-weighted capital ratio – was not influenced by regulatory requirements. The 

empirical insight gained under such conditions cannot be simply carried over to a situation 

in which the leverage ratio is a regulatory threshold value. 

After this full discussion of the pros and cons of a risk-insensitive capital requirement, 

the fifth chapter examines whether the leverage ratio as defined by the Basel Committee 

on Banking Supervision in January 2014 achieves the objectives. This reveals that the 

leverage ratio has since acquired such a degree of complexity that we can no longer speak 

of a simple and transparent rule. Neutrality with respect to the accounting standards used 

by banks, IFRS or US-GAAP, has largely been achieved. Banks using the German 

accounting standard (HGB) report different balance-sheet values than IFRS or US-GAAP 

banks due to differing valuation principles. No clear statement can be made on whether 

this is detrimental to the HGB or the IFRS accounting banks, depending as it does on the 

constellation between fair value and amortised costs. 

The sixth chapter examines the repercussions of the leverage ratio on a bank’s business 

policy. Capital regulations can only influence business policy, if the type of financing has 

any influence whatsoever on a bank´s objectives. Since this relevance is disputed12, it will 

be first argued why the Modigliani-Miller irrelevance proposition does not apply to 

banks. This is followed by a model-theoretical analysis on the relationship between 

capital requirements and banks’ risk behaviour, both for cases of a risk-sensitive and a 

risk-insensitive capital requirement. Then those portfolios and types of credit institutions 

for which the leverage ratio is expected to lead to a higher capital requirement than the 

risk-sensitive capital requirements are identified.  

The seventh chapter uses the analyses of the preceding chapters to form an overall 

assessment of the leverage ratio. It is first shown that a risk-insensitive measure is in 

principle inadequate to achieve the related regulatory objectives, namely protection 

against the dangers of excessive leverage and protection against measuring errors and 

model risks. Systemic risks can in fact be more effectively limited by risk-based capital 

requirements, in addition capital requirements should be set less rigidly and greater 

                                                 
12 see e.g. Admati/Hellwig (2013). 
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consideration be given to stable refinancing. A metric largely aimed at counterparty risks 

is not suitable for limiting model risks aimed primarily at capturing market price and 

operational risks. Using the leverage ratio as an additional regulatory instrument that 

comes into play should the risk-based capital requirements fail ("backstop") is flawed, 

since both instruments are based on the same safety mechanism, namely the presence of 

capital. Thus the two instruments are not available independently of each other, ultimately 

only one of them can ever be effective. Quantitative impact studies suggest that the 

leverage ratio will not become a backstop rule but a binding regulation for a significant 

part of the German banking sector. This will have a considerable impact on the business 

policy of these banks and also lead to making those bank products that have been assigned 

a low risk weight more expensive. A summary and an outlook round off the expertise. 
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2. The development of capital adequacy regulations for banks  

2.1 The development of capital adequacy regulations for banks in Germany 

The first regulations to tie the business activity of banks to their capital were introduced 

with the Kredit-Richtsätze (lending guidelines) enacted in January 1951. 13 These 

guidelines restricted the lending volume to a multiple of a bank’s liable capital. The 

guidelines were revised in March 1951 and January 1952 and contained the following 

elements14: 

 Guideline I: The sum of short- and medium-term loans to businesses and private 

households is not to exceed 18-fold the credit bank’s capital.  

 Guideline II: The sum of current-account and acceptance loans is not to exceed 

60% of a credit bank’s deposits and capital. 

 Guideline III: The total of a credit bank’s liquid assets is not to be less than 20% 

of the liabilities.  

 Guideline IVa: The volume of acceptance loans and debtor arrangements is not 

to exceed 3-fold of capital. 

 Guideline IVb: The volume of the credit bank’s certain acceptance loans and 

debtor arrangements is not to exceed 1-fold of capital. 

After several years of drafting, the Gesetz über das Kreditwesen [KWG – Banking Act] 

of 10 July 1961 came into force on 1 January 1962. This established the 

Bundesaufsichtsamt für das Kreditwesen (BAKred) as the central banking supervisory 

authority. Principles I, II and III were formulated to make the somewhat general 

requirements of the KWG on capital and liquidity more specific.15 Principle I restricted 

the volume of loans to companies, private households and credit institutions and for a 

credit institution’s participating interests net of general provisions for loans and 

participating interests to 18-fold the liable equity capital.16 The introduction of Principle 

I covered not only short- and medium-term loans, but also long-term loans.17 Excluded 

                                                 
13  see Monatsbericht der Bank Deutscher Länder, Januar/Februar 1951. 

14 see Monatsbericht der Bank Deutscher Länder, März 1952. Sparkassen (savings banks), 

Kreditgenossenschaften (credit cooperationals) and members of other banking groups were subject to 

partly differing regulations. 

15  Principles II and III were replaced on 25 November 1998 by the new Principle II (pursuant to Section 

11 KWG). The two capital principles (I and Ia) issued by the Bundesaufsichtsamt were motivated by 

the idea of risk mitigation. Accordingly, the term risk principles was also used, namely a general 

(Principle I) and a specific (Principle Ia) one. They limited the scale of certain risk-bearing transactions 

in relation to capital. 

16  In 1979 the average metric at the reporting credit institutions amounted to 13.6. Thus there was 

considerable leeway before the threshold of 18 was reached. However, there were also a handful of 

institutions whose metric was above the standard value. See Mayer (1981), p. 73 ff.  

17  Principles I and Ia were – as expressly defined in the KWG’s official argumentation – neither legal rules 

nor administrative acts. They therefore had no direct legally binding effect on credit institutions and 

infringing them led to no direct legal consequences. 
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were long-term loans serving as coverage for bonds or granted against land charges as 

part of mortgage transactions. Principle I applied to that part of the lending business which 

was regarded as risky and to those shareholdings, which – expressed in today’s 

terminology – without further differentiation were assigned a risk weight of 100 %. Loans 

granted to the public sector were deemed risk-free and hence not subject to Principle I, 

i.e. their risk weight was set at zero. Principle Ia stipulated that the volume of bill of 

exchange transactions could not exceed 1.5-fold of the bank’s capital. As part of the 1969 

redrafting, Principle Ia was struck out and included in Principle I, furthermore additional 

risk weights were introduced for credit risk exposures. For example, loans to domestic 

credit institutions were taken into consideration at 20% and the following loans at 50%: 

 Long-term loans serving as coverage for bonds or granted against land charges as 

part of mortgage transactions;  

 Claims against customers, in so far as they were guaranteed or otherwise secured 

by domestic public-sector legal entities; 

 Contingent claims against customers;  

 Loans to foreign credit institutions.  

A comprehensive revision of the KWG was followed by the enactment of its second 

amendment on 3 May 1976, as a reaction to the insolvency of the Cologne-based Herstatt 

Bank in 1974 in consequence of losses from foreign-exchange speculation. As 

preparation for a comprehensive revision of the KWG, the German Finance Ministry set 

up the Studienkommission "Grundsatzfragen der Kreditwirtschaft" [Fundamental Issues 

in the Banking Sector Commission] in November 1974. The commission came to the 

conclusion that the regulatory framework should be adjusted to reflect the new risk 

situation experienced by credit institutions. It had to be ensured that individual institutions 

and groups of institutions had sufficient capital at their disposal. This was also in line 

with the demands of the banking supervisory authorities. As a consequence of the Herstatt 

insolvency, the second amendment of the KWG introduced the new Equity Capital 

Principle Ia to limit open foreign exchange and precious metal positions18: 

 The difference between asset and liability forex exposure, regardless of maturity, 

should not exceed 30% of the capital on an end-day valuation basis. The 

difference is determined from the balances of the asset and liability positions 

(but amounts in different currencies are not allowed to be offset). 

 The limits for maturities within one calendar month and one calendar half-year 

are 40 % each. This 40 % threshold related to foreign exchange positions only. 

                                                 
18  Open precious metal positions were included in Principle Ia from 1 February 1980. In addition, Principle 

Ia was extended in 1990 to include interest rate and other price risks in derivatives transactions. For the 

key provisions in Principle I see also Arnold/Schulte-Mattler (1992a), (1992b). 
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Precious metals transactions were excluded and subject only to the rule mentioned 

above. 

With further amendments of the KWG, the introduced EU directives were step by step 

implemented into German law.19 Following a concerted action by the banking supervisory 

authorities in the United States and Great Britain, the recommendations of the Basel 

Committee for Banking Supervision at the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) were 

passed on to the national banking associations in 1987 and the first official 

recommendation to be adopted was the International Convergence of Capital 

Measurement and Capital Standards" (Basel I) on 11 July 1988. The focus of the 

recommendation was the international harmonisation of the banking regulation and a 

limitation of risks by tiding especially the banks’ lending business to bank capital.20  

Under a new definition of the bank capital, which distinguished between core and 

supplementary capital, internationally active banks were to maintain a minimum capital 

adequacy ratio of 8% of their risk-weighted assets. The risk weights (creditworthiness 

weightings) were refined by distinguishing between six counterparty groups and two 

regionally defined preference zones (see Table 1). 

 

Risk 

class 

Core risk assets Creditwort

hiness 

weighting 

capital 

consumptio

n 

I Claims on central banks and public sector 

entities domestic and preference zone A 

0% 0.0% 

II Covered bonds (Pfandbriefe) 10% 0.8% 

III Claims on banks domestic, Zone A and Zone B 

maturity ≤ 1 year 

20% 1.6% 

IV Mortgage loans 50% 4.0% 

V Building saving loans 70% 5.6% 

VI Securities, participating interests, claims against 

non-banks and banks outside Zone A maturity ≥ 

1 year 

100% 8.0% 

Table 1: National implementation of Basel I risk weights 

Source: own presentation 

                                                 
19 see Szagunn/Haug/Ergenzinger (1997), p. 64 f. After the introduction of the second amendment, the 

framework of the equity capital provisions under Principle I remained largely unchanged for 20 years. 

20 see Tarullo (2008), p. 47. 
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In Germany, the Basel Committee recommendations were implemented in the fourth 

amendment of the KWG of 1992. The Basel I EU Capital Directive resulted in a 

redefinition of capital in Section 10 KWG. Directive (89/647/EEC) on the solvency ratio 

for credit institutions was implemented by amending Principle I. Newly introduced were 

the capital adequacy requirements for off-balance-sheet transactions. Furthermore, the 

underlying system of the capital adequacy regulations was changed: The volume of risk 

positions was no longer restricted to a multiple of capital (limitation model) but every 

risk exposure was to be backed by a particular amount of capital (backing model). That 

amount was set in the solvency ratio of 8%. 

In early 1996 the Basel Committee extended its capital recommendation with the 

amendment to the capital accord to incorporate market risks (Basel 1.5) resulting from 

foreign currency (banking and trading book), interest rate and equity position risks 

(trading book only) and other risks (both trading and banking book).21 In Germany, the 

corresponding capital requirements were implemented in late 1998 with a revision of 

Principle I. The implementation of the Basel market risk amendment marked a completely 

new approach for the risk measurement by the supervisor: As an alternative to the 

standardised regulatory procedures for quantifying market price risks, credit institutions 

were allowed to use their own risk models – subject to meeting certain preconditions and 

prior approval by the supervisory authorities.22 The "Value at Risk" (VaR) was introduced 

as the risk measure against which the bank capital was to be measured. Unlike the 

standardised approach, the usage of internal models to determine the capital requirements 

is not set by detailed provisions, but the supervisor merely sets the framework conditions 

that ensure that the internal models reliably measure the risks. For example, the holding 

period (10 days) and confidence level (99%) are defined for the VaR, and there are also 

comprehensive regulations concerning the data history for calculating the VaR and the 

risk parameters to be taken into consideration. A daily back-testing must be carried out 

to verify the forecast quality of the VaR. As of May 2015 eleven institutions in Germany 

have an approval  to use their own market risk models.23 

The approval of the internal risk models served several objectives: The burden on banks 

was to be eased by allowing them to use one and the same risk measurement method for 

internal risk management and for supervisory purposes. Furthermore, internal risk models 

                                                 
21 see BCBS (1995). 

22 The purpose was to align the banks’ internal risk management with external risk mitigation under the 

regulation. Banks were to be incentivised to expand their internal risk management and be rewarded 

with lower capital requirements.  

23 see Deutsche Bundesbank: Erteilte Zulassungen zur Nutzung eigener Marktrisikomodelle gemäß Art. 

363 CRR. http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Standardartikel/Aufgaben/ 
Bankenaufsicht/basel2_zulassungen_nutzung_marktrisikomodelle.html 

http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Standardartikel/Aufgaben/
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were credited with greater accuracy than the standardised method, which was based on 

merely general risk parameter assumptions.  

Unlike the earlier Principle Ia, which was based on a limitation model, the consideration 

of market price risks under Basel 1.5 led to an additional capital requirement, as the 

capital adequacy for market price risks was no longer available to cover other risks. By 

using the internal risk models the increase in the capital requirement could be significantly 

reduced compared to the additional capital requirement that would have been required 

under the standardised method. Table 2 presents the development in market risk 

equivalents for two German banks. It shows that the capital requirements for market price 

risks for Bank I and Bank II fell after approval of the internal models (Bank I from 1999, 

for Bank II from 2001), whereby the change in capital requirements may have been partly 

caused by changes in the risk positions.  

A lower capital requirement through the use of internal risk models was intended: on the 

one hand the need for own funds to absorb unexpected losses due to an imprecise risk 

measurement is lower if advanced risk measurement methods are used. On the other hand, 

the prospect of lower capital requirements would incentivise banks to improve their risk 

measurement methods in order to qualify for regulatory approval. 

 

Institution 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Bank I 13,282 8,676 7,928 8,016 6,217 9,530 

Bank II  1,538 1,610 2,160  653   292   400 

Table 2: Changes in market risk equivalent (in EUR million) 

Source: annual reports of selected banks 

In 2001 the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision issued a consultation paper entitled 

"The New Basel Capital Accord" (Basel II), which envisaged a new capital requirement 

for operational risks and also radically reformed the capital requirements for credit risks. 

The aim was to make capital requirements for credit risks more risk sensitive through a 

more differentiated inclusion of the debtor’s default risk when determining the 

creditworthiness weighting. Banks were given a choice between two approaches with 

different complexity. 

Under the Standardised Approach for Credit Risk, the creditworthiness weight no longer 

depends on the credit type and debtor category alone, instead the risk weights for 

exposures depend on external credit assessments determined by a recognised rating 

agency. Envisaged are risk weights of 0%, 10%, 20%, 50%, 100%, 150%, 250% and 

1,250%. For loans to companies the risk weight ranges between 20% (rating category 
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AAA to AA-) and 150% (rating category below B-), for unrated borrowers the risk weight 

remains at 100%.24 Under the Internal Ratings-Based Approach (IRBA), the risk weight 

depends on the bank’s own estimated one-year probability of default for the debtor, the 

loss given default (LGD), the exposure at default (EAD) and the loan term. Whereas only 

the default probability is estimated by the bank itself in the basic approach of the IRBA, 

with the other parameters being determined by the regulator, in the advanced version all 

other parameters also have to be estimated by the bank.25 The risk weight determined 

from the probability of default, EAD, LGD and loan term using the IRBA formula can be 

interpreted as a – partly regulatory-value based – VaR per unit lending volume.26 The 

regulatory use of parameters which are also used for internal bank risk measurement 

shows that the further development of capital requirements for credit risks fostered by 

Basel II builds on the regulatory treatment of market price risks. Both the standard method 

and advanced measurement approaches based on variables determined internally by 

banks can also be used for the regulatory treatment of operational risks. 

Basel II also revised the possibilities for including the risk-mitigating effects of credit 

hedges. Whereas the Standardised Approach for Credit Risk permits the consideration of 

only financial collateral, the IRBA Approach also permits tangible collateral such as 

chattel mortgages in so far as the bank can prove that it has qualified management for the 

collateral at its disposal. 

As with market price risks, the objective for credit risks was that the more advanced the 

applied method is, the lower the capital requirement would be. The IRBA is mainly 

applied by major banks and banks with a specialised business model.27 As of the reference 

date 1 October 2013, 24 institutions had the approval to use the internal estimation of the 

default probability (basic IRBA), 18 institutions had the approval to use the advanced 

approach, a further 7 institutions had the approval solely to use an internal rating based 

approach for their retail exposure.28 The broader use of IRBA is hindered by the fact that 

the IRBA approval is very expensive for credit institutions, and hence often not 

worthwhile for smaller and medium-sized banks. An additional problem is that – unlike 

                                                 
24 Rating based on Standard & Poor’s. 

25 The advanced approach is only permitted for certain exposure classes. 

26 see Hartmann-Wendels/Pfingsten/Weber (2015), p. 621 ff. 

27 see Deutsche Bundesbank: Erteilte Zulassungen zur Nutzung eines auf internen Ratings basierenden 

Ansatzes (IRBA) gemäß § 58 Solvabilitätsverordnung. Stand 01.10.2013. 

http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Standardartikel/Aufgaben/Bankenaufsicht/basel2_zulassun

g_institute_in_ deutschland.html 

28 see Deutsche Bundesbank: Erteilte Zulassungen zur Nutzung eines auf internen Ratings basierenden 

Ansatzes (IRBA) gemäß §58 Solvabilitätsverordnung. Stand 01.10.2013. 

http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Standardartikel/Aufgaben/Bankenaufsicht/basel2_zulassun

g_institute_in_ deutschland.html 

http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Standardartikel/Aufgaben/Bankenaufsicht/basel2_zulassung_institute_in_
http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Standardartikel/Aufgaben/Bankenaufsicht/basel2_zulassung_institute_in_
http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Standardartikel/Aufgaben/Bankenaufsicht/basel2_zulassung_institute_in_
http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Standardartikel/Aufgaben/Bankenaufsicht/basel2_zulassung_institute_in_
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for internal market price risk models – only a restricted partial use is possible, so that as 

a rule a credit institution requires an approval for each internal rating system that it uses. 

Another goal in Basel II was to reduce the incentives for regulatory arbitrage in 

securitisation transactions. Capital requirements for credit risks which depend mainly on 

the lending volume but not on the related default risk enable regulatory capital to be 

reduced by selling loans in asset-backed transactions and by structuring them in a way 

that the default risk relating to the loans sold largely remains with the originator through 

the retention of the equity tranche. 

At the European level, Basel II was implemented in the Banking Directive (2006/48/EC) 

and the Capital Adequacy Directive (2006/49/EC) in June 2006. These directives were 

implemented in German law in the seventh amendment of the KWG and supplementary 

ordinances, especially the Solvency Regulation (SolvV) in mid December 2006 and the 

Large Exposures Regulation (GroMiKV).  

The worldwide financial crisis in 2007 led to numerous, mostly internationally 

coordinated, efforts to boost the stability of the financial systems through even more 

comprehensive regulation of banks. On 16 January 2009 the Basel Committee on Banking 

Supervision published a consultation paper entitled "Enhancements to the Basel II 

Framework". The main points of this consultation paper, also known as Basel 2.5, were 

increasing the risk weights for securitisations and re-securitisations and higher capital 

requirements where internal risk models for market price risks are used. Right from the 

onset of the financial markets crisis it was clear that the loss potential of these exposures 

had been understated because of the then valid risk weights. Basel 2.5 was incorporated 

in an EU directive as CRD II and CRD III and into German law by the second Regulation 

on the Further Implementation of the Amended Banking Directive and the amended 

Capital Adequacy Directive of 26 October 2011 (Federal Law Gazette I 2011, 2103). 

Much more far-reaching than Basel 2.5 are the consultation papers "Strengthening the 

resilience of the banking sector" and "International framework for liquidity risk 

measurement, standards and monitoring with respect to the liquidity risk", also known as 

Basel III, which were adopted on 17 December 2010 and implemented in EU law as the 

CRD IV package. The CRD IV package comprises an EU regulation (Capital 

Requirements Regulation – CRR), which is also directly valid law in Germany, and an 

EU directive (Capital Requirements Directive – CRD). The CRR and the CRD 

implemented in German law came into force as of 1 January 2014. The key aspects of the 

CRD IV package are: 

 stricter qualitative and quantitative requirements for own funds, 

 higher capital requirements for market price risks and counterparty risks in 

derivatives, repo transactions and securities transactions, 

 internationally coordinated liquidity rules and 
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 introduction of a risk-insensitive leverage ratio. 

In Basel III two fundamentally different approaches to ensuring solvency through capital 

requirement regulations meet head on. On the one hand, it continues the development of 

the last few decades of adjusting assets risk weighting to the empirically determined 

potential loss and assigning further risk components previously regarded as unimportant 

their own capital requirement. On the other hand, a leverage ratio is introduced that 

intentionally does not differentiate the risk type and largely dispenses with a risk 

weighting. This brings to mind the first versions of Principle I, which did not make any 

distinctions for different risk types either and contained only very rudimentary risk 

weights. 

Concerning the balancing of these two opposing approaches, Basel III and the 

CRR envisage that the leverage ratio will serve as a backstop rule and counteract 

the cyclical effect of risk-based capital requirements. In principle, the capital 

requirements will thus still be determined on a risk-sensitive basis, but the use of 

internal risk models should not lead to too low ratio of bank capital to total capital. 

This should avoid the risk that a risk measurement which is actually compliant but 

nevertheless incorrect in the light of the actually materialising losses will create 

the threat of insolvency. Furthermore, the high debt ratios, which were compliant 

under the approval of internal risk models for market price risks especially for 

major banks with sizeable trading books, are regarded as a risk for the stability of 

the banking system. High debt ratios were blamed for risk positions having to be 

reduced on a large scale in a crisis scenarios. If several major banks adopt a 

deleveraging strategy at the same time, this has a massive impact on security 

prices. Massive pressure on security prices in turn leads to considerable value 

adjustments at other institutions, forcing those institutions to sell off assets on a 

large scale as well so as to comply with the capital regulations. This further 

aggravates the downward spiral in security prices.29  

Whether the leverage ratio turns out to be a backstop rule, depends on how it is designed, 

i.e. on the basis applied for determining the capital requirement on the one hand, and on 

the capital requirement rate on the other hand. In Basel III this was provisionally set at 

3%, the CRR has yet to set a rate. The definitive CRR rate has been held back to 2016 so 

that the European Banking Authority (EBA) can report its findings.30 Quantitative impact 

studies31 suggest that the leverage ratio could also become a frontstop rule depending on 

how it is designed, so that ultimately a risk-insensitive capital requirement will become 

                                                 
29 see Brunnermeier/Pedersen (2009). 

30 see CRR Art. 501 (1). 

31 see BCBS (2013e). 
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the dominant rule. Furthermore, various parties are also calling for the leverage ratio to 

be more than a mere backstop rule.32  

Since 1951, regulatory capital requirements in Germany have undergone a pronounced 

change from risk-insensitive regulations (e.g. the first versions of the lending guidelines) 

to risk-sensitive regulations (e.g. Basel II) (see Table 3). There are in essence two main 

drivers for this development: on the one hand it was increasingly realised that there are 

risk positions whose degree of risk cannot be determined from book values, and on the 

other hand regulatory practice has shown that imprecise risk measurement creates 

incentives for regulatory arbitrage. For counterparty risks associated with balance-sheet 

assets, the book value of a position may well be a halfway useful risk metric, but market 

price risks can only be captured by determining the open positions, i.e. by offsetting 

similar claims and obligations. Likewise, a carrying-value based approach fails for risks 

arising from derivatives. At the time when the first supervisory capital based regulations 

were issued, neither market price risks nor derivatives played much of a role. Exchange 

rates were fixed, share trading volumes were very meagre and the interest rates were 

largely stable. Under such circumstances, a simple, largely risk-insensitive capital 

regulation focusing essentially on credit risks was quite adequate. The limitations of these 

simple regulations very quickly became clear, when floating exchange rates and trading 

in derivatives shot up. Only ever more complex and more risk sensitive capital 

requirements, no longer based on carrying values, were capable tackling these risks from 

the regulatory perspective. 

The risk-insensitive leverage ratio is meant to inject a provision which picks up on the 

early capital regulations and does not distinguish between different risk types. 

Table 3 summarises developments in the national and international regulatory framework 

governing capital backing for risks and shows how ever more risk types became subject 

to regulation over the course of time. This development went hand in hand with the trend 

to a more pronounced risk-sensitive determination of capital requirements. The changes 

in the regulatory framework were frequently a reaction to weaknesses of preceding rules 

which always became apparent when loopholes in the supervisory provisions are 

exploited for regulatory arbitrage. 

 

                                                 
32 see Haldane (2012); Admati et al. (2013); Blum (2008). 



Year Regulation Contents Consideration of individual risk types 

1951 Kredit-Richtsätze The central bank council adopts first credit 

guidelines aimed at ensuring an appropriate ratio 

of lending to liable own funds. 

First time credit risk is addressed 

1962 

 

Gesetz über das Kreditwesen 

(KWG) 

Uniform state supervision, approval for banking 

business, regulations governing lending business 

Principles governing capital and liquidity for 

credit institutions issued 

 

Equity Capital Principle I Concretisation of § 10 KWG (postulate of an 

adequate capital base) 

Restriction of counterparty default risks at credit institutions 

Liquidity Principles II and III Concretisation of § 11 KWG (adequate liquidity 

requirement) 

Inclusion of liquidity risk (above all refinancing risk) 

1974 Equity Capital Principle Ia Limitation of open foreign exchange and precious 

metal positions 

Limitation of foreign exchange and precious metal risks 

1984 3rd amendment of the KWG Consolidation requirement for participating 

interests of at least 25%, tightening of large 

exposures regime 

 

1990 Amendment of Equity Capital 

Principle Ia 

Expansion of the supervisory assessment of 

market price risks 

Limitation of interest rate and share price risks 

1992 4th amendment of the KWG  

(based on Basel I) 

Changes in the regulations for counterparty 

default risk 

Own funds backing for counterparty default risks  

2
2

 



Year Regulation Contents Consideration of individual risk types 

1998 6th amendment of the KWG Expansion of the regulations for market price 

risks, inter alia approval of internal models for 

market price risks; Principles I and Ia combined 

as new Principle I 

Own funds backing for commodity and exchange rate risks and 

for interest rate and share price risks in trading books 

2000 Liquidity Principles combined as 

new Principle II 

Assignment to maturity bands by residual 

maturity terms, consideration of open credit lines 

and credit commitments 

Liquidity risk assessment extended to include call-down risk 

2004 

to 

2007 

Basel II Fundamental restructuring of supervisory law 

(three-pillar model) 

Risk weights adjusted to debtor’s default risks, acceptability of 

internally estimated default probabilities and loss given default; 

for first time, consideration of operational risk, implicit inclusion 

of interest rate risk in non-trading books as part of the 2nd pillar 

2009 Basel 2.5 Expansion of the Basel-II framework: immediate 

measures as lesson learnt from the financial crisis 

Higher risk weighting of securitisations / resecuritisations and 

retentions for securitisations  

Tightening of the trading book rules (introduction of an 

Incremental Default Risk Charge IDRC, later extended scope of 

application by dropping of restriction to default risks: Incremental 

Risk Charge IRC) 

2010 

to 

2014  

Basel III Adoption and introduction of CRR/CRD IV  stricter qualitative and quantitative requirements for own 

funds, 

 higher capital requirements for market price risks and 

counterparty risks in derivatives, repo transactions and 

securities transactions, 

 international coordinated liquidity rules and the introduction 

of a leverage ratio (LR) 

Table 3: Development of regulatory regulations 

Source: own presentation

2
3
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2.2 Development of capital adequacy regulations for banks in the USA 

Up to 1981 the United States had no specific capital requirements for banks.33 The 

statutory basis for minimum capital standards before 1981 was solely based on 12 US 

Code § 51, which made a certain initial capital a precondition for a charter being granted 

by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). However, there were no 

statutory provisions governing the capital base of national banks during the normal course 

of business once the bank had been granted a charter. The three federal supervisory 

agencies OCC, Federal Reserve System (FRS) and Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation (FDIC) had merely non-formal guidelines for assessing the appropriateness 

of the capital, which moreover differed significantly from each other.34 Following a 

considerable drop in the capital to assets ratio in the 1970s (see Figure 1) and the 

realisation by the supervisory authorities that something needed to be done urgently to 

tackle the ever growing risk of the increasingly international banking business, the first 

guidelines for adequate capitalisation were issued on 17 December 1981.35 

 

Figure 1: Capital-to-Assets Ratio of the largest US banks 

Source: FDIC (own presentation) 

The FRS and the OCC issued joint "Capital Adequacy Guidelines", which for the first 

time set risk-insensitive minimum capital to total assets ratios.36 As the basis for their 

supervisory adequacy assessment the two bodies introduced two relationships which 

corresponded to a simple leverage ratio37: 

                                                 
33 see Norton (1995), p. 46 ff. 

34 see Mayne (1972); Shay (1974). 

35 see Symons/White (1984), p. 288 ff.; Böttger (1982), p. 271. 

36 see Federal Banking Law Reporter (1981). 

37 The leverage ratio covered only on-balance-sheet and no off-balance-sheet items. 
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 the ratio of primary capital to total assets; 

 the ratio of total capital to total assets. The total capital comprises primary and 

secondary capital. 

Primary capital is the capital paid in for ordinary and preference shares, reserves, retained 

earnings, certain provisions, capital raised from issuing convertible bonds and 100% of 

the provisions for losses from loan transactions. Secondary capital includes preference 

shares (with limited terms) and subordinated liabilities. In addition, secondary capital 

may not exceed 50% of the primary capital.  

The minimum limits for the capital ratios were set according to the size of the banks: 

1. Multinational institutions38: no limit set for these institutions, each one was 

subject to an individual appropriateness test; 

2. Regional institutions (all non-multinational institutions with total assets of more 

than one billion dollars): primary capital ratio of 5%; 

3. Local institutions (small banks with total assets of less than one billion dollars): 

primary capital ratio of 6%. 

For the total capital to total assets ratio three different threshold values were defined (see 

Table 4). 

 

 Regional institutions Local institutions 

Level 1 above 6.5% above 7% 

Level 2 5.5%-6.5% 6%-7% 

Level 3 under 5.5% under 6% 

Table 4: Capital ratio levels 1981 

Source: own presentation 

If the capital ratio was above the minimum levels defined in level 1, the capital base is 

presumed adequate. For banks whose capital ratio was in the range set in level 2, there 

was the first indication of the capital base being too small.39 If the capital ratio fell short 

of the minimum values in level 3, there was a very strong presumption for the bank’s 

undercapitalisation. As a reaction to the debt crisis the International Lending and 

Supervision Act (ILSA) was passed in 1983 and raised the primary capital for regional 

institutions to 5.5% and lowered it for local institutions to 5%.  

                                                 
38 The supervisory authorities did not lay down any generally binding capital to total assets ratio for 

multinational banks. They remained subject to an individual appropriateness test. 

39  This presumption is boosted if both the ratios of primary capital and total capital to total assets reached 

or were close to the minimum ratio. 
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The triggers for further new capital requirements through a risk-sensitive capital ratio 

were the strong increase in the internationalisation of banking business, the debt crisis 

and the shifting of a significant part of activities through newly created financial 

instruments to off-balance-sheet transactions.40 In 1986 the US supervisory authorities 

presented an initial proposal for introducing a risk-sensitive metric based on different risk 

weighting for on- and off-balance-sheet positions. Despite broad acceptance, its 

introduction delayed however, as the US supervisory authorities wanted to promote a 

uniform regulation at the international level. After a corresponding bilateral agreement 

between the US supervisory authorities and the Bank of England in 1987, the 

recommendation on the international harmonisation of banking supervisory capital 

requirements standards was adopted at the Group of Ten meeting in Basel on 11 July 

1988, which the Federal Reserve Board approved in August 1988 (Basel I).41 The new 

guidelines issued by the Fed in December 1988 (a minimum capital ratio of at least 8% 

of the risk-weighted assets) applied from 31 December 1990 and while they largely 

followed the recommendations of the Basel Committee, the Fed applied them not only 

for internationally active banks but in general to all the banks and bank holding companies 

it supervised. Under an agreement with the OCC and the FDIC, these supervisory 

authorities also changed their capital regulations accordingly. The simple leverage ratio 

(as a ratio of tier-1 capital to total assets) was retained in addition to the risk-weighted 

measure and still had to be met by all banks. In addition, the Prompt Corrective Act (PCA) 

categorised credit institutions involved exclusively in lending and deposit business by the 

quality of their capital base (see Table 5): 

 Total  

risk-based capital 

Tier 1  

risk-based ratio 

Tier 1  

leverage ratio42 

Well capitalised ≥ 10.0% ≥ 6.0% ≥ 5.0% 

Adequately capitalised ≥ 8.0% ≥ 4.0% ≥ 4.0% 

Undercapitalised < 8.0% < 4.0% < 4.0% 

Significantly 

undercapitalised 

< 6.0% < 3.0% < 3.0% 

Table 5: Prompt Corrective Action capital ratios 

Source: Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

                                                 
40 Problematical from the supervisory perspective were those off-balance-sheet positions which were not 

included in the leverage ratio. For example, interest rate swaps of the 10 largest US banks up to 1985 

accounted for some 14% of total assets. See FRBN (1987-1988),  p. 26. See also Volcker (1987). 

41 see Deutsche Bundesbank / Auszüge aus den Presseartikeln (1988), Nr. 58, S.8. 

42  This leverage ratio ("general" LR) differs from the proposed BCBS LR.  
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All in all, the introduction of Basel I had a positive effect on the capital base of US banks 

(see Figure 1). An indication for this is the proportion of banks qualified in Table 5 as 

"Well capitalised". Between 1990 and 1992 the proportion of such banks rose from 86% 

to 96% despite an unfavourable economic environment.43  

On 6 September 1996 the three supervisory authorities decided to implement Basel 

Market Risk Publication (Basel 1.5), whose requirements had to be met by US banks from 

1 January 1998, in so far as certain threshold values were exceeded.44 

On 7 December 2007 the US supervisory authorities decided to introduce Basel II with 

the proviso that the provisions had to be complied with from 1 April 2008. Unlike in the 

EU the Basel II provisions did not apply for all banks, but only for "core" banks, i.e. 

internationally active or large banks meeting one of two criteria: 

 Consolidated assets of at least USD 250bn, or 

 On balance sheet foreign currency risks of at least USD 10bn. 

On 21 July 2010, as a reaction to the financial markets crisis, the Dodd-Frank Act 

introduced comprehensive changes in the financial regulation and promotion of financial 

market stability. The Dodd-Frank Act tightened the requirements on banks with total 

assets of more than USD 50bn and on all institutions deemed systemically relevant by the 

Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC).45 The revised capital requirements were 

realised with the Collins Amendment to the Dodd-Frank Act. The Collins Amendment 

applies to both credit institutions involved in lending and deposit transactions and also 

entire holding companies and it empowers federal regulators to set minimum capital 

requirements. These requirements are seen as a floor to which possible additions could 

be made as a result of implementing Basel III rules. The FDIC’s risk-based minimum 

capital ratios are shown in the following table: 

 Recommended  

capital base 

Adequate  

capital base 

Tier-1 capital ratio  6.0% 4.0% 

Total capital ratio 10.0% 8.0% 

Table 6: Collins Amendment capital ratios 

Source: own presentation 

                                                 
43  see FDIC (2003). https://www.fdic.gov/bank/analytical/fyi/2003/011403fyi.html 

44  After prior approval by the OCC, banks could include market price risks as of 1 January 1997. 

45  see Federal Register (1996). 
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Institutions with at least USD 250bn in consolidated assets or with on-balance-sheet 

foreign currency risks of at least USD 10bn are subject to additional "safety and 

soundness" requirements, such as the countercyclical capital buffer and an additional 

leverage ratio ("supplementary leverage ratio").46 The supplementary leverage ratio 

(SLR) was adopted for implementation on 26 September 2014 and corresponds to the 

leverage ratio proposed in Basel III. It has to be met at the consolidated level. Compared 

with the simple leverage ratio, the SLR includes not only on-balance-sheet exposures but 

also off-balance-sheet items, derivative positions and securities financing transactions. 

The SLR is 3% for all "advanced-approach" banks. Banks and bank holding companies 

with total assets > USD 700bn (in the main the G-SIBs) also have to maintain an 

additional 2% buffer. Deposit-taking institutions belonging to a bank holding company 

(BHC) insured by the FDIC have to have an SLR of 6%. The existing 4% simple leverage 

ratio applied in addition to the SLR.  

 Supplementary  

leverage ratio 

General  

leverage ratio 

Advanced Approach Bank   ≥ 3.0% 

≥ 4.0% 
G-SIBs > 5.0% 

Deposit-taking institutions as part of a 

BHC 

≥ 6.0% 

Table 7: Supplementary leverage ratio and leverage ratio 2014 

Source: own presentation 

Summing up, it can be seen that the USA has increasingly introduced risk-sensitive 

capital regulations. However, these applied in part only to large banks (e.g. Basel II). 

Unlike in the EU, the risk-sensitive capital regulations were issued not instead of but in 

addition to the risk-insensitive regulations in the form of a simple leverage ratio.  

2.3 Summary 

Looking at the development of banking supervision in Germany, the EU and the USA, 

despite certain differences in timing there are a number of parallels. For example, in the 

past few decades risk-insensitive rules for determining capital requirements have 

increasingly been replaced or supplemented by risk-sensitive regulations. The 

development from Basel I via Basel 1.5 to Basel II is marked by the inclusion of additional 

                                                 
46  Since the SLR, unlike the simple leverage ratio, also includes off-balance-sheet items, derivative 

exposures and securities financing transactions, it is a stricter version. For example, according to a study 

by the US supervisory authority, a 5% SLR equated to about a 7.2% simple leverage ratio. See Federal 

Register (2014).  
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regulatory risk categories and increasingly internal bank risk measurement methods being 

approved for measuring those risks. Both aspects served the goal of measuring a bank’s 

risks as comprehensively and precisely as possible for supervisory purposes. This was 

born from the realisation that neglecting risk types and a gulf between risk as measured 

by regulators and by banks would open up incentives for regulatory arbitrage and thus 

undermine the stability of the financial system. However, the goal of measuring a bank’s 

risks as exactly and comprehensively as possible came at the price of increasingly 

complex capital regulations.  

The shift to risk-sensitive capital regulations was not without its critics. The approval of 

internal risk models for supervisory purposes in particular is regarded as a major mistake 

by banking supervisory authorities. For example, it is claimed that the use of complex 

risk measurement methods creates the impression that risks could be estimated quite 

accurately47. Furthermore, it is criticised that banks misuse the authorised use of internal 

risk models to understate their risks and so save on capital. As a counterproposal to the 

complex, risk-sensitive capital regulations a simple, risk-insensitive capital requirement 

is suggested,48 although its specific design is left somewhat vague. The research literature 

offers concrete suggestions solely about the size of a risk-insensitive capital regulation, 

albeit ranging from 6% to 50%.49 Some writers call for the risk-based capital regulations 

to be replaced, others propose a risk-independent capital ratio as an additional instrument. 

Basel III took up the idea of a risk-independent leverage ratio as a backstop rule for the 

risk-based capital regulations. 

The fourth chapter examines the validity of the criticism levelled at the risk-based capital 

regulations. To put this criticism in a clearer perspective, the following chapter first 

discusses the objective pursued by regulatory capital requirements. 

                                                 
47 see Admati/Hellwig (2013), p. 183-187. 

48 see e.g. Admati/Hellwig (2013), p. 176-183; Blum (2008). 

49 A risk-sensitive equity capital ratio of 50% has so far been discussed only at the academic level. 
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3. Objectives of regulatory capital requirements 

As the historical outline has shown, regulations for minimum capital adequacy have long 

since been part of the banking supervisory toolbox. § 10 KWG describes the overarching 

goal of capital regulations as protecting creditors from losing assets. There are several 

mechanisms that can boost creditor protection via an adequate capital base. 

3.1 Capital as loss buffer 

Capital acts as a buffer against incurred losses. This function can only be fulfilled by 

those parts of capital which are liable for such losses: in Basel III / CRR those capital 

components recognised as core tier-1 capital. Without core tier-1 capital any loss would 

immediately lead to insolvency. On the other hand, a company can remain a going 

concern in the event of losses only if there are capital providers who have no claims to 

disbursements and have to accept the capital losses, without this entailing the bank’s 

insolvency. This involves in effect the paid-in equity capital, the capital and profit 

reserves and at HGB accounting banks the fund for general banking risks pursuant to 

Section 340g HGB as a disclosed reserve. Since a bank’s insolvency entails considerable 

asset write-downs, creditors’ assets are protected by there being sufficient capital to 

absorb losses without triggering insolvency. 

In addition, capital is also a loss buffer in the event of insolvency (gone-concern). In the 

event of a bank becoming insolvent, the assets are used to satisfy the claims of the capital 

providers. To what extent they can be satisfied depends on the value of the assets on the 

one hand and on their insolvency ranking on the other hand. Assets which are presumably 

largely or completely worthless in the event of insolvency, such as intangible assets, are 

therefore deducted from capital. Assets subject to fluctuating values are weighted more 

heavily, i.e. lead to a higher capital requirements than assets with more stable values. The 

insolvency ranking decides how the proceeds from asset disposals are distributed to 

capital providers. The probability of a capital provider’s being satisfied is greater, the 

larger the volume of subordinated claims to be satisfied. A minimum amount of 

subordinated capital thus protects the claims of the senior investors against losses. 

Subordinated liability in the event of insolvency is a further demand on core capital and 

one of the key supplementary capital requirements. 

The role of capital as a loss buffer makes it obvious that regulatory capital requirements 

should be aligned to the potential loss. Balance-sheet values are not adequate as a metric 

for the potential loss. Balance-sheet values correspond to neither amortised cost nor 

current market values. That amortised cost is unrelated to the loss risk is obvious. Market 

values are in part an assessment of risk, but they reflect not only the potential loss but 

also potential profit. The latter is not relevant for regulatory purposes. Capital regulation 
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that pursues the aim of creating a buffer to absorb losses should therefore not be linked 

to balance-sheet items but focus on the possible values at risk. 

3.2 Moral hazard 

The higher a firm´s leverage, the greater are the incentives for a corporate policy that 

shifts additional loss risks to creditors. The shareholders´ stake can be interpreted as a call 

option on the firm with the nominal amount of debt as the exercise price. Just as the long-

position in a call option participates asymmetrically in rising and falling values of the 

underlying, the bank´s shareholders are asymmetrically affected by the bank’s profits and 

losses. They participate without limit in the profits, but are exposed to the losses only to 

the amount of their investment due to their limited liability. This asymmetrical allocation 

of profits and losses generates the value of a call option, i.e. the value of the equity capital, 

to rise if the risk of the underlying increases.  

The incentives for increasing default risks are all the greater, the larger the debt ratio; 

cases of extremely high indebtedness are often termed "gambling for resurrection": under 

a normally risky business policy, earnings are practically exhausted by having to serve 

creditors’ claims. A high-risk business policy, however, gives shareholders an 

opportunity of high earnings without having too much to lose in the event of failure.  

And banks are confronted with the moral hazard problem of a risk increase in spades due 

to deposit insurance50. In so far as creditors of companies recognise the threat of an 

increase in the default risk in good time and react – in so far as possible – by demanding 

an increase in the interest rate or terminating their loans, the costs of a risk increase are at 

least partially internalised. This reduces the incentives for moral hazard. Depositors 

protected by a deposit protection have no incentive, however, to react to a possible shift 

in risk, as long as they believe their exposure to be covered by a deposit protection 

scheme. Thus a bank can increase the default risk for depositors through a riskier business 

policy without having to pay higher interest on deposits. Incentives for moral hazard can 

be reduced through contributions to the deposit protection scheme that depend on the 

default risk. Risk-sensitive deposit protection contributions only have such an effect, if 

higher contribution rates had to be paid before risk-increasing measures are adopted, 

otherwise the incentives for moral hazard could even be increased. 

Also in conjunction with moral hazard problems the question arises whether capital 

requirements linked to balance-sheet items are suitable for reducing misincentives. To 

what extent the option nature of equity capital enables the owner to profit from a risk 

increase depends on the market value of the shares but not its book value. The shares´ 

market value reflects primarily the expected earnings from future business activities 

                                                 
50 see Furlong/Keely (1989). 
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which are not included in the book value.51 Hence a book-value based capital requirement 

is unsuitable as an indicator for risks emanating from moral hazard. 

The question as to what extent incentives for moral hazard can be restricted by capital 

requirements has been examined in numerous studies. The design of those studies differs 

considerably. Both risk-sensitive and also risk-insensitive capital requirements were 

assumed, with some analyses having a one-period horizon and others a multi-period one. 

The findings were as varied as the study designs. Whilst a number of papers come to the 

conclusion that increasing regulatory capital requirements increases the incentives for 

moral hazard52, other authors regard risk-sensitive capital requirements as a suitable 

instrument for limiting the risk propensity of banks in their business policies.53 Chapter 6 

provides a more detailed analysis of the impact of regulatory capital requirements on the 

business policy of banks. 

3.3 Early intervention by banking supervisors 

Regulatory capital requirements enable banking supervisors to step in quickly when a 

bank might be facing financial stress. At non-banks, control over the company remains 

with the management installed by the owners as long as the company is not insolvent, i.e. 

as long as liquidity is assured and sufficient capital is available. Regulatory capital 

requirements shift the boundary at which the owners' exclusive control over the bank is 

withdrawn, i.e. from 0% to the solvency ratios laid down by the banking supervision 

regulations. Breaching regulatory capital requirements triggers supervisory measures and 

possibly also measures under the Recovery and Resolution Act (SAG)54. Assuming that 

insolvency is preceded by a continuous erosion of the capital base, capital requirements 

lead to early intervention by the banking supervisor. Early intervention in turn is 

desirable, because it paves the way to tackling the undesirable developments contributing 

to the bank being potentially suffering stress. In practice, however, this possible objective 

of regulatory capital requirements has proved to be largely ineffective. During the 

spectacular bank insolvencies or near misses during the financial markets crisis it was not 

the breaching of regulatory capital requirements that led to intervention by banking 

supervisors but the liquidity problems encountered by banks due to the loss of refinancing 

by unsecured creditors. The erosion of regulatory capital in the run-up to a distress 

situation is not continuous, frequently certain events trigger a dramatic drop in the value 

of financial assets. Before this is captured by the used accounting system to determine 

regulatory capital requirements, creditors - especially the unsecured ones - have long 

since reacted by cutting credit lines or withdrawing their funding. And hence regulatory 

                                                 
51 see Hellmann et al. (2000); Milne/Whalley (2001). 

52 see e.g. Kahane (1977); Koehn/Santomero (1980); Kim/Santomero (1988); Blum (1999); Gale (2010). 

53 see e.g. Calem/Rob (1999), Cuoco/Liu (2006); Zhang/Wu/Liu (2008). 

54 see Section 36 SAG. 
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capital requirements often kick in far too late, especially at those banks largely refinanced 

via other banks. 

3.4 Reducing liquidity risks 

Maturity transformations render banks particularly vulnerable to liquidity risks. If 

depositors can no longer rely on their claims being repaid in full, there is a risk of massive 

withdrawals of capital (bank run).55 The lower the bank's capital base, i.e. the less able a 

bank is to absorb losses without this impacting the lenders, reports of falling earnings or 

losses give depositors all the more cause for concern about the safety of their capital.56 

Dermine (2015) comes to the conclusion that a minimum capital requirement in the form 

of a leverage ratio that acts as a floor can reduce the risk of a bank run. His theoretical 

model is based on the assumption that the banks' capital requirement is IRBA-based. The 

risk of a bank run arises above all from losses not being disclosed exactly but only with 

a certain imprecision, whereby the degree of imprecision is assumed to be independent 

of the loan portfolio risk. The IRBA risk-sensitive capital requirement ensures that the 

insolvency risk remains constant (low) independently of the loan portfolio risk; but the 

imprecision in risk reporting, which is independent of the credit risk, nevertheless leads 

to a greater probability of bank creditors fearing a loss greater than the equity capital in 

the event of the loan-portfolio risk and thus the capital requirements falling. On balance 

the risk of a bank run for low-risk portfolios thus rises, if the capital requirements are risk 

sensitive. In such a situation, a leverage ratio acts as a floor ensuring a minimum capital 

cover that limits the probability of a bank run. 

The model's findings are not ideally suited for deriving recommendations for structuring 

capital requirements. For example, they overlook that IRBA already has a floor for 

corporate lending. Admittedly, this does not define the minimum capital requirement 

directly but only indirectly by stipulating a minimum default probability and values for 

asset-value correlation. Unlike in Dermine's model calculations57, the values for asset-

value correlation cannot be chosen freely but are stipulated by the supervisory authority 

and are all the higher, the lower the default probability is set. This ensures a minimum 

capital requirement of 0.62% (including the expected loss) for loans to companies with 

sales of more than EUR 50m, for example. This capital requirement is far higher than the 

value which Dermine determined as being necessary for keeping the risk of a bank run 

sufficiently low.58  

                                                 
55 see Allen/Gale (2007), p. 74 ff. 

56 see Admati/Hellwig (2013), p. 95. 

57 see Dermine (2015), p. 272. 

58 see Dermine (2015), p. 274. 
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Lastly, the assumption that the degree of imprecision in the reporting on losses is 

independent of the loan default risk is not particularly plausible. This assumption is 

justified with the argument that credit risks are not very transparent.59 This is no doubt 

the case for loans to unlisted companies which tend to have a default risk that is greater 

than the minimum default probability. Zero- or practically zero-risk assets are largely 

transparent, however, so that the uncertainty range here is typically low. An uncertainty 

range dependent on the default probability undermines the central argument for 

introducing a leverage ratio as a floor in Dermine's model, however. 

Investors will not blindly track the on-balance-sheet debt ratio but consider it in the light 

of risks associated with the assets. This suggests that a risk-weighted capital ratio is more 

suitable for ensuring trust in a bank's stability. 

3.5 Reducing systemic risks 

The size of the capital ratio influences the volume of assets that has to be sold to restore 

a particular capital adequacy ratio after a loss. The lower the capital ratio, the higher is 

the volume of securities that must be sold in the event of a loss in order to restore the 

original capital adequacy ratio. However, selling off large quantities of securities pushes 

their prices down. This in turn can lead other banks which hold those securities having to 

write down their holdings and thus run the risk of no longer meeting their regulatory 

capital requirements. This spiral then forces more banks to sell securities, pushing 

security prices down again with renewed value adjustments and more security sales. 

Sufficiently high capital requirements reduce the risk of such a downward spiral in prices. 

Chapter 4 will show that risk-based, but not risk-insensitive capital requirements are a 

suitable instrument for reducing such systemic risks. 

                                                 
59 see Dermine (2015), p. 270. 
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4. Criticism of risk-based capital requirements / arguments in favour 

of a leverage ratio 

For a long time there was a trend towards capital requirements with ever greater 

differentiation of the risks taken on by banks as a meaningful way of increasing the 

security deposits and the stability of the financial system. Especially since the onset of 

financial markets crisis, risk-sensitive capital requirements have become under 

considerable criticism.60 Basel II, which drove that development, is being partly blamed 

for the scale of the financial crisis, even though Basel II was not introduced in Europe 

until the beginning of 2007, i.e. a few months before the financial crisis, and became a 

part of the regulatory toolbox in the USA only on 1 April 2008. 

4.1 Risk-based capital requirements and the risk of excessive levels of 

debt 

One cause for the scale of the financial crisis is seen in banks still being able to build up 

excessive financial and off-balance-sheet debts, even though their risk-based capital 

ratios are still showing a good capital base. Therefore it is felt that risk-based capital 

requirements have to be supplemented by a risk-insensitive capital requirement.61 The 

leverage ratio is thus introduced as an indicator for the risk of excessive levels of debt.62 

A more serious criticism of risk-sensitive capital regulations asserts that banks 

intentionally used risk-sensitive capital requirements to reduce their capital ratios.63 In 

particular, the approval of internal risk models for market price risks led to a significant 

reduction of the on-balance-sheet capital ratios. A low capital ratio creates the danger that 

losses can very rapidly exhaust a bank's capital if they are overlooked or not correctly 

captured. Low financial capital ratios thus weaken a bank's tolerance of unforeseen losses.  

The main danger of excessive levels of debt is that it fuels the threat of systemic risks. 

Systemic risks arise when losses trigger a mass selling of financial assets in order to 

restore the original capital ratio. If securities have to be sold on a considerable scale, 

prices – especially where there is low market liquidity – come under pressure ("fire-sale 

prices") with the consequence that other banks holding those securities also have to write 

them down. The losses generated from the value adjustments in turn push other banks 

into selling securities so that they can still comply with the regulatory capital 

requirements. Those additional sales put security prices under even more pressure, 

leading to a renewed need to write down portfolios and to further security sales (loss spiral 

                                                 
60  There were individual voices calling for a non-risk-based equity capital ratio even before the  financial 

crisis. See e.g. Bicksel/Blum (2005); Blum (2008). 

61  see BCBS (2011), Art. 151.; Bank of England (2014b), p. 13. 

62  see CRD (2013), Art. 87. 

63  see e.g. Admati/Hellwig (2013), p. 177; Hellwig (2010), p. 5. 
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– asset price effect)64. To address those systemic effects, Basel III introduced excessive 

on- and off-balance-sheet leverage as a regulatory relevant risk category.65 An example 

will help to show why the leverage ratio is regarded as a suitable instrument for limiting 

the risk of excessive levels of debt.66 

Figure 2 shows two banks each with EUR 100 of (non-risk-weighted) assets. Bank I is 

financed with EUR 2 equity and EUR 98 debt, while Bank II has an capital ratio of 50%. 

It is assumed that the falling value of a financial instrument causes a loss of EUR 1. To 

restore the original capital ratio of 2%, Bank I has to sell financial assets of EUR 49, i.e. 

almost half of its original portfolio. After the EUR 1 value adjustment and the sale of 

EUR 49, the bank has total assets of EUR 50, the remaining equity capital of EUR 1 thus 

once equals 2% of assets. Bank II, however, only has to sell financial instruments worth 

EUR 1. Allowing for the EUR 1 value adjustment, total assets then amount to EUR 98, 

the remaining equity capital of EUR 49 once again corresponds to 50% of the assets. 

The example clearly shows that even minor losses trigger massive selling pressure, if the 

capital ratio is low. To what extent this will force other banks into fire sales depends on 

the accounting regulations and the related regulatory framework. Banks which refinance 

their security investments with short-term secured borrowing may possibly encounter 

problems, as the value of the securities acting as collateral is no longer sufficient for 

raising the necessary refinancing. For banks refinancing security investments through 

long-term borrowing or stable customer deposits, however, security prices temporarily 

distorted by fire sales do not lead to any refinancing problems. The lower security prices 

only become a problem for these banks once the value adjustments in their balance sheets 

begin to impact regulatory capital. Brunnermeier et al. therefore suggest making the 

financial valuation of securities dependent on how they are financed.67 As an alternative 

it is suggested to multiply the risk weight by a factor that captures the maturity mismatch 

between assets and liabilities.68 Unlike with the leverage ratio, this would make capital 

requirements even more risk sensitive. Brunnermeier et al. consider this to be justified, 

however, because credit and liquidity risks are closely related. Liquidity risks always arise 

once trust in the value of financial instruments is undermined by the fear of credit risks. 

  

                                                 
64 see Brunnermeier et al. (2009), p. 14-16. 

65 see BCBS (2011), Art. 151. 

66 see Cochrane (2013). 

67 see Brunnermeier/Pedersen (2009), p. 39f.  

68 see Brunnermeier/Pedersen (2009), p. 41-43. 
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Figure 2: Non-risk-weighted capital ratios and deleveraging 

Source: own presentation 

Another trigger for the aforementioned systemic effects are regulatory rules that stipulate 

a rigid capital ratio.71 Basel III provided a remedy for this with its capital conservation 

buffer. The effects arising in the example can be mitigated or avoided entirely, if banks 

have a capital conservation buffer that can be run down in the event of losses. If the capital 

conservation buffer is EUR 1, no security sales at all would have been necessary in the 

above example; with a capital conservation buffer of EUR 0.50 the necessary volume of 

sales would have been only EUR 24 instead of EUR 49. Lastly, the risk-bearing capacity 

calculation as part of the second regulatory pillar also helps to address the aforementioned 

systemic effects. As part of the going-concern concept in the risk-bearing capacity 

calculation banks have to prove that they will still have adequate regulatory capital even 

                                                 
71 see Brunnermeier et al. (2009), p. 10.  
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in the event of an unusually high loss.72 This requirement prevents banks being forced 

into liquidating large parts of their assets in order to avoid losses causing an inadequate 

regulatory capital base. 

The above example can be adjusted somewhat to show that a risk-insensitive leverage 

ratio is not suitable for limiting the risk of excessive levels of debt and that the systemic 

effects can only be effectively avoided with risk-sensitive capital regulations. We again 

look at two banks with identical total assets and a different capital structure. Initially Bank 

I has EUR 6 equity and EUR 94 debt capital, Bank II has EUR 11 equity and EUR 89 

debt. The assets held comprise financial instruments that can be assigned to two risk 

classes. 

Financial instruments in risk class 1 (FI 1) are very risky, the risk-weighted capital 

requirement rate is therefore 16%. With a solvency ratio of 8% this corresponds to a risk 

weight of 200%. Financial instruments in risk class 2 (FI 2) are relatively low-risk, the 

solvency ratio is 1%, corresponding to a risk weight of 12.5%. With the assumed ratios, 

the existing equity corresponds exactly to the required regulatory capital of 6 € (=

33.33 € ∙  0.16 + 66.67 € ∙  0.01) for Bank I and 11 € (= 66.67 € ∙  0.16 + 33.33 € ∙

 0.01) for Bank II. Bank I's lower equity is thus due to the lower risk of its assets held 

under the concept of risk-sensitive capital requirements (see Figure 3). 

We now assume that both Bank I and Bank II incur a loss of EUR 1 in their risky FI 1 

assets.73 This reduces equity to EUR 5 at Bank I and EUR 10 at Bank II. The regulatory 

capital requirements are for Bank I 

32.33 € ∙  0.16 + 66.67 € ∙  0.01 = 5.84 € 

and for Bank II 

65.67 € ∙  0.16 + 33.33 € ∙  0.01 = 10.84 € 

To meet regulatory capital requirements, both banks have to sell assets to the same extent 

despite their different capital ratios, namely risk class 1 financial instruments of 

5.25 € (= 0.84 ÷ 0.16).74 

  

                                                 
72 see Deutsche Bundesbank (2013): Bankinterne Methoden zur Ermittlung und Sicherstellung der 

Risikotragfähigkeit und ihre bankaufsichtliche Bedeutung, in: Monatsbericht März 2013, S. 31-45. 

 

73  It could also be assumed that Bank II incurs a higher loss because it has invested more heavily in risky 

financial instrument 1. Then Bank II would have to sell more securities than Bank I despite its higher 

capital ratio. 

74  Naturally the banks can opt to sell predominantly low risk financial instruments. The required volume 

of sales is then 84 € (= 0,84 ÷ 0,01) and exceeds what they hold, so that only a mixture of financial 

instrument 1 and 2 is suitable for achieving the required reduction of risk assets. 
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Figure 3: Risk-based capital requirements and systemic risks 

Source: own presentation 

It can be objected that the leverage ratio was chosen in this example so as to cushion 

systemic risks resulting from write-downs on portfolios with low risk weights.75 But then 

it can be argued that the initially described loss spiral – asset price effects does not 

materialise with low risk financial assets and there is in actual fact a marked "flight to 

quality" during crisis situations. Predominantly risky securities are sold at fire sale prices, 

                                                 
75  see BCBS (2014d), p.4f. 
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whilst the prices of low risk securities remain largely stable.76 Furthermore, it can be 

shown that value losses for low risk financial instrument 2 do not make any significant 

difference. The regulatory capital needs for Bank I and Bank II are then: 

 Bank I:  33,33 € ∙  0,16 + 65,67 € ∙  0,01 =   5,99 €  

 Bank II: 66,67 € ∙  0,16 + 32,33 € ∙  0,01 = 10,99 € 

To meet regulatory requirements, both Bank I and Bank II have to sell EUR 0.99/0.16 = 

EUR 6.18 of type 1 financial instruments.77 The necessary volume of sales is thus 

identical for the same risk weighted capital ratio. 

Assuming a leverage ratio of 6% in the example, Bank I would have to sell financial 

instruments worth EUR 15.67 (= {[32,33 + 66,67]  ∙  0,06 − 5 } ÷ 0,06) to report an 

capital ratio of 6% after the loss of EUR 1 (100 € −  1 € −  15,67 € =

 83,33 €;  83,33 € ∙  0,06 =  5 €). Thus, it is precisely the risk-insensitive leverage ratio 

which leads to a massive deleveraging at institutions holding mainly low-risk assets. 

Apart from the fact that – as shown above – the creation of systemic risks is by no means 

fostered, it remains unclear why risk-based capital requirements would necessarily lead 

to too low a capital ratio. The question of risk weighting must in fact be separated from 

the question of the size of the capital requirement. It would be quite simple to impose a 

higher capital base on banks without affecting the risk weighting by raising the solvency 

ratio.78 However, it is unlikely that the banks' capital base will increase proportionally to 

the increasing solvency ratios, since the banks would adjust their risk assets in favour of 

those assets with a lower risk weight. However, this is not necessarily objectionable if 

that leads to a corresponding reduction in the solvency risk. This brings us to a further 

point of criticism levied at risk weights that will be dealt with in the next-but-one section.  

4.2 Procyclicality 

Risk-sensitive capital requirements are critized for being procyclical, i.e. the cyclical real 

economy fluctuations are amplified, thus triggering or exacerbating instabilities in the 

financial sector. Supplementing or replacing risk-based capital requirements by risk-

insensitive capital requirements is regarded by the Basel Committee on Banking 

Supervision as a suitable means for dampening the procyclical effect.79 Concerns about 

                                                 
76  see Brunnermeier/Pedersen (2009), p. 2221f.  

77  Behn et al. empirically prove that in the financial markets crisis banks primarily ran down positions 

with high risk weights. See Behn et.al. (2015),  p. 32. 

78  In principle, Basel III is moving in that direction by requiring banks to hold a 2.5% capital conservation 

buffer. Even if the capital conservation buffer is not formally part of the solvency ratio, this means a de 

facto increase in the risk-weighted capital ratio from 8% to 10.5%.   

79  see BCBS (2011), Art. 19. 
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potential procyclical effects due to a more strongly risk-sensitive capital requirement have 

been raised since the first discussions of Basel II.80 In periods of crisis – runs the 

argumentation – risk weights rise and thus the capital requirements too. This means that 

banks, which in any case become more restrictive in their lending policies due to the 

higher default rates expected in such periods, will cut back on their lending even more. 

During the good times, there is an opposite effect: low risk weights and thus lower capital 

requirements fuel the banks' already generous lending policy. This charge is not directed 

at the inherently cyclical behaviour of banks, but that regulatory capital requirements 

reinforce this behaviour. 

Although the arguments that risk-based capital requirements have a procyclical effect 

appear to be plausible, they are not fully backed up by the empirical evidence. 81 Behn et 

al. come to the conclusion that banks that determine their regulatory capital requirements 

for credit risks using the IRB approach reduced their lending during the financial markets 

crisis much more significantly than those banks using the Credit Risk Standard Approach 

to compute their capital requirements.82 A procyclical effect of risk-sensitive capital 

requirements is also postulated by Kashyab/Stein (2004), but their study is based on 

simulations whose assumptions are not empirically underpinned.83 A joint empirical 

survey by the ECB and the EBA covering 60 IRBA banks in the period 2008-2012, 

however, finds no indication of a procyclical effect of risk-based capital requirements.84 

This confirms a number of other empirical studies, which in general found only a weak 

influence of higher regulatory capital requirements on lending terms.85 

These results might be due to the fact that Basel II already included precautions for 

dampening a procyclical effect.86 The rise in the IRB graph relating capital requirements 

to default probability is dampened because the correlation factor falls as the default 

probability rises. Furthermore, the estimation of the loss given default takes into 

consideration the impact of a deterioration of the economic climate (downturn LGD). The 

countercyclical capital buffer in Basel III that can be increased during periods of 

excessive credit growth and run down in periods of crisis is an additional instrument for 

avoiding procyclical effects. The countercyclical capital buffer can amount to up to 2.5% 

of the risk weighted assets, the amount being set in the light of the prevailing economic 

situation in the particular country. 

                                                 
80  see e.g. Allen/Saunders (2004). For an overview see also Opher (2014), p. 99-128. 

81  See for example the literature survey by Walther (2012), p. 18-26. 

82  Behn et al. (2015). 

83  see e.g. Kashyab/Stein (2004). 

84  see EBA  (2013). 

85  see ECB (2005); Elliott (2009); Macroeconomic Assessment Group (2010); Aiyar et. al. (2012), 

Francis/Osborne (2012); Bank of England (2014). 

86  see BCBS (2011), Art. 19 ff. 
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Summing up, it can be seen that risk-based capital requirements have yet to be proven to 

have a procyclical effect In addition, the regulations for determining risk-based capital 

requirements already contain elements that prevent a procyclical effect, so that there is 

no need for a risk-insensitive capital requirement.87 To what extent this would in any case 

be suitable for preventing procyclical effects remains to be established.88 

4.3 The risk weights are imprecise 

A further alleged weak point of risk-based capital requirements to be tackled by the 

leverage ratio is that regulatory risk weights are flawed by measurement errors and that 

internal risk models are exposed to model risks.89 A typical example of measurement 

errors are the risk weights for government bonds:90 For example, government bonds enjoy 

a special status in the capital adequacy regulations for banks in the European Union. The 

Credit Risk Standardised Approach in Basel II assigned a zero risk weighting for 

investments in EEA government bonds and for claims against specific public entities, 

regional governments and local authorities.91 The implementation of Basel III in the CRR 

left the zero risk weighting unchanged, albeit with a restriction to EU member states. 

Against the background of the haircut for Greek bonds and the sovereign debt crisis in 

other European states, it is apparent that the zero risk weighting of government bonds 

does not reflect their actual degree of risk.  

That government bonds are by no means completely risk-free was already well known 

even before the haircut for Greek bonds. The zero risk weighting is thus not the result of 

incorrectly gauging the degree of risks for government bonds, but a politically intended 

subsidising of government borrowing. Such zero risk weighting removed the threat that 

banks would have to limit their lending to governments due to a lack of eligible regulatory 

capital. Furthermore, it permitted borrowing from banks on preferential terms.92 It is 

rightly criticised that zero risk weighting affected resource allocation by giving banks an 

incentive to invest in government bonds instead of lending to companies.93 The 

                                                 
87  Other instruments proposed or applied for weakening procyclical effects are dynamic provisioning (see 

Fillat/Montoriol-Garriga 2010) and the addressing of this issue in the second pillar of the Basel Equity 

Capital Agreement (see Ayuso/Perez/Saurina 2004). 

88  An empirical study by the Bank for International Settlements comes to the conclusion that the leverage 

ratio is admittedly more anticyclical than risk-weighted capital requirements, but also that the risk-

weighted capital requirements are not procyclical. See Brei/Gambacorta (2014). 

89  see BCBS (2011), Art. 16;  

90  see e.g. Admati/Hellwig (2013), p. 184, Schäfer (2011), p. 15. 

91  A study by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) of October 2011 revealed that only 36 of the 

90 European banks participating in the 2011 European-wide stress test were using IRBA to value risks 

from government bonds. IRBA was used much more frequently to value other risks (e.g. loans to private 

and business customers). These figures suggest that banks were exercising the exemption option for 

government bonds and applying a zero weighting for those investments. 

92  see BMF (02/2014). 

93  see Schäfer (2011), p. 15. 
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consequence of this insight should not be abolishing risk weights but adjusting the risk 

weighting of government bonds to reflect the creditworthiness of the pertinent debtor 

country as accurately as possible. 

Against a more accurate calibration of the risk weights it is argued that risks cannot be 

measured at all, so that any attempt to weight risks is doomed to fail.94 Interest rates, 

exchange rates and security prices do not vary as per a naturally ordained random 

mechanism but are the outcome of supply and demand decisions of investors or the result 

of political decisions. Of course, risks cannot be measured with the same precision as 

lengths or weights, as every risk measurement is based on assumptions about the 

probability distribution of future uncertain events. But, on the other hand there is 

information in many areas that enables the possible future characteristics of risk 

parameters to be estimated and assigned probabilities of occurrence, even if modelling 

uncertainty with probability distributions is a simplification and such probability 

judgements entail imponderables. Dispensing with risk weighting would mean that this 

information is completely ignored when regulating capital requirements. Lastly, it should 

not be overlooked that banks assign risks to their positions as part of their internal risk 

management. If the internal bank risk measurement does not match the regulatory risk 

measurement, either because the regulatory risk weights are wrong or because risk 

weighting has been dispensed with entirely, this not only leads to capital requirements 

that incorrectly reflect the degree of risk to which a bank is exposed and thus subjecting 

the bank to a greater solvency risk, it also creates incentives for regulatory arbitrage.95 

This means that banks prefer to invest in those financial assets which the regulator regards 

as being low risk and thus have a low risk weight but from the bank's viewpoint in fact 

have a higher degree of risk and therefore also promise a higher expected yield than in 

those assets for which regulatory and internal bank risk evaluation coincide. 

Against this argument it can firstly be objected that there are numerous banks whose 

business model gives them no possibility whatsoever of structuring risk assets so as to 

maximise the discrepancy between the regulatory stipulated and economically reasonable 

capital backing. Credit institutions focusing on lending to small- and medium-sized 

companies have to satisfy a regulatory capital requirement that is consistently higher than 

the economically necessary capital backing. This goes for banks using the Credit Risk 

Standard Approach and IRBA institutions alike. Despite this regulatory discrimination of 

loans to small- and medium-sized companies there are no indications that lending to such 

companies was hindered in the past. 

Where there is concern that regulatory risk weights might lead to regulatory arbitrage 

because they capture risks imprecisely, then the solution cannot be to abolish all risk 

                                                 
94  On the measurability of banking risks see Locarek-Junge/Büch (2006). 

95  see Admati/Hellwig (2013), p. 184; Jones (2000). 
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weights in their entirety. On the contrary, non-risk-weighted capital requirements would 

aggravate the incentives for regulatory arbitrage all the more because economic and 

regulatory capital requirements would continue to starkly diverge . This can be seen in 

the securitisation market. In the case of largely risk-insensitive capital requirements for 

credit risks as in Basel I, regulatory arbitrage could be exploited by selling large loan 

portfolios with the bank retaining the default risk associated with the loans by acquiring 

the equity tranche. Since the capital requirement in Basel I was determined (almost) solely 

by the lending volume and not by the related degree of risk, this enabled the regulatory 

capital requirement to be significantly reduced without any appreciable reduction in the 

bank's risk exposure. The more risk-sensitive capital requirements in Basel II reduced the 

possibilities for regulatory arbitrage. This possibly did not go far enough, so that Basel 

2.5 / CRD III introduced much higher risk weights especially for resecuritisations. 

There is no doubt that regulatory risk weights are of a sweeping nature and thus imprecise 

because they are based on historical data for the banking sector as a whole and ignore the 

individual situation of an individual bank. For example, capital requirements for 

operational risks in the basic indicator approach are nothing more than a simple rule of 

thumb showing no direct relationship with the risk to be covered by that capital 

requirement. Similarly sweeping are the weighting factors for the open interest-rate and 

exchange-rate positions.96 Another criticism of the regulatory risk measurement is that 

the aggregation of the individual risks under the building block approach leads to silo 

thinking that ignores the dependencies between the individual risk types.97 

The criticism of the adequacy of the regulatory risk measurement is quite justified. The 

question is what consequences are to be drawn. In so far as sweeping regulatory risk 

weights lead to regulatory arbitrage due to the discrepancy between the regulatory and 

economic capital requirement, the solution should be to merge both – the regulatory and 

the internal bank – risk measurement methods. If the internal bank methods for risk 

measurement and management are so well advanced that they are superior to the 

regulatory risk measurement, then the internal bank risk measurement should be taken as 

the yardstick.98 Where the regulatory risk measurement builds on the internal bank risk 

measurement, this should largely negate any incentives for regulatory arbitrage. With the 

approval of internal bank risk models for determining the regulatory capital requirements, 

this is precisely the path taken during the past twenty years. However, this self-same 

                                                 
96  The insight that the supervisory standard method is only a very rough measure of risks has led to the 

standard approaches for credit risks, market price risks and operational risks being currently reviewed 

by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. See BCBS (2013c), (2014c), (2014f), (2014g), 

(2014h). 

97  see Hellwig (2010). 

98 see Prescott (2004). 
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approval of internal risk models for supervisory purposes has been regarded as one of the 

reasons why the banking crisis was so widespread. 

4.4 Inadequacies of internal risk models 

The Basel Market Risk Paper "Amendment to the Capital Accord to Incorporate Market 

Risks", published in 1996, allowed banks to use their internal risk models for determining 

the regulatory capital requirements. This was subject to approval by the banking 

supervisory authority. At first, internal risk models could only be used for measuring 

market risks, later this possibility was also extended to counterparty default risks from 

derivatives (internal models method) and trading book positions and to operational risks 

(advanced measurement approaches). To measure the capital requirements for credit risks 

banks may as part of the internal rating based approach (IRBA) use their own estimates 

for default probabilities (basic IRBA and advanced IRBA), and for loss given default, for 

the exposure at default, for credit conversion factors and for the maturity (advanced IRBA 

only). The internal estimates and the regulatory values for the correlation are then all fed 

into a regulatory formula to produce the capital requirement. Although the IRBA is not a 

separate risk model in the narrow sense, it is included below in the internal risk models. 

The use of internal risk models for supervisory purposes has been criticised from several 

aspects. 

4.4.1 Internal risk models for market risks allow insufficient capital ratios 

It is argued that the use of internal risk models for market risks has contributed to the 

drastic reduction in the capital requirements for market price risks. The financial markets 

crisis has shown that the capital requirements for risks in trading books and banking books 

are out of all proportion to the losses that have arisen in the two areas. For banks with a 

banking and a trading book, it was consistently the case that the regulatory capital 

requirements for counterparty risks in banking books were substantially higher than the 

required capital requirements for risks attributed to the trading book. The highest losses 

in the financial markets crisis arose from market price risks, however. An empirical study 

based on a sample of approx. 150 European and US banks showed that for 90% of the 

banks the losses in their banking books accounted for no more than 24% of the regulatory 

capital requirements but 90% of the banks in the sample lost up to 79% of their regulatory 

capital in their trading books however; and this bearing in mind that a threefold of the 

capital requirements for trading book risks had already been applied in anticipation of the 

rule changes envisaged for after the financial markets crisis.99 In 2009 the regulatory 

capital requirements for default risks in banking books at the sampled banks amounted to 

EUR 749bn, compared with a loss of EUR 34bn. The regulatory capital requirements for 

                                                 
99 see Erlebach et al. (2010). 
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trading book positions were a mere EUR 109bn, however, with the losses in this segment 

amounting to EUR 124bn.100 

Since the financial markets crisis the capital requirements arising from internal risk 

models for market price risks have been increased significantly. For example, the 

regulatory capital requirement is now based on the total of the Value-at-Risk (VaR) and 

a stressed Value-at-Risk. The model parameters for the stressed VaR are determined from 

historical data of a one-year period with significant finance stress appropriate for the 

portfolio.101 According to a Basel Committee for Banking Supervision impact study, 

consideration of a stressed VaR leads to an average 110.8% increase in the capital 

requirements for market price risks.102 For banks using an internal model for quantifying 

the capital amounts for market risks of specific interest rate positions, there is an 

additional capital requirement from the incremental risk charge (IRC) to cover the risk of 

event-based default and migration risks of debt instruments that go beyond the risk 

captured by VaR and stressed VaR.103 The IRC capital requirement is defined as the VaR 

of the interest-rate sensitive positions in trading books with a 99.9% confidence level and 

a one-year capital horizon. The ICR related average increase in the capital requirements 

for market price risks in the impact study sample was 103%.104  

For correlation trading portfolios, the comprehensive risk measure (CRM) introduces an 

additional capital requirement.105 This covers inter alia the risk of repeated defaults in a 

loan portfolio, the risk of fluctuating credit default risk premiums and the volatility of 

implicit correlations. The capital requirement is based on a VaR with a 99.9% confidence 

level and a one-year holding period. The CRM-based capital requirement has a floor of 

8% of the larger of the MRSA capital requirement for the specific risk for all net long and 

all net short securitisation positions. The median increase in capital requirements due to 

CRM is 25.5%106. In addition, the capital requirements for securitisation positions held 

in trading books were adjusted to the requirements for securitisation positions in banking 

books. 

Altogether, the argument that using internal models contributed to capital requirements 

for market price risks being too low has been clearly negated by the regulatory changes 

since the financial markets crisis. A Basel Committee for Banking Supervision study 

comes to the conclusion that the introduction of Basel 2.5 already largely removed the 

                                                 
100 see Erlebach et al. (2010). 

101 see Art. 365, 2 CRR. 
102 see BCBS (2009a), p. 7 and BCBS (2010). 
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possibilities for saving on regulatory capital by using internal risk models.107 

Furthermore, thought is currently being given to aligning the capital requirements arising 

from using internal models more closely to those arising from using the standard 

approaches.108 

4.4.2 Unreliability of internal risk models 

Internal risk models give a bank considerably more leeway in quantifying their capital 

requirements than supervisory standard approaches. Unlike in the standard approaches, 

how the capital requirements are to be determined is not spelled out in detail, the 

supervisory regulations merely give guidance for reliable measurement of the risk. These 

guidelines cover the data basis, the risk components to be taken into consideration and 

the risk measure to be used. An internal risk model may only be used if it has been 

approved by the banking supervisor. Approval is only granted after comprehensive 

examination of the risk model by the banking supervisory authority and deployment in 

the bank's risk management ("use test"). Internal risk models for market price risks also 

have to be subjected to daily back testing. If it is established that the losses arising are 

higher than would have been expected under the VaR confidence level, the capital 

requirements are increased. Accordingly, internal risk models provide strictly controlled, 

rather than arbitrary, leeway for banks. This leeway is indispensible, if it is assumed that 

banks themselves are in the best position to estimate their risks and that this superior 

information should be used for supervisory purposes. 

The usefulness of internal risk models is challenged by arguments that they lead to 

unreliable results.109 This criticism is based on empirical studies which show that internal 

risk models by banks used lead to considerable variability in the average risk weights.110 

A survey by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision of 16 global banks appeared 

to confirm this finding.111 Figure 4 shows the percentage of risk-weighted trading assets 

to the book values in the trading portfolio, with the book values being adjusted – in so far 

as possible – to allow for the impact of different accounting systems. These percentages 

can be regarded as an indication for the average risk weight applied for trading assets. As 

shown by Figure 4, these risk weights fluctuate between approx. 10% and some 80% at 

the surveyed banks. This variability may be due to differences in business models and 

differing riskiness of positions, but the cause can also lie in the risk measurement 

methods. This includes not only differing implementations of internal risk models, but 
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also differing application of the partial use provision. Publicly available data do not allow 

the causes for the differences in the risk weights to be pinpointed.  

 

Figure 4: Average risk weights for trading assets 

Source: BCBS (2013a) 

To isolate the impact of risk measurement methods on the risk weights, the risk weights 

from 15 banks were determined for a hypothetical test portfolio. The results show a 

considerable fluctuation spread of a factor of 2.5 for capital requirements. A part of these 

fluctuations is due to different regulatory requirements. For example, the factors the 

banking supervisory authorities stipulate as a multiplier for the VaR in market risk models 

fluctuate between 3 and 5.5. Taking into consideration solely those factors which banks 

can influence, it is noticeable that the variability in the only quite recently introduced IRC 

internal risk models is greater than in the long established models for determining VaR 

and stressed VaR. The greater variability is explainable not only with the lack of 

experience with this risk category but also the fact that IRC internal models are much 

more complex and include default probability and EAD variables which are not publicly 

observable but have to be estimated by each bank using their own data base.112 

For internal market risk models there are three main factors which explain the differences 

in the results: the length of the historical data period used to calibrate the model, the 

method for scaling a ten-day holding period and the method for aggregating the individual 

risk components, whereby this factor itself is greatly influenced by various banking 

supervisory requirements. Ultimately it could not be established that a particular method 

always leads to a more conservative risk measurement. 
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A comparable study on default risks in banking books 113 revealed significant differences 

in the estimation of the default probabilities and the loss given default, even though banks 

always ranked the individual counterparty risks in the test portfolio similarly. Differences 

concerning the estimated default probabilities and loss given default are due to the banks 

using different default definitions and estimating default probabilities on the basis of 

bank-specific default histories. 

All in all, it is to be expected that the increasingly harmonised banking supervision and 

ever greater experience with internal bank models will cause the variability in the results 

to shrink at least within the EU. A reduction in variability can also be achieved by 

standardising the data basis requirements and reducing the modelling variants. The Basel 

Committee on Banking Supervision is currently discussing further ways to reduce 

variability in capital requirements.114 Concerning the internal models for market price 

risks, the data history for the stress period used to calibrate models is to be fixed at twelve 

months. There is also to be a limit to the recognition of diversification effects and the 

choice of risk parameters for determining counterparty default risk in trading books.115 

Where the internal rating based approach (IRBA) is used for determining capital 

requirements for default risks, regulatory values are to be used instead of internally 

estimated loss given default (LGDs), if the data basis is too small. In addition, the 

definition of the default event and approval of partial use are to be harmonised.  

These measures are to be flanked by improvements to the standardised approaches. These 

are to become more risk sensitive and the capital requirements as per the standardised 

approaches will in future act as a floor and/or benchmark for capital requirements based 

on internal models.116 Here, caution is warranted, however. Since even improved 

standardised approaches still permit only a rougher risk measurement than internal 

models, the results of the standardised approaches are not suitable as a benchmark. 

Moreover, absolute standardisation should not be made the objective. Since risks cannot 

be measured with complete objectivity, greater standardisation would infer a precision in 

risk measurement that does not exist. Furthermore, completely identical risk measurement 

would induce identical behaviour by banks and thus foster procyclical effects.117 

4.4.3 Regulatory capture by sophistication 

The approval of internal risk models for supervisory purposes was justified inter alia with 

the argument that the models used by banks for internal risk management can measure 
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risk much more accurately than the supervisory standardised methods. Using internal 

models for supervisory purposes should also give banks incentives for improving their 

internal risk models; in addition the costs incurred by measuring risk positions for internal 

and for supervisory purposes with two different methods could be avoided.118 An 

argument, for which there is no evidence however, claims that at that time banks had used 

the sophistication of their highly developed risk models to press for internal risk models 

being allowed for supervisory purposes.119 Through the development of extremely 

complex and scientific sounding models banks had succeeded in deceiving the banking 

supervisors responsible for formulating the regulatory framework about the true 

capabilities of their risk measurement (regulatory capture by sophistication).120 Deeply 

impressed by the advanced mathematical methods deployed in those models, the banking 

supervisors had overlooked a fundamental problem: Due to the massive external effects, 

the objectives pursued by banks cannot be identical to the objectives of banking 

supervisors. Internal risk models reflect only the interests of the bank but ignore the 

impact an individual bank's risk policy can have on the stability of the overall financial 

system.121 Merely eradicating the one or other weak point in internal risk models was not 

enough. The fundamental problem was in fact that internal risk models contain 

misincentives and are therefore by their inherent nature unsuitable for the use by banking 

supervisors.122 

Since banks and banking supervisors have different objectives, banks would use their 

informational advantage and the complexity of the internal risk models to intentionally 

understate their risks in order to save on regulatory capital. Banking supervisors were not 

or only very insufficiently in a position to recognise the manipulations made by banks to 

their internal risk models.123 This argumentation does not, however, reflect actual 

supervisory practice. Mariathasan and Merrouche (2012) report that in their empirical 

study covering 589 banks in 16 countries they found indications suggesting that banks 

generate smaller risk figures by manipulating risk weights as a response to anticipated 

stress situations. Comparing a sample of banks in difficulties with banks not encountering 
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such problems, they found timing differences in how the ratio of risk-weighted assets to 

balance-sheet assets changed. With regard to problem banks, the ratio of risk-weighted 

assets to balance-sheet assets declined in the years before the onset of the stress situation, 

whereas at the other banks it remained constant. They interpret this as an indication that 

the banks might have used the risk weighting of assets to understate their capital 

requirements.  

Model-theoretical papers examined whether a non-risk-weighted leverage ratio can be an 

instrument for preventing manipulation of the regulatory capital requirements.124 The 

models assume that the banking supervisor cannot determine ex post with certainty but 

only with a certain probability whether a bank has correctly calculated its risk position. If 

a miscalculation is determined, the bank is punished. This might entail – as envisaged in 

Basel II and the CRR – raising the factor by which the average VaR for market price risks 

of the last 60 working days has to be multiplied, for example. Financial sanctions can 

only have an ex ante incentive effect, if the "expected punishment" is greater than the 

advantages a bank expects from manipulating its risk calculations. The size of the 

expected punishment depends on the scale of the punishment, the probability of a 

miscalculation being discovered and the probability that the bank is even in a position to 

pay the penalty. A leverage ratio can help to set incentives for truthful reporting by 

1. reducing the advantages from manipulating risk weights, as the obscuring of risks 

ceases to offer any advantages with respect to possible savings on equity, once the 

leverage ratio becomes binding 

2. increasing the probability that the bank is also in a position to pay the penalty and 

3. reducing the incentives for taking on higher risks in the first place. 

The models also make it clear that these effects of a leverage ratio are not free. For 

example, low-risk banks have to meet a significantly higher capital requirement because 

of the leverage ratio than would have been necessary according to their risk exposure, 

whereby the models ignore what repercussions this has on the risk behaviour of those 

banks.125 

Therefore, a leverage ratio only offers advantages if the probability that manipulations 

will be discovered by the banking supervisor is low. Using internal risk models for market 

price risks requires daily back testing. This ensures relatively prompt discovery of 

manipulations126 and offers a degree of certainty that the bank is not yet insolvent before 

sanctions can be applied. One-period models in particular are unable to map this aspect 
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properly: The occurrence of a loss in these models automatically leads to the bank's 

insolvency if the equity cover has been set too low because of a manipulated risk 

measurement, and thus render sanctions fruitless. The assumptions in the model 

artificially reduce the incentive effect of sanctions. 

Using a multi-period, dynamic model that maps the interaction of back testing and 

sanctions quite realistically, Cuoco/Lui (2006) show that the danger of risks being 

obscured in the use of internal risk models can be excluded with sanctions and that 

internal risk models are suitable for effectively limiting the banks' appetite for risk. 

As a further precautionary measure against manipulations designed to lower the 

regulatory capital requirement, an internal model is only approved by the banking 

supervisor, if the bank can prove that it also uses that model for its internal bank risk 

management ("use test"). A bank would be harming itself were it to use a manipulated 

risk measurement system. 

Due to the one-year forecast horizon, timely back testing of internally estimated default 

probabilities is only possible with cross-sectional data. But cross-sectional data only 

permits very limited statements about the forecasting quality, if the credit defaults are not 

stochastically independent but – as is to be assumed in real life – correlated.127 Banking 

supervision regulations require that the estimation of the default probabilities be reflected 

in the lending decisions. If a borrower is assigned a low default probability, this results 

in a lower capital requirement, but at the same time the interest rate charged also has to 

be lower than for a borrower with a high default probability. This coupling of the lending 

conditions to the estimated default probabilities can be a suitable instrument for 

encouraging a truthful estimation of default probabilities.128 

4.4.4 Model risks 

A risk-sensitive leverage ratio is supposed to be an additional safeguard against the 

consequences of model risks and measuring errors.129 Internal risk models can be error-

prone in the sense that model parameters, default probabilities, volatilities and 

correlations are under- or over-estimated. Furthermore, feedback loops between the 

individual risks might be overlooked or only insufficiently mapped. These model and 

estimation errors can result in capital requirements being set too low or too high to 

properly absorb risks that materialise. It cannot be denied that no matter how sophisticated 

and intricately risk measurement methods may be designed, this cannot fully rule out that 

the estimated volatility of risk parameters is too low and/or the stochastic relationships 
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between the individual risk drivers are not correctly captured. It is also true that the danger 

of model risks putting a bank into a stress situation is lower, the more equity that bank 

has at its disposal for absorbing losses due to model risks. However, capital requirements 

for model risks should be applied at the point where that risk is caused, namely in the use 

of internal risk models. But comprehensive precautions have already been taken for 

internal risk models for market price risks: for example, not only a VaR but also a VaR 

under stress conditions has to be calculated, in addition the total of the VaR and stressed 

VaR is multiplied by a factor of at least 3. This ensures an adequate buffer for absorbing 

unforeseen losses caused by model risks. 

The leverage ratio applies, however, for all institutions, regardless of whether they are 

actually using internal risk models or not. Furthermore, the risk types for which internal 

risk models play a particular role, namely market price and operational risks, are not 

covered at all by the leverage ratio. Lastly, a leverage ratio is largely futile as protection 

against model risks: For all those banks for which the leverage ratio is not binding, the 

leverage ratio does not lead to any additional capital requirement that could act as a 

safeguard. Banks for which the leverage ratio is binding have an incentive to take on 

higher risks. The higher capital requirements induced by the leverage ratio is required by 

those banks to cover the potential loss associated with the additional risks, but that capital 

requirement is not available for absorbing model risks. 

Kiema/Jokivuolle examine the interactions between different designs of a leverage ratio 

and the banks' risk behaviour. They conclude, inter alia, that a leverage ratio of approx. 

6% would clearly reduce the number of bank insolvencies, without incurring social costs 

through a higher equity cover in the banking sector as a whole.130 A closer look reveals 

that this result only applies for a very special set of assumptions, however. For example, 

it is assumed that all the banks use IRBA to measure the capital requirement for default 

risks. It is also assumed that the IRBA formula correctly measures the real default risk – 

apart from model risks –, i.e. the regulatory asset correlations in the IRBA formula in 

particular reflect the true correlations131. Since the interest rate margin from non-

defaulting loans to be achieved in the future may not be counted as part of eligible 

regulatory capital, regulatory capital requirements are higher than it would otherwise have 

to be as per the 99% quantile. This encourages banks to grant either only low-risk loans 

or only risky loans, and so shift default risks as much as possible to creditors (moral 

hazard). Due to the future interest rate margin not being included in eligible regulatory 

capital, banks specialising in risky loans have a lower default exposure than banks 

granting solely low-risk loans. The introduction of a leverage ratio now leads banks which 

previously granted only low-risk loans to also include risky loans in their portfolio, since 
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the leverage ratio will be a frontstop measure for those banks. Such banks with a mixed 

risk portfolio have a lower default exposure than banks with a pure low risk portfolio. 

This is particularly the case, if the default risks of low-risk loans are set too low, because 

then the default risks were underestimated for only a part of the loan portfolio. If the 

default risks of high-risk loans are underestimated, however, the introduction of the 

leverage ratio leads to a higher number of bank insolvencies. It is obvious that in the 

Kiema/Jokivuolle-model the positive effects of a leverage ratio can be proven only under 

very specific assumptions and only for a very specific form of model risk. On the other 

hand, other possible effects of a leverage ratio are not discussed. For example, a risk-

insensitive capital requirement leads to low-risk borrowers having to pay a higher and 

high-risk borrowers a lower interest rate. Nor is it modelled how this affects borrowers' 

propensities to borrow and invest. For example, it is conceivable that this encourages 

adverse selection or moral hazard.132   

4.5 The leverage ratio as (in)solvency indicator 

After the onset of the financial crisis, risk-weighted capital requirements were criticised 

being unsuitable as an early warning system for spotting looming crises or as an 

insolvency indicator. For example, before the financial crisis the supervisory authorities 

had lacked transparency about potential systemic risks and were unable to recognise them 

with sufficient time for tackling undesirable developments in an early stage. Supporters 

of a leverage ratio argue that a non-risk-weighted metric is a better indicator for solvency 

and a good predictor of pending crisis. For example, in his presentation at the 36th 

Symposium of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas Andrew Haldane said that the 

leverage ratio was negatively correlated with the insolvency probability. Banks with a 

lower leverage ratio were thus exposed to a greater danger of insolvency. Based on a 

sample of 100 banks it is shown that the leverage ratio before the financial crisis at banks 

facing a risk of insolvency was 1.2 percentage points lower than at banks not facing such 

a risk (1% significance level). This finding is confirmed by a logit model which shows 

that the leverage ratio for more complex (system-relevant) banks is a better predictor than 

risk-weighted capital requirements.133 This is supported by the results of the empirical 

study by Demirguc-Kunt et al. (2013): For large banks, the share price reacts more 

sensitively to changes in the leverage ratio than to changes in the risk-based equity base. 

This can be interpreted to mean that at least in periods of crisis the leverage ratio is 

considered a better, i.e. more reliable, risk indicator. But for the entire sample, comprising 

large and smaller banks, a risk-based equity base is statistically marginally significant 

concerning the impact on the share price, whereby the economic effect is relatively weak, 
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and the leverage ratio not at all relevant.134 A study by Blundell-Wignall and Roulet 

(2013), based on a sample of altogether 94 global and other system-relevant banks, comes 

to the conclusion that the leverage ratio is a reliable predictor concerning the "distance-

to-default (DTD)", whereas no relationship was found between the tier-1 capital ratio and 

DTD. From this it is concluded that major banks use internal models and derivatives to 

transform the regulatory degree of risk for assets so as to keep the risk weights low. To 

counteract too low a capital ratio, a 5% leverage ratio is recommended.  

On the other hand, there are also empirical studies which fail to confirm the better 

predictive power of the leverage ratio as an insolvency indicator. For example, Estrella et 

al. (2000) show that the leverage ratio and the risk-based capital ratio in the sense of Basel 

I both have information value concerning solvency for a 2-3-year forecast horizon. Over 

a long horizon (> 2 years) the risk-based equity capital ratio is the better indicator, while 

the leverage ratio is superior for a short forecast period (< 2 years). The predictive power 

of both metrics deteriorates as the forecast horizon increases. Even if the leverage ratio is 

the better short-term indicator, the authors nevertheless believe it should not be used as a 

parameter for a bank's optimal regulatory capital.135 Mariathasan/Merrouche (2012) show 

that risk-weighted equity capital requirements are a better insolvency indicator than the 

leverage ratio where the risk of a banking crisis is low and a bank is regulated under Basel 

II. But if the crisis risk rises, then the leverage ratio is a better insolvency indicator than 

the risk-weighted equity capital requirement. Kufenko (2013) too finds no superiority of 

a non-risk-weighted capital measure. Where a leverage ratio of 4% is just missed, the 

probability of a bank entering a stress situation rises by 3.6%. Where a risk-weighted tier-

1 capital ratio of 4% is missed, the probability rises by 3.2%. Hence both metrics have a 

similar predictive quality.136 Lastly, it should be noted that the Basel Committee on 

Banking Supervision has concluded from comprehensive empirical surveys that the risk-

weighted core tier-1 ratio is a good predictor of bank insolvency. Accordingly, the risk 

weight for claims against banks in the future Credit Risk Standardised Approach will 

depend inter alia on the core tier-1 ratio.137 

The studies on whether a risk-sensitive or a risk-weighted capital ratio is the better 

insolvency indicator are open to challenge from the methodological viewpoint. Whilst the 

risk-insensitive equity capital ratio could be chosen freely in the past, the minimum 

amount of the risk-weighted capital ratio is subject to regulations. The actual risk-

weighted capital ratios of banks remain almost in their entirety within a narrow corridor 

above that floor. Due to the lack of variability in the risk-weighted capital ratios alone, 

this has no or only a low explanatory value as an insolvency indicator. This is not the case 
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for risk-insensitive capital ratios, however. Since there is so far no minimum amount for 

these, they fluctuate much more strongly and thus have the potential to explain the 

insolvency probability better. But this will probably change radically, if a binding 

leverage ratio is introduced. Then presumably the leverage ratio at all banks will also 

move within a narrow corridor above the floor and so forfeit its power as a predictor of 

insolvency.138 Hence, it must be concluded that the leverage ratio should be left as an 

unregulated variable if it is regarded as a suitable insolvency indicator. 

4.6 Summary of the criticisms 

The move towards more risk-sensitive and thus ever more complex capital regulations 

has encountered massive criticism. Risk-sensitive capital regulations have been blamed 

for the outbreak and the severity of the financial markets crisis. This criticism focuses on 

internal risk models in which the capital requirements depend particularly on the 

measured risk. Conversely, there are calls for risk-sensitive capital regulations to be 

supplemented or even replaced by a risk-independent capital requirement such as the 

leverage ratio. 

The criticism of risk-based capital regulations is directed above all at the following points: 

 Risk-based capital requirements were unable to prevent the continuous increase in 

on- and off-balance-sheet debt ratios. This applies especially for internal risk models 

which allegedly enable banks to understate their risks. Firstly, it should be borne in 

mind that the ever greater move away from balance-sheet oriented capital regulations 

is due to the fact that ever more risk types have been added to the regulatory 

framework over time and more and more financial products have been created. To 

the extent that not only default risks but market price risks and, since Basel II, 

operational risks lead to regulatory capital requirements, there was no alternative to 

turning away from an on-balance-sheet approach, as there is frequently no direct link 

to balance-sheet figures for such risks. The situation is similar for financial 

derivatives for which there is no direct relationship between the degree of risk and 

their balance sheet impact. The move to increasingly risk-based capital requirements 

thus went hand in hand with the expansion of the capital requirements. That the on-

balance-sheet capital ratios nevertheless fell is immaterial, because total assets are 

not a meaningful risk indicator. In so far as using internal models led to savings on 

capital compared with the standardised method, these advantages have been removed 

by the new regulatory framework. Nor does the argument that low financial capital 

ratios foster systemic risks hold up to closer scrutiny. Quite the opposite: It is in fact 
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risk-insensitive capital regulations, coupled with fair-value oriented accounting and 

rigid capital requirements, that can lead to massive deleveraging. 

 Risk-sensitive capital requirements are said to have a procyclical effect. Because risk 

weights and thus capital requirements rise significantly in periods of crisis, banks are 

forced to rein in lending more sharply than under risk-insensitive capital 

requirements. This aggravates cyclical real economy fluctuations. There is no 

empirical proof that risk-sensitive capital requirements have a procyclical effect. This 

may be due to Basel II already including elements that attenuate the increase in risk 

weights during periods of crisis. Basel III will introduce an countercyclical capital 

buffer as an additional instrument that directly addresses the risk of a procyclical 

effect from regulatory capital requirements. Accordingly, there is no need for a 

leverage ratio as a further instrument, especially one whose suitability for dampening 

systemic risks is open to doubt. 

 Measuring risks always include subjective elements and a degree of uncertainty. 

Regulatory risk weights are necessarily sweeping and thus imprecise. Whilst internal 

models can capture the individual risk situation of a particular bank more precisely, 

they still cannot claim to be able to measure risks objectively and with absolute 

reliability. The without doubt existing inadequacies that are unavoidable in the 

measuring of risks should not lead to the conclusion, however, that it is better to 

dispense with risk weighting in its entirety. Dispensing with risk weighting 

aggravates the problem of regulatory arbitrage, which always arises where economic 

and regulatory risk measurement diverge. The large variability in risks measured with 

internal models proves not to be so serious upon closer analysis. Variability can be 

significantly reduced, if the regulatory requirements for internal models and the 

capital regulations based on them were harmonised. 

 The allegation that regulators have allowed themselves to be captured by the 

complexity and sophistication of the banks' internal models is groundless, as closer 

examination shows. Where timely back testing ensures that intentional understating 

of risks will very probably be discovered and sufficiently punished, banks have no 

incentive to intentionally misstate their risks. 

 The introduction of a leverage ratio is also justified by the argument that safeguards 

against model risks are necessary. Incorrect estimation of risks in internal models is 

no doubt a risk that has to be taken into consideration; however, a capital requirement 

for model risks should be directly based on the internal risk models as such and not 

across the board for all credit institutions, regardless of whether they use internal risk 

models or not. Precautions for model risks have already been taken in that both a 

VaR and a stressed VaR have to be calculated and the model's findings multiplied by 

a factor of at least 3. A leverage ratio which acts as a backstop measure provides no 

additional protection; a leverage ratio which acts as a frontstop measure, on the other 
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hand, creates incentives for taking on additional risks. All in all, the leverage ratio is 

not suitable as a capital buffer for model risks. 

 A series of studies empirically examined whether a risk-insensitive equity capital 

regulation is the better insolvency indicator. The results do not allow a clear 

conclusion to be drawn. Furthermore, it should not be overlooked that the design of 

the leverage ratio at banks takes on an entirely different nature once it is made a 

regulatory requirement. Whether a leverage ratio chosen in the light of regulatory 

requirements will have the same power for predicting the probability of insolvency 

as the risk-insensitive equity base used in the empirical studies and which assume a 

world without a regulatory leverage ratio is very doubtful. 

In a nutshell: the criticism of the existing risk-sensitive capital regulations is in part 

justified, but this does not directly lead to the conclusion that a leverage ratio could 

increase the stability of the financial sector. The supervisory objectives pursued with the 

additional introduction of a risk-insensitive capital requirement are not achieved by the 

leverage ratio. Instead of abolishing risk-based capital requirements because of the 

difficulties in measuring risks, the risk weights should be adjusted wherever they clearly 

mismeasure risks. Only risk-based capital requirements ensure that the insolvency risk of 

banks is kept low and regulatory arbitrage can be prevented. 
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5. The leverage ratio 

5.1 The design of the leverage ratio 

This section presents the leverage ratio in the version adopted by the Basel Committee in 

January 2014. The three US banking supervisory authorities (FRS, FDIC and OCC) also 

adopted this version after minor modifications on 26 September 2014.139 The EU 

Commission adjusted the CRR to this version of the leverage ratio under a "delegated 

act" and published it on 17 January 2015.140  

The leverage ratio is defined as the quotient of the capital measure (numerator) and 

exposure measure (denominator) as a percentage. For the observation phase the Basel 

Committee set 3% of the core capital as a reference value for the leverage ratio for testing 

during the monitoring period up to 1 January 2017.141 In the CRR regulation it has not 

yet be decided whether the leverage ratio is to be introduced as a supervisory metric and 

if so what the minimum value will be. This is to be done only after the impact and 

effectiveness of the leverage ratio has been studied. 

𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝐿𝑅 =  
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
≥ 3% 

The capital measure corresponds to the core capital (tier-1 capital).142 The exposure 

measure comprises the total of the following positions: 

 on-balance-sheet positions, 

 derivative positions, 

 positions as part of securities financing transactions, (SFT143) and  

 off-balance-sheet items.144 

 

                                                 
139 see Federal Register (2014). 

140 see Delegated Regulation of the European Commission of 10 October 2014. see also the Official Journal 

of the European Union, Volume 58, 17 January 2015.  

141 see Federal Register (2014): In the USA the leverage ratio ("Supplementary Leverage Ratio – SLR") is 

to be 3% for all "advanced approach" banks. Banks and bank holding companies with total assets > 

USD 700bn also have to maintain an additional 2% buffer. All deposit-taking institutions belonging to 

a BHC insured by the FDIC have to have an SLR of 6%. 

142 see BCBS (2010b), paragraphs 49 – 96. After the observation phase the Basel Committee will decide 

whether the capital measure will be the core tier-1 capital (CET1) or the regulatory equity capital (core 

tier-I capital + additional core capital). 

143 SFT include repo and reverse repo transactions, securities lending transactions and securities lendings, 

in which the transaction value depends on market valuations and often coupled with margin agreements. 

144 Off-balance-sheet positions include commitments (including liquidity facilities), direct credit 

substitutes, acceptance credits, standby letters of credit and documentary credits. 
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𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜

=  
𝑇𝑖𝑒𝑟 1 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑂𝑛 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 + 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 + 𝑆𝐹𝑇 + 𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 

 

 

Figure 5 shows the composition of the exposure measure for the 44 German banks 

participating in the Basel III monitoring. A distinction is made between Group 1 and 

Group 2 banks. Group 1 is composed of internationally active banks with a core capital 

of more than EUR 3bn, banks which do only national business are within Group 2. Clearly 

dominant are the balance-sheet assets, for Group 2 institutions they actually account for 

90% of the exposure measure.145 

 

Figure 5: composition of the exposure measure 

Source: Bundesbank (2015)  

 

5.2 Components of the exposure measure 

5.2.1 On-balance-sheet positions 

Balance-sheet assets are stated at book value as per the accounting standard applicable 

for the institution in question, with specific credit risk adjustments being taken into 

consideration. For German institutions this is the HGB accounting standard at the 

                                                 
145 In the Basel III impact study conducted by the EBA at the EU level, the proportion of other assets in 

Group 1 banks was 73% and in Group 2 banks also 90%. see EBA (2015), p. 31. 
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individual institution level and also the IFRS accounting standard for capital-market 

oriented banks at the group level. Financial and physical collateral, credit risk mitigation 

techniques and netting agreements are always excluded. Since the leverage ratio within 

the CRR scope is also applied at the individual institution level, intra-group receivables 

can be excluded. Unlike elsewhere within the CRR (e.g. Art. 113, Subs. 7) claims against 

credit institutions belonging to the same institutional guarantee system are not treated as 

intra-group receivables. Trust assets resulting from the awarding of subsidised credits are 

not included in the exposure measure in so far as certain derecognition and consolidation 

requirements are met. On the other hand, subsidised credits which are passed on by the 

house bank to the recipient – as common in Germany – are included in the exposure 

measure. Subsidised credits should in principle be excluded when determining the 

exposure measure of the leverage ratio, regardless of which method is used to award the 

subsidised credits. 

All items deducted from core capital (e.g. intangible assets) also reduce the exposure 

measure. The inclusion of on-balance-sheet positions at their book values (allowing for 

value adjustments) means that differences in the valuation concepts (between national 

GAAP and IFRS) affect both the numerator (capital measure) and the denominator 

(exposure measure) of the leverage ratio. Increasing the carrying value for assets by one 

monetary unit, which at the same time increases capital by one monetary unit, with a 

leverage ratio of 𝑥 permits a further increase in balance-sheet assets of 1 𝑥⁄ − 1 monetary 

units without negatively affecting the quotient of the leverage ratio. With a 3% leverage 

ratio (x = 0.03) this means a possible increase in the exposure measure of 32.33 monetary 

units. The leverage ratio provisions do not envisage any harmonisation of the carrying 

values for balance-sheet assets.  

The lion's share of banks' balance-sheet assets are on-balance-sheet financial instruments. 

Their different accounting treatment under HGB, IFRS and US-GAAP therefore requires 

a closer discussion. 

Under the HGB accounting standard, securities are stated at acquisition cost and 

acquisition-related costs upon initial measurement. Subsequent measurement depends on 

assignment to one of the three securities categories stated in Table 8. 

Receivables are always initially measured at acquisition cost (credit disbursement 

amount). §340e HGB gives credit institutions an option to recognize receivables not 

forming part of the trading portfolio at a differing nominal value. A liability-side deferred 

item equal to the positive difference between nominal value and acquisition cost is to be 

formed and released as a gain to the profit and loss account over the term of the credit. 

As a rule, the subsequent measurement of receivables is governed by the strict lower of 
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cost or market principle.146 Only credit-rating related, but not interest-rate related, 

reductions in fair value are taken into consideration. Identifiable default risks lead to a 

value adjustment in the form of a specific write-down. For receivables where a default 

risk could arise in future (latent creditworthiness risk), value adjustments are made in the 

form of general provisions. In addition, hidden contingency reserves may be formed 

under § 340f HGB for receivables "to safeguard against the specific risks of the credit 

institutions' line of business". Contingency reserves are limited to 4% of the grand total 

of receivables and liquidity reserve securities. The book value net of contingency reserves 

may still be retained even if the reason for forming them no longer applies.  

 

Securities in 

non-current assets 

Securities in 

liquidity reserve 

Securities in 

trading portfolio 

Moderated lower of cost or 

market principle as per § 

253 Subs. 3 HGB 

Strict lower of cost or market 

principle as per § 253 Subs. 

4 HGB 

Fair value measurement 

less risk mark-down as per 

§ 340e Subs. 3 HGB 

 write-down obligation for 

permanent impairment  

 write-down obligation also for 

expected temporary impairment  

 write-up or write-down to fair 

value less risk mark-down  

 write-down option also for 

expected temporary 

impairment 

 contingency reserves as per § 

340f HGB 

 retention option 

 transfer of 10% of the trading 

portfolio net earnings to the 

fund for general banking risks 

(disbursement freeze) 

reallocation following changed purpose possible 
 reallocation to the trading 

portfolio not possible 

 reallocation from the trading 

portfolio permitted only in 

exceptional circumstances 

Table 8: Valuation of securities under HGB 

Source: Hartmann-Wendels et al. (2015) 

Liabilities are initially measured at acquisition cost. In so far as a liability was issued at a 

premium (discount), this is to be posted as deferred income (expense) and reversed over 

the scheduled term. Subsequent measurement is then at depreciated acquisition costs.  

The accounting treatment of financial instruments under IFRS is currently based on IAS 

39. This is to be superseded by the new IFRS 9 from 2018.  

The initial measurement of financial instruments is based on fair value (IAS 39.43). This 

is the transaction price (acquisition cost). Transaction costs directly attributable to the 

acquisition are to be entered as acquisition-related costs, acquisition-related costs for 

financial instruments whose fair value impacts the profit and loss account are to be 

immediately charged as an expense.  

                                                 
146  Excluded are receivables forming part of the investment or trading portfolio. 
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Receivables are to be stated at their disbursement amount at the time of acquisition. 

Nominal value accounting is not permitted, any difference between acquisition value and 

redemption amount is to be recognised over the term with constant effective interest. 

Value adjustments are to be made to receivables, if there is an objective indication of 

impairment. General provisions for latent default risks are not permitted. 

For subsequent measurement IAS 39.9 distinguishes between four categories of financial 

instruments:  

1. financial instruments at fair value through profit and loss (FV-PL category) 

2. held-to-maturity investments 

3. loans and receivables 

4. available-for-sale financial assets 

Financial instruments in the trading portfolio and derivatives always have to be stated at 

fair value through profit and loss. Furthermore, financial instruments can be designated 

as FV-PL under certain preconditions. Financial assets in the loans and receivables and 

held-to-maturity categories are stated at amortised costs. The available-for-sale portfolio 

includes all those financial instruments that cannot be assigned to another category. 

Whereas all fair value changes of FV-PL financial instruments impact the profit and loss 

account, fair value changes of available-for-sale financial instruments are only posted to 

the profit and loss account if there is an impairment, i.e. a reason for believing that the 

future cash flows from the financial instrument will be smaller. Interest-rate induced fair 

value changes in available-for-sale financial instruments are posted as other 

comprehensive income (OCI) under equity capital without impacting the profit and loss 

account. Equity instruments for which there is no value set in an active market and whose 

fair value cannot be reliably be determined are carried at cost. 

The future IFRS 9 will distinguish only three categories of financial instruments: 

1. FV-PL  

2. FV-OCI 

3. AC 

The classification and subsequent measurement of a financial asset are based on the 

structure of the contractual cash flows and the underlying business model. 

Reclassification is only permitted following a change in the business model. A financial 

asset can only be valued at amortised cost, if the instrument has only basic loan features, 

and the instrument is managed on a contractual yield basis. Hence, only debt instruments 

with cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest can be assigned to the 

AC category. In so far as the cash flow condition has been met and the business model 

envisages both the sale of financial instruments and the receipt of contractual payments, 
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the financial asset has to be assigned to the FV-OCI category. All other financial 

instruments whose contractually agreed payments comprise not just interest and principal 

payments, and financial instruments not held to receive interest and principal payments 

but generate sales proceeds, belong in the FV-PL category.  

Under IFRS 9, impairments are not recognised only when a triggering event has occurred 

(incurred loss), the expected loss is recognised as an impairment already during initial 

measurement.  

Differences between the HGB and the IFRS accounting standards affecting the leverage 

ratio via the balance-sheet assets arise from different options and discretionary scope on 

the one hand and from different valuation rules on the other hand. There is discretionary 

scope in the HGB accounting standard concerning the assignment and reclassification of 

securities to the liquidity pool and to securities in non-current assets. Assignment depends 

on the objective, which can change at any time. The held-to-maturity category, which is 

similar to securities in non-current assets, is hardly used due to the restrictive 

preconditions. Explicit options such as the modified lower of cost or market principle and 

the formation of contingency reserves are not available in the IFRS accounting standard. 

Concerning valuation, the following differences are relevant:  

 Receivables: under HGB receivables are normally stated at nominal value and not at 

the – mostly – lower disbursement amount as in IFRS. Whereas HGB envisages 

write-downs for identifiable and latent risks and also permits contingency reserves, 

an impairment may currently only be recognised for objectively apparent risks under 

IFRS. Thus the HGB book value for receivables is frequently lower than under IAS 

39. This could change in the future, however: The forming of contingency reserves 

is far less attractive, as this will no longer count as supplementary capital. Value 

adjustments as per IFRS 9 will in future be based on the expected loss model, which 

envisages impairment already upon initial recognition. 

 financial assets held for trading: The valuation of financial assets held for trading 

under HGB is lower than under IFRS due to the risk mark-down as per § 340e Subs. 

3 HGB. Since unrealised gains are currently not deducted from regulatory capital, 

this leads to a more favourable leverage ratio quotient for IFRS banks.  

 Liquidity reserve and non-current financial assets / Available for Sale: if the fair 

value is greater than the acquisition price, valuation under HGB is always lower than 

under IFRS due to the acquisition cost principle. As long as unrealised gains are not 

deducted from core capital, fair value measurement improves the leverage ratio 

quotient. If the fair value is below book value, an unambiguous statement is not 

possible. If the securities are held in the liquidity pool, the forming of contingency 

reserves can lead to the HGB book value being less than the IFRS value. Since 
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contingency reserves do not count as core capital, this leads to a lower leverage ratio 

quotient. On the other hand, HGB accounting allows reclassification of financial 

assets, which gives credit institutions an opportunity to apply the modified lower of 

cost or market principle and so avoid awrite down.  

The accounting regulations for financial instruments under US-GAAP and IFRS are 

mainly identical. Securities are assigned under US-GAAP to one of the three categories 

held-to-maturity, available-for-sale or held-for-trading, for which the valuation rules are 

similar to IFRS. The IFRS loans and receivables category does not exist under US-

GAAP, receivables are stated at either the lower of acquisition costs and fair value or 

amortised cost.147 Differences between US-GAAP and IFRS can arise from the fact that 

assignment to the categories in IFRS is principle-based, in US-GAAP there are formal 

criteria. The resulting valuation differences can be significant, but what effects this has 

on the leverage ratio cannot be gauged. For the future there will be greater differences 

concerning the categorisation of financial instruments. The reduction to three categories 

in IFRS 9 has not been taken up in US-GAAP. There will also be differences in future 

concerning the measurement of value adjustments for receivables. In both accounting 

systems, value adjustments will not be carried out in future only if a triggering event has 

occurred, there will be value adjustments as per the expected loss even on initial 

recognition. Under IFRS 9 the value adjustments will normally reflect the expected loss 

for the next twelve months, under US-GAAP it will be the expected loss for the entire 

term of the receivable.  

Other differences between HGB, IFRS and US-GAAP that affect the leverage ratio arise 

from the future regulations on the accounting for leases. Leaving aside the details, the 

currently valid accounting regulations in the three accounting systems under 

consideration here enable lease contracts to be drafted so that they are off-balance-sheet 

for the lessee, i.e. the lease object only appears on the lessor's balance sheet. Whilst no 

changes are planned to the German accounting treatment of lease contracts, in future all 

lease contracts are to be carried in the annual financial statements under IFRS and US-

GAAP. The only exclusion is for short-term and small-ticket leases. Thereunder, a use 

right corresponding to the present value of the lease payments will be capitalised as an 

asset and the present value also stated as a liability. Whilst the accounting regulations for 

lease contracts under IFRS and US-GAAP are changing in a similar direction, there will 

be distinct differences in future to the accounting for leases under German accounting 

standards. 

The example for lease accounting also serves to show that all changes in accounting rules 

have a direct impact on the leverage ratio. There is then no level playing field as far as 

balance-sheet assets are involved.  

                                                 
147  see ASC 948-310-35-1, ASC 310-10-35-48, ASC 825-10. 
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5.2.2 Derivative positions 

Positions in derivatives contain two inherent risk components, on the one hand value 

changes to the underlying and on the other hand counterparty default risks (counterparty 

credit risk – CCR). Under the mark-to-market method, the exposure resulting from these 

two is captured by stating derivatives positions at the current replacement cost (RC) and 

adding a premium for potential future exposure (PFE):148  

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠149 =   𝑅𝐶 +  𝑃𝐹𝐸 

There are different computation methods for the various types of derivative exposures:  

1. individual derivative exposures not covered by eligible bilateral netting150, 

2. derivative positions covered by a bilateral netting agreement,  

3. collateral and cash margins received in conjunction with derivative contracts,  

4. clearing services,  

5. written credit derivatives.  

 (1) Individual derivative positions not covered by eligible bilateral netting: 

For an individual derivative position not covered by eligible bilateral netting, the 

engagement measure corresponds to the positive replacement cost of the contract and a 

premium for the potential future replacement cost. The premium depends inter alia on the 

contract maturity and the volatility of the underlying and is determined by multiplying 

the marked-to-market claim under the derivative by a maturity-dependent volatility rate.  

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =   𝑅𝐶 +  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 ×  𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 

The maturity-dependent volatility rate is between 0% and 15%, depending on the risk 

category and the residual maturity (see Table 9).151. A distinction is made between interest 

rate, exchange rate and gold price, share price, precious metal and commodity price 

related transactions. Transactions are divided into residual maturity terms of up to one 

year, between one and five years and longer than five years. The longer the residual 

maturity, the riskier is the transaction and hence the higher the volatility rate. The mark-

to-market method is also applied in the CRR regulation with the same volatility rates (see 

Art. 274, 2 CRR). 

 

                                                 
148 The Basel Committee has proposed a Non-Internal Model Method (NIMM) for determining the 

exposures, which is to be evaluated in quantitative impact studies. See BCBS (2013). 

149 see BCBS (2006), paragraph 91 ff., paragraph 186. 

150 see BCBS (2014), paragraph 8 and 9 of the appendix.  

151 see BCBS (1995). 
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Residual 

maturity  

Interest 

rate 

contracts 

Contracts 

concerning 

foreign 

exchange 

rates and 

gold 

Contracts 

concerning 

equities 

Contracts 

concerning 

precious 

metals 

(except 

gold) 

Contracts 

concerning  

commoditie

s other than 

precious 

metals 

1 year or less 0.0% 1.0% 6.0% 7.0% 10.0% 

over 1 year not 

exceeding 5 years 

0.5% 5.0% 8.0% 7.0% 12.0% 

over 5 years 1.5% 7.5% 10.0% 8.0% 15.0% 

Table 9: Multipliers for individual derivative exposures 

Source: BCBS (2014) 

 

Residual maturity independent multipliers, which include a risk weighting, are applied 

for the counterparty risk from individual counterparty-related credit derivatives. 

 

 Protection buyer Protection seller 

Total return swaps   

"Qualifying" 153 reference obligation 5% 5% 

"Non-qualifying" reference obligation 10% 10% 

Credit default swaps   

"Qualifying" reference obligation 5% 5% 

"Non-qualifying" reference obligation 10% 10% 

Table 10: Multipliers for individual counterparty-related credit derivatives 

Source: BCBS (2014) 

Since the leverage ratio is based on default risks, misincentives can arise for using 

derivatives. Consider as an example a foreign-currency receivable hedged by a forward 

                                                 
153 Securities from other public authorities and from multilateral development banks and other securities 

count as "qualifying". See BCBS (2014), paragraph 7 of the appendix. 
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exchange contract. Under the risk-sensitive capital requirements, this leads to an 

additional capital requirement arising from the default risk of the forward contract on the 

one hand and a lower capital requirement through the foreign-exchange position on the 

other hand. This regulatory treatment correctly reflects the impact of hedging the bank's 

risk position. The exposure measure of the leverage ratio is impacted solely by the 

additional default risk arising from the derivative position, the reduced foreign-currency 

risk does not impact the leverage ratio, however, as this does not take foreign currency 

risks into consideration. This is not an appropriate treatment and it creates an incentive to 

refrain from hedging transactions especially for a bank for which the leverage ratio is a 

binding capital requirement.  

There is a similar effect from leverage ratio regulations concerning the hedging of 

receivables with credit derivatives. Whilst Art. 204 CRR permits recognition of the risk-

mitigating effect from credit derivatives when determining risk-sensitive equity capital 

requirements, the hedging of receivables with credit derivatives leads to an increase in 

the exposure measure of the leverage ratio 154, as the risk hedge is ignored for the 

receivable, but the default risk from the credit derivative is also included in the exposure 

measure.  

(2) Derivative exposures covered by a bilateral netting agreement: 

The original Basel Committee for Banking Supervision rules of 2010 on the treatment of 

netting agreements when determining exposure measure were closely tied to the 

accounting treatment of netting. Since the rules for netting receivables and liabilities in 

IFRS are much stricter than in US-GAAP, retaining the original rules would have resulted 

in a benefit for US-GAAP accounting banks.155  

Under IFRS provisions the netting right has to be unconditionally exercisable as of the 

reference date.156 Netting agreements under a master netting agreement (MNA) often do 

not meet the unconditionality criterion. Frequently, such agreements only allow netting 

in the event of one of the parties defaulting. Under US-GAAP however, netting 

agreements are eligible even if they permit netting of mutual receivables and liabilities 

only after a party defaults. This difference between IFRS and US-GAAP has a significant 

effect on derivative positions carried in the balance sheet.157 Table 11 shows the 

differences between the gross receivables from derivative positions and the amounts after 

netting with liabilities for selected financial institutions on the basis of their published 

                                                 
154 see CRR Art. 429, Subs. 5. 

155 The stated amount of the carrying values would then differ considerably depending on the accounting 

standard applied, especially for OTC derivatives, exchange-traded derivatives and securities financing 

transactions. 

156 see Ernst & Young (2012), p. 8 ff. 

157 The effect is considerable for financial institutions with a large derivatives portfolio.  
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annual reports. The gross receivables at Deutsche Bank on 31 December 2013 amounted 

to EUR 738.42bn, after offsetting under netting agreements the value stated in the balance 

sheet was EUR 504.59bn, 68.3% of the gross receivables. At JP Morgan however, the 

gross amount of derivative receivables fell from the equivalent of EUR 999.97bn to EUR 

55.70bn, i.e. 5.5% of the gross receivables. If IFRS accounting at JP Morgan led to a 

similar relationship between gross receivable and reported receivable from derivatives as 

for Deutsche Bank, then it would have had to state derivative receivables of EUR 

682.97bn. This would have boosted JP Morgan's total assets to more than EUR 

2,700.00bn. 

 Gross  

derivative 

receivables 

Actually  

reported  

derivative 

business 

Other  

assets  

Total  

assets 

Deutsche Bank  

(IFRS) 
EUR 738.42bn EUR 504.59bn EUR 1,106.81bn 

EUR 

1,611.40bn 

Commerzbank  

(IFRS) 
EUR 169.93bn  EUR 69.45bn   EUR 480.20bn  EUR 549.66bn 

JP Morgan*  

(US-GAAP) 
EUR 999.97bn  EUR 55.70bn EUR 1,990.62bn 

EUR 

2,046.32bn 

Bank of 

America* (US-

GAAP) 

EUR 779.58bn  EUR 40.23bn EUR 1,458.00bn 
EUR 

1,780.83bn 

Table 11: The netting effect for selected banks 2013 

*Converted at the rate on 8 January 2015, EUR 1 = USD 1.18,  

Source: annual reports and own calculation 

In line with the Basel requirements, the newly introduced Article 429a CRR permits the 

netting of claims and obligations under derivative positions, if the netting agreement 

ensures that in the event of the partner's default the bank only has a claim to or has to pay 

the balance on the positive and negative market values of the individual transactions 

involved.158 The requirements for the recognition of the risk-mitigating effect of netting 

agreements are thus less strict in the leverage ratio than under IFRS. 

If there is an eligible bilateral netting agreement, the exposure engagement is determined 

by the total of the (positive) net replacement costs (RCNet) and the premium for all the 

netted transactions: 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =   𝑅𝐶𝑁𝑒𝑡  +  𝐴𝑁𝑒𝑡 

                                                 
158 see Art. 429a, Subs. 1 CRR, which in turn cites Art. 295 CRR and BCBS (2014), appendix, no. 8. 
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The premium for all netted transactions corresponds to the weighted average of the gross 

premium (AGross) and the gross premium adjusted for the the net-to-gross ratio (NGR) 

calculated as the quotient of the net replacement cost and the gross replacement cost for 

all contracts included in a legally valid bilateral netting agreement:  

𝐴𝑁𝑒𝑡 = 0.4 ∙ 𝐴𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 +  0.6 ∙  𝑁𝐺𝑅 ∙  𝐴𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 

with 

𝑁𝐺𝑅 = 
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
 

𝐴𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 = ∑𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑖 ∙ 𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

(3) Collateral and cash margins received in conjunction with derivative contracts:  

Received collateral may not be netted with derivative positions as a rule.159 In so far as 

the provision of collateral has reduced the value of the balance-sheet assets, this has to be 

reversed. An exception is made for the treatment of margin payments, if certain 

preconditions are met:160  

 In the case of received cash margins, the replacement cost (but not the premium) of 

the receivable amount of the derivative instrument can be reduced by the amount of 

cash received, in so far as the positive market value of the derivative contract has not 

already been reduced by the same amount under the accounting rules. 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓  𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ( 𝑅𝐶 − 𝑐𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛)  +  𝑃𝐹𝐸 

 

 In the case of a rendered cash margin, the providing bank can deduct the 

corresponding receivable from its exposure measure, in so far as the cash margin is 

carried as an asset as per the bank's accounting rules. 

(4) Clearing services: 

In a clearing service a clearing member (CM) of a central counterparty (CCP) that is 

eligible to conclude transactions with the CCP acts as a financial intermediary between 

                                                 
159 see CRR Art. 429a, Subs. 2 and BCBS (2014), no. 23. The Basel Committee regards this as justified 

because received collateral has two opposing effects on the debt. It reduces the counterparty risk, but 

also increases the bank's potential to raise additional debt capital, as the posted collateral can in turn be 

used to secure debt funds. 

160 see CRR Art. 429a, Subs. 3 and BCBS (2014), no. 25. 
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the CCP and other market participants (customers). There are two distinct clearing 

models:  

1. Principal model (common in the EU): In the principal model the CM bank enters into 

two contracts, one with the customer and one with the CCP. This means that both 

derivative contracts are included in the exposure measure.  

2. Agent model (common in the USA): In the agent model the CM bank merely 

guarantees the CCP performance by the customer. Thus only the value of the 

guarantee is included in the exposure measure.  

If a bank acting as a CM offers its customer clearing services and also guarantees 

fulfilment by the CCP in the principal model, then that bank also has to record the 

derivative engagement to the CCP in addition to the derivative engagement with the 

customer. But if the CM bank does not guarantee performance by the CCP to the 

customer, the bank does not have to include its derivative exposure to the CCP and the 

receivables arising in conjunction with the posted collateral in the calculation of the 

exposure measure.  

(5) Written credit derivatives: 

A written credit derivative (e.g. credit default swaps or total return swaps) in which the 

bank acts as a collateral provider entails not only a counterparty risk (CCR engagement) 

but also a credit risk from the underlying. To allow for this, the effective nominal value 

of a written credit derivative and the counterparty risk have to be included in the exposure 

measure.161  

The effective nominal value of a written credit derivative is obtained by adjusting the 

nominal value so that it reflects the actual risk from the credit. The effective nominal 

value can be reduced by negative changes in the fair value of the obligations under the 

credit derivative, in so far as these changes have also reduced the tier-1 capital. In 

addition, where certain preconditions have been met, the effective nominal value is 

reduced by acquired credit derivatives (i.e. the bank acts as a collateral taker) related to 

the same reference value, thus reducing the collateral provider's risk.162 The collateral 

provider's total exposure is restricted to the maximal possible loss under the credit 

derivative. 

For an individual credit derivative not covered by eligible bilateral netting, the collateral 

provider's engagement is determined as follows: 

                                                 
161 see CRR Art. 429a, Subs. 5 and BCBS (2014), no. 29. 

162 see BCBS (2014), no. 30. 
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𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑅𝐶 +  𝑃𝐹𝐸 + 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 

For several credit derivatives covered by a bilateral netting agreement, the engagement is 

determined as follows: 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

= 𝑅𝐶𝑁𝑒𝑡  +  𝐴𝑁𝑒𝑡 + 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 

 

5.2.3  Securities financing transactions 

For the treatment of securities financing transactions, such as repos, security lending and 

margin lending, we will consider the case where (i) the bank acts as a principal (general 

treatment) and where (ii) the bank acts as an agent.  

If the bank acts as a principal, it is either a borrower or a lender. The engagement under 

the SFT comprises the book values of the securities/receivables and a premium for the 

counterparty risk. Cash receivables and cash liabilities may only be netted, if the netting 

agreement envisages a netting claim that can be enforced in both the normal course of 

business and in the event of the partner's default.163 The netting criteria are very similar 

to those for netting eligible under IFRS.164  

The premium for the counterparty risk comprises the balance of the securities or cash lent 

to and received from the counterparty under the same transaction (𝐸𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖) . If there is a 

master netting agreement, the balance of all the loaned and received securities and/or cash 

covered by the master netting agreement is computed [∑𝐸𝑖 − ∑𝐶𝑖]. Sufficient for the 

netting agreement being eligible is that the netting claim is not affected by the partner's 

default.165 The exposure measure under the SFT is thus determined by the following 

formula:  

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝐹𝑇 (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑙) = 𝑆𝐹𝑇𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅 

with 

𝐶𝐶𝑅 = {
𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, [∑𝐸𝑖 −∑𝐶𝑖]} , for eligible MNA

𝑚𝑎𝑥{0, [𝐸𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖]},            for ineligible MNA
 

and 

                                                 
163 see CRR Art. 429 Subs. 8 and BSBC (2014), no. 33, i (b) and (c).  

164 see IAS 32.42.  

165 see CRR Art. 429b, which in turn cites Art. 206 and BSBC (2014), no. 12 appendix. 
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∑𝐸𝑖 : 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑦 

    ∑𝐶𝑖 : 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑦 

Under Art. 429b, Subs. 4, credit institutions using the standard approach may alternatively 

apply the simple method for treatment of the financial collateral, under which the risk 

weight is subject to a 20% floor.166 The Basel III leverage ratio provisions do not include 

this option.  

If the bank acts as an agent in an SFT, it provides one of the parties with a guarantee 

covering only the difference between the value of the security or cash its customer has 

lent and the value of the collateral provided by the debtor. The bank bears a counterparty 

risk concerning the counterparty of its customer only for the difference in value and not 

for the full risk concerning the transaction's underlying or cash. Since the bank does not 

own the underlying cash or securities, it cannot use those resources for debt-raising 

purposes. Thus, the exposure measure under the SFT corresponds to the CCR only. 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝐹𝑇 (𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡) = 𝐶𝐶𝑅 

𝐶𝐶𝑅 = {
𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, [∑𝐸𝑖 −∑𝐶𝑖]} , for eligible MNA

𝑚𝑎𝑥{0, [𝐸𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖]},            for non eligible MNA
 

Should the bank take on additional risk in its capacity as an agent above and beyond 

guaranteeing the underlying securities or cash, that exposure has to be included in the 

exposure measure to the full amount of the security/cash. 

The treatment of securities financing transactions is disadvantageous to secured reverse 

repo transactions compared with unsecured cash transactions and increases an SFT's book 

value. Here is a typical securities financing transaction:  

                                                 
166 see CRR Art. 429b (4), which in turn cites Art. 222. 

Bank A Bank B 

Lent securities  

with book value of EUR 1,000 

EUR 1,000 receivable (loan granted) 

Current market value of the securities 

EUR 950  
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Figure 6: Typical repo transaction 

Source: own presentation 

Bank A and Bank B have concluded a EUR 1,000 repo transaction. From the perspective 

of Bank A, a repo position has been entered into and securities with a book value of EUR 

1,000 lent. From the perspective of Bank B a reverse repo position has been entered into 

and a loan to the same amount (EUR 1,000) granted. The securities currently have a 

market value of EUR 950.  

 

As shown in Figure 6, the exposure under the SFT is calculated as the sum of the book 

value of the securities and the premium for the counterparty risk (𝑆𝐹𝑇𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 +

𝑚𝑎𝑥{0, [𝐸𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖]}). For Bank A the premium for the counterparty risk is determined by 

the balance of the securities lent to Bank B, measured at fair value (EUR 950), and the 

EUR 1,000 cash received. Since this balance is negative (-EUR 50) the premium is stated 

as EUR 0, so that the engagement from the repo transaction for Bank A corresponds to 

the EUR 1,000 book value of the securities. 

From the perspective of Bank B, the balance of loaned cash (EUR 1,000) and the received 

securities, measured at fair value (EUR 950), corresponds to + EUR 50, so that both the 

book value of the cash receivable and the collateral cover of EUR 50 are included in the 

exposure  ofthe reverse repo transaction for Bank B. The exposure value for Bank B is 

EUR 1,050. 

 

Bank A Bank B 

Book value of 

the loaned 

securities 

EUR 1,000 Cash 

receivable 

EUR 1,000 

Premium max{0; 950-1,000} = 

EUR 0 
Premium max{0;1,000-950} = 

EUR 50 

Total exposure 

value 

EUR 1,000  EUR 1,050 

Table 12: Total exposure value of a repo transaction 

Source: own presentation 

Comparing the reverse repo position with an unsecured EUR 1,000 loan, the default risk 

from the reverse repo position is less than that from a pure unsecured loan, but the 
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exposure value of the reverse repo position is nevertheless higher and exceeds the 

maximal possible loss by the amount of cash lent. This creates misincentives in favour of 

granting unsecured loans. 

5.2.4 Off-balance-sheet positions 

Under the original definition of the leverage ratio, a uniform credit conversion factor 

(CCF) of 100% was used to convert an off-balance-sheet engagement into a comparable 

on-balance-sheet position.167 Excluded were credit commitments revocable at any time, 

for which a 10% conversion factor was applied. In the new version, the same conversion 

factors adjusted for the degree of risk of the position in question are now used as in the 

standard credit risk approach of the Basel Capital Accord for risk-based capital 

requirements, albeit with a 10% floor (see Table 13).168 The weighting of the individual 

positions with different CCF expresses the different degree of risk attached to the 

respective transactions. 

Off-balance-sheet position CCF 

Undrawn credit commitments which may be cancelled by the bank unconditionally 

at any time and without prior notice or which automatically lapse in the event of 

the borrower's creditworthiness deteriorating 

10% 

Undrawn facilities for tender and performance guarantees which may be called 

unconditionally without prior notice or which automatically lapse in the event of 

the borrower's creditworthiness deteriorating 169 

10% 

Short-term, self-liquidating commercial letters of credit arising from the transfer 

of goods (both by the opening and the confirming bank) 

20% 

Undrawn credit commitments, apart from liquidity facilities for securitisations, 

with initial maturities of up to one year 

20% 

Undrawn credit commitments with initial maturities of more than one year 50% 

All eligible liquidity facilities 50% 

Note issuance facilities and revolving underwriting facilities 50% 

Certain transaction-related contingent obligations 50% 

Guarantees having the character of direct credit substitutes 100% 

Forward purchases of assets, forward deposits and partially paid-up shares and 

securities 

100% 

                                                 
167 see BCBS (2010b), paragraphs 162 - 164. 

168 see Delegated Regulation of the European Commission of 10 October 2014, CRR Art. 429, Subs. 10. 

169  at the national supervisory authority's discretion. 
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All off-balance-sheet securitisation positions, apart from eligible liquidity facilities 

or cash advances from the claim servicer 

100% 

Table 13: Credit conversion factors for off-balance-sheet items 

Source: own presentation 

5.3 Scope of consolidation 

Under the Basel III regulation, the leverage ratio is subject to the same supervisory scope 

of consolidation as for the risk-based capital regulation. Thus, engagements are 

determined on the same scale as for regulatory tier-1 capital. Therefore, if a company 

belongs in the scope of consolidation under the accounting standard but is not included 

in the supervisory scope of consolidation, only the book value of the investment is 

included in the exposure measure. Then correction items or units consolidated as per the 

relevant accounting standard but not included in the supervisory consolidation need not 

be taken into consideration. 

5.4  Summary 

Despite comprehensive revision, the leverage ratio still suffers from considerable design 

faults. Since the exposure measure includes balance-sheet assets with their book values, 

different accounting regulations will affect the size of the leverage ratio. There are 

differing accounting regulations in the national accounting standards such as HGB 

compared with the international accounting rules IFRS and between the different national 

accounting standards. These differences relate especially to the accounting for financial 

instruments. The currently foreseeable changes to the accounting rules suggest that the 

divergences will be even greater in the future. For example, IFRS and US-GAAP will 

probably differ from each other in future in the accounting for financial instruments; and 

concerning changes in accounting for leases it is foreseeable that there will be major 

differences between the German accounting standards on the one hand and IFRS and US-

GAAP on the other. In addition, claims against credit institutions in the same institutional 

guarantee system and subsidised credits, regardless of how they are granted, should be 

removed from the exposure measure.  

Since the leverage ratio only covers default risks and the mitigating effect of derivatives 

on market price risks is not covered, only the additional counterparty default risks 

associated with the use of derivatives are included in the exposure measure. There are 

also misincentives from the treatment of securities financing transactions. Although repo 

transactions are an effective form of secured lending, these transactions attract a higher 

weighting than unsecured loans.   
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6. Impact of the leverage ratio on banks' business policy 

6.1 Why is equity capital expensive? 

6.1.1 Does the  capital structure irrelevance theorem apply for banks? 

The last chapter has shown that changes in the regulations on the structure of the leverage 

ratio have led to a regulatory framework which is, contrary to the original intention, in 

part once again risk sensitive and also extremely complex. Particularly complex are the 

rules on derivatives positions and securities financing transactions. This development 

towards increasing complexity is due above all to two insights: 

For derivatives it makes no sense to measure risk on the basis of book values. 

Characteristic for derivatives is precisely that they enable the risk associated with 

financial investments to be separated from the capital used. In this way – leaving 

counterparty risk to one side – risky financial assets can be transformed into safe assets 

and vice versa. 

To ensure a level playing field, the impact of different accounting regulations has to be 

evened out. Since the leverage ratio in its first version was very closely linked to balance-

sheet items, different accounting regulations have a considerable impact on how 

restrictive a leverage ratio is. Looking at the two accounting systems IFRS and US-

GAAP, this is especially the case for netting regulations; with respect to balance-sheet 

assets this applies to HGB and IFRS, too. 

These insights notwithstanding, some supporters of the leverage ratio are still calling for 

a simple rule which ignores netting agreements and includes derivatives and all off-

balance-sheet positions. This is combined with the suggestion that the leverage ratio be 

set significantly higher than envisaged by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. 

For example, Admati and Hellwig call for a leverage ratio of at least 20% to 30%170, a 

group of writers wants a non-risk weighted capital ratio of 15%, Meltzer171 considers a 

ratio of 20% as appropriate for the largest banks and Cochrane172 advocates a leverage 

ratio of even 50% or more. 

A leverage ratio of that magnitude is of course no longer intended as a backstop rule, but 

seen as the predominant, if not even sole, regulatory framework of quantitative capital 

requirements. In addition, details such as the inclusion of derivatives or other off-balance-

                                                 
170 see Admati/Hellwig (2013), p. 179. See also Admati et al. (2013). 

171 see Meltzer (2012). 

172 see Cochrane (2013). 
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sheet positions and differences in the accounting rules are apparently deemed immaterial 

if the leverage ratio is set sufficiently high. 

The call for a significantly higher value for the leverage ratio goes hand and hand with 

the assertion that the increased use of equity does not incur any macro-economic costs. 

Were one to accept this premise, then banking regulation problems could indeed be solved 

quite simply: sufficiently high equity ensures that there are sufficient funds to satisfy the 

creditors' claims in the event of insolvency, which at the same time boosts trust in the 

banks' solvency and keeps the incentive for moral hazard low, as equity capital providers 

have too much to lose. If bankers can be convinced that equity capital is not "expensive", 

there would be no cause for them to avoid or evade regulatory capital requirements, either. 

Ultimately, capital requirements would have no influence at all over banks' corporate 

decisions or on the costs of bank products. 

The Modigliani and Miller theorem173 is cited to justify the assertion that using equity 

capital does not cause higher costs. This says that a company's market value is 

independent of its capital structure . This can be shown as follows: Under the assumption 

of perfect financial markets, any financing arrangement is nothing more than a particular 

division of a given payment flow to the capital providers. Creditors receive a secure, or 

at least a senior, claim to that payment flow, while shareholders have a claim to the risky 

residual amount. An increase (decrease) in the debt ratio means that the proportion of the 

secure payment flow is increased (reduced) and at the same time the risk per unit of 

deployed equity capital rises (falls). This has the following effect on the cost of capital: 

The proportion of the cheaper, because risk-free, debt capital to the average cost of capital 

rises, if the debt ratio is increased. But at the same time, the costs of equity rise due to the 

higher risk per unit of deployed equity capital. Using the arbitrage arguments , Modigliani 

and Miller show that both effects always fully offset each other. The average cost of 

capital remains constant even if the debt ratio changes; the average cost of capital is solely 

determined by the risk involved in the entrepreneurial activity but not the leverage risk. 

Thus, the  costs of capital for (financial) investments are also independent of how those 

investments are financed.  

If the Modigliani/Miller theorem is valid, the cost at which loans are granted is 

independent of the bank's capital structure. No matter how high the regulatory leverage 

ratio, this would have no impact on lending policy, cost of borrowing or the volume of 

loans granted. Under the theorem's assumptions it would be perfectly easy for every bank 

to raise any amount of new equity that it wants. 

It is obvious that the Modigliani/Miller theorem does not describe the actual financing 

behaviour of companies but must be regarded as the starting point for further 

                                                 
173 see Modigliani/Miller (1958). 
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considerations. Ultimately, the theorem says that the aspect of risk sharing which is 

inherent in every form of financing has no influence on the optimal debt ratio, in so far 

as risk allocation has no influence on corporate policy. But this does not rule out that 

other aspects excluded from the Modigliani/Miller theorem do have such an influence. 

Firstly, one could name tax effects. If debt financing is given preferential tax treatment – 

ceteris paribus in the Modigliani/Miller theorem – then the financing method leading to 

the lowest tax burden is optimal, i.e. the greatest possible level of debt financing. But 

there is an offsetting aspect, namely the existence of insolvency costs. Since the 

probability of insolvency rises as the debt ratio increases, there is now a trade off between 

two opposing effects. Under this trade-off theory, the optimum debt ratio is where 

marginal tax advantages equal marginal insolvency costs. 

Assuming a perfect market condition, on which the Modigliani/Miller theorem is based 

on, the capital structure has no effects on the corporate policy. However, allowing for 

market imperfections in the form of asymmetric information, corporate policy is no 

longer independent of the financing structure. A high leverage creates incentives for 

increasing corporate risk, since shareholders have an unlimited up side, but a limited 

down side risk in that they cannot lose more than what they invested. However, 

shareholders must expect that the management will not always act in their best interest, 

but pursue its own objectives. Debt capital in turn can be a suitable instrument for having 

a disciplining effect on the management. Unlike shareholders, creditors have an 

unconditional payment claim. If it is not honoured, management must anticipate losing 

control over the company. Several authors assume that this threat of insolvency has a 

stronger disciplinary effect on management than the shareholders' powers to intervene.174 

Myers and Majluf175 use the conflicts of interest between management, equity and debt 

capital providers to derive a ranking in which the types of financing are to be used. First 

choice is internal financing, followed by debt capital and lastly external equity financing. 

Even if the Myers and Majluf model cannot be applied to banks as it stands, it does go to 

show at least that external equity financing is an "expensive" source of financing and is 

to be used as sparingly as possible. 

6.1.2 Market segmentation and scarcity of equity  

Theories that focus on the optimal capital structure of banks take one of two approaches. 

Merton (1990), Hellmann et al. (2000) and Allen et al. (2014) assume that the markets 

for equity capital and for deposits are distinct markets and that from the capital providers' 

perspective there is only very limited room for substitution between these two forms of 

financing. This assumption is based on the fact that there are better and less well informed 

                                                 
174 see e.g. Diamond/Rajan (2000), (2001), Hart/Moore (1995). 

175 Myers/Majluf (1984). 
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financial investors. Investing in shares is out of the question for less well informed capital 

providers, as they must fear that they will mainly buy shares regarded as overvalued by 

better informed market participants and sell those which in the light of better information 

are undervalued. If there is asymmetric information among investors it is a rational 

strategy for those less well informed not to invest in tradable securities such as shares but 

to opt for an investment vehicle which is not tradable and offers a fixed redemption claim, 

like bank deposits.176  

Investors have different alternative investment possibilities depending on their level of 

information. Well informed investors can invest in bank shares and also in the equity 

capital of other companies, whereas less well informed investors can either hoard their 

cash or choose bank deposits. The former possibility is of course also available to well 

informed investors.  

Assuming segmentation into a market for equity capital and a market for deposits, 

competition among companies for scarce equity capital leads to two mark-ups for the 

expected yield on equity capital compared with the risk-free interest rate. On the one 

hand, the costs of equity capital – as with the Modigliani/ Miller theorem – reflect the 

acceptance of risks arising from the provision of equity capital, on the other hand the costs 

of equity capital also include a premium due to the scarcity of equity capital. This scarcity 

premium makes equity capital "expensive" and – contrary to the predictions of the 

Modigliani/Miller theorem – to be used as sparingly as possible. This is in harmony with 

the macro-economic objective of using scarce resources economically. 

The optimum equity capital ratio from the perspective of the bank is where capital costs 

plus scarcity premium equal the marginal benefits from equity financing. These benefits 

lie in the reduction of the insolvency probability and the costs of insolvency. The higher 

the insolvency costs, the higher is the bank's optimal equity ratio. 

The optimal equity ratio from the perspective of the bank corresponds to the macro-

economic optimal equity ratio, if 

 the insolvency costs which the bank includes in its optimisation calculation are 

the same as the macro-economic insolvency costs and 

 the interest paid to depositors reflects the default risk of the deposits. 

Neither precondition is probably met in reality. For banks there is a risk that the contagion 

effects from an individual bank's stress situation could destabilise the financial system as 

a whole and thus make support measures necessary for other banks, too. The insolvency 

                                                 
176 see Hörhager-Čeljo (2009). Surveys conducted in 2014 revealed that only 6.4% of the German 

population own shares, whereas 50.5% use a savings account. See Deutsches Aktieninstitut (2014); o.V. 

(2014). 
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of an individual bank thus triggers external effects not included by a bank when 

determining its optimal equity ratio. If these external effects cause the macro-economic 

insolvency costs to be higher than the individual bank's insolvency costs, then the optimal 

equity ratio from the macro-economic perspective is higher than that from the bank's 

perspective. 

As long as the interest demanded by depositors completely reflects the default risks 

including insolvency costs, the risks associated with the bank's business activity are 

completely internalised. This means that the bank has a motive to use equity until the 

insolvency probability reaches the macro-economic optimum. Furthermore, the bank has 

no incentive to increase the risk of its business activities, if this necessarily triggers a 

higher interest rate for deposits. The same result is achieved if there is deposit protection 

that requires contributions which at all times completely cover the deposit default risk. 

This precondition is probably not achieved in reality, at least not to the full extent. Whilst 

all deposit protection systems in Germany involve risk-adjusted contributions, this does 

not ensure that the deposit default risk is always taken into consideration for computing 

those contributions fully and without any time lag. If the deposit protection contributions 

are not or not completely risk adjusted, then it is optimal from the perspective of the bank 

to use less equity, as the insolvency costs can now be shifted at least partially to the 

deposit protection scheme. The less risk adjusted the contributions, the lower is the bank's 

optimal equity; in the extreme case of a flat contribution structure it is optimal from the 

perspective of the bank not to use any equity at all.177 Furthermore, the bank has an 

incentive to adopt a riskier business policy, if the related consequences can be shifted to 

the deposit protection scheme. Here too, the incentives for moral hazard in the form of 

passing risks on to the deposit protection scheme are more pronounced, the less risk 

adjusted the contributions to that protection vehicle.178  

6.1.3 Banks generate liquidity by borrowing 

In a world of perfect markets, on which the Modigliani/Miller theorem is based, debt is 

characterised solely by a secure payment claim. Accordingly, the liabilities of companies 

are no different to that of banks. In a world with market imperfections, bank deposits as 

the most important form of liabilities for a bank have another important characteristic not 

shared by companies' liabilities: bank deposits meet the savers' demand for liquidity. This 

is especially the case for current accounts, which can be used directly as means of 

payment, but it also applies for other bank deposits over which the saver can dispose at 

short notice. Liquidity has no intrinsic value in a (model) world of perfect markets, 

                                                 
177 see Allen et al. (2014), p. 15. 

178 Since a complete and immediate adjustment of protection vehicle contributions to the default risk is not 

feasible, every protection vehicle has varying degrees of control so as to limit the possibilities of being 

saddled with risks. 
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because in such a world all assets have an unambiguous market value observable for all 

involved. Thus, all assets can be transferred without any problem and can also be used in 

principle as a means of payment.  

In a world characterised by information asymmetries, only assets with an unambiguous 

value that does not depend on special information can be used as a means of payment.179 

Whereas wealth and liquidity are identical in a perfect (model) world, and hence there is 

no independent need for liquidity, in a world with market imperfections there is a demand 

for liquidity. This demand is due to the fact that liquidity provides protection against the 

risks of unexpected additional expenses or lower revenues.180 Without the possibility of 

a liquid cash investment, an unexpected need for capital would lead to a (fire) sale of 

illiquid assets at a considerable mark-down. Risk-adverse investors are therefore willing 

to accept a lower rate of interest for a liquid cash investment. The difference between the 

risk-free market rate and the deposit rate can be interpreted as a premium for hedging 

against asset losses due to liquidity bottlenecks.181 

In a world in which there is a need for liquidity, banks have the role of transforming 

illiquid assets in the form of loans into liquid assets in the form of deposits. Bank loans 

are typically illiquid, because information about the borrower's creditworthiness is not 

readily available and information asymmetries concerning the borrower´s investment 

policy give rise to moral hazard problems. The transformation of illiquid loans into liquid 

deposits is possible, because the bank has special know-how in assessing and monitoring 

the creditworthiness of would-be borrowers. This enables the bank to generate higher 

payment surpluses from its loans than non-banks can. Moral hazard problems between 

the bank and depositors can be reduced if managers must expect deposits to be withdrawn 

at any time, should doubt about the bank's solvency arise.182 The potential threat of a 

massive withdrawal of deposits gives the bank's management an incentive to 

conscientiously heed their duty to monitor borrowers. It should not be overlooked that 

only bank deposits create the necessary incentives for ensuring efficient monitoring of 

borrowers due to their unconditional promise of payment upon demand.183 

The special functions that banks adopt as financial intermediaries make it clear that unlike 

at non-banks the optimal capital structure is not only a question of the ultimately 

irrelevant allocation of risks between shareholders and depositors  but also has to be seen 

as part of the banks' value creation process. Value creation in lending is achieved by the 

                                                 
179 see Diamond/Dybvig (1983); Gorton (2010). 

180 see Diamond/Dybvig (1983). 

181 Busch and Memmel come to the conclusion that about half of the interest profit generated by German 

credit institutions in 2012 can be attributed to payment and liquidity management. See Busch/Memmel 

(2014). 

182 see Diamond/Rajan (2000). 

183 see Diamond/Rajan (2000). 
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specific know-how of banks in assessing and monitoring borrowers, value creation on the 

deposit-taking side arises from the creation of liquidity by taking in deposits.184 The 

production of liquidity not only creates benefits for savers, it also protects companies 

from the consequences of their capital providers' liquidity risks.185 In the case of a direct 

financing relationship between savers and companies, borrowers would be exposed to the 

risk of the savers' liquidity needs leading to the withdrawal of funds. By bundling liquidity 

risks, banks can offset savers' liquidity inflows and outflows and prevent the liquidity 

needs of individual savers from affecting borrowers. 

Since bank deposits are part of the banks' value creation, the capital structure is not 

irrelevant. As Diamond/Rajan (2000) have shown, the extent to which liquidity is created 

rises with the scale of deposit financing.186 This suggests that the debt ratio should be as 

large as possible. On the other hand, the bank's insolvency risk rises with leverage, as the 

inflows from loans and other financial investments are uncertain. The optimal capital 

structure is determined by the trade-off between the value-added from deposit 

transactions and the expected insolvency costs. Here too, from the perspective of the bank 

the optimal equity capital ratio is lower than the macro-economic optimal equity capital 

ratio, if there are external effects due to the systemic risk of banks and/or deposit 

protection schemes.  

6.1.4 Influence of debt levels on capital costs 

Thus it can be seen that the capital structure is not irrelevant for banks. The optimum debt 

ratio from the perspective of the bank is higher than the macro-economic optimum debt 

ratio due to external effects. Thus it makes fundamental sense to limit the borrowing 

capacity of banks through minimum capital requirements. However, this does impact the 

bank's average cost of capital and therefore also the terms on which it can grant loans. 

This becomes clearer when it is examined how a typical loans is priced.187 

rL(1 − t) ≥ ErE + (D(rD + rI) + EL + A)(1 − t) 

 

𝑟𝐿:  lending rate 

𝑡:   tax rate 

𝐸:  equity 

𝑟𝐸:  cost of equity 

𝐷:  debt (for example deposits) 

                                                 
184 see also DeAngelo/Stulz (2013). Value creation through both lending and deposit-taking transactions 

is also mapped in the bank's cost accounting. In the market interest rate method a distinction is made 

between the contribution margin for a loan transaction and that for a deposit-taking transaction. 

185 see Diamond/Rajan (2001). 

186 see Diamond/Rajan (2000). 

187 see Hartmann-Wendels (2013), p. 90 ff. 
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𝑟𝐷:  cost of debt 

𝑟𝐼:   deposit protection costs 

𝐸𝐿:  expected loss ratio, i.e. product of default probability and 

loss given default   

𝐴:   administrative costs ratio 

A loan should only be granted, if the post-tax lending rate covers at least  the bank's post-

tax capital costs, expected loss ratio and the administrative costs ratio. The capital costs 

are a weighted average of the equity and debt costs. Since equity is risky, 𝑟𝐸 > 𝑟𝐷 applies. 

From the central statement of the Modigliani/Miller-theorem, the cost of equity falls with 

the debt ratio, because the risk per unit of deployed equity becomes smaller. In so far as 

the total risk from the bank's lending business is independent of the capital structure, this 

effect completely compensates the increased use of the more expensive equity in an 

arbitrage-free market equilibrium, so that the average cost of capital remains constant. 

The capital structure would then have no influence on the costs of capital. The following 

should be noted when applying the Modigliani/Miller-theorem to banks: 

Debt capital receives preferential tax treatment, because debt interest is tax deductible. 

This outcome has to be adjusted, if taxes at the shareholder level are also taken into 

consideration. Under the German tax system, there is a pronounced benefit from debt 

financing, above all because of trade tax. Banks – unlike non-banks – can deduct their 

entire interest expense for trade-tax purposes. Lowering the debt ratio thus increases tax 

charges and hence the average cost of capital. However, this outcome is not an argument 

against higher regulatory capital requirements, it merely shows the misincentives arising 

from the tax system. 

Banks can raise deposits at an interest rate less than the market rate, because the deposit 

rate includes a liquidity premium. Increasing the capital ratio then leads to a rising average 

cost of capital, if the additional equity leads to a reduction in deposit financing. But that 

will only be the case, if the bank's liabilities are mainly deposits.  

The Modigliani/Miller-theorem in its original form was proven assuming risk-free debt. 

But banks typically have such a high leverage that debt cannot be assumed to be free of 

default risk. The Modigliani/Miller-theorem also applies for risky debt capital, however: 

increasing the equity ratio then results not only in lower equity but above all in lower debt 

costs, altogether the average cost of capital thus remains constant. Due to deposit 

protection, however, banks can still raise debt at the risk-free interest rate even if there is 

a default risk. Any increase in the equity ratio then is no longer offset by lower debt costs, 

however. This leads to an increase in the average cost of capital, in so far as the lower 

default risk is not reflected in lower deposit protection contributions. Here, a distinction 

has to be made between the capital costs from the perspective of the bank and the social 

costs of bank financing. A higher equity ratio does lead to higher costs of capital for the 
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bank, but lowers the burden on the deposit protection scheme and – if this has to be 

guaranteed in emergencies by state guarantees – on the tax payer, so that the social costs 

of bank financing do not rise. 

The Modigliani/Miller-theorem is based on the assumption that the risks associated with 

the banks' lending business are independent of the capital structure. In an imperfect world 

with asymmetric information, the capital structure can have an impact on business policy. 

For example, a high debt ratio creates an incentive to adopt a riskier business strategy 

("gambling for resurrection"), on the other hand leverage can have a disciplinary effect 

on the management. For example, Diamond/Rajan (2001) and Calomiris/Kahn (1991) 

stress that financing banks through mainly short-term debt reduces moral hazard 

problems. To what extent higher regulatory capital requirements undermine this 

disciplinary effect of debt capital is hard to judge. 

Empirical studies suggest that the average cost of capital rises if the equity ratio rises. 

From a set of data on US banks, Kashyab et al. (2010) come to the conclusion that a 1 

percentage point increase in the equity ratio increases the long-term average cost of 

capital (WACC) by 4.5 basis points (BP). This is more or less in line with the results of 

studies conducted by Miles et al. (2012) and the Macroeconomic Assessment Group 

(MAG 2010) which predict an increase in WACC of 5.5 BP and 5.9 BP respectively per 

percentage point increase in the equity ratio. Cosimano/Hakura (2011) computed a 

somewhat stronger effect: a 1 percentage point increase in the equity capital ratio causes 

a 9.2 BP increase in the WACC for German banks. 

Other studies (Kashyab et al. (2010), MAG (2010)) point out that a short-term increase 

in the capital requirements without a multi-year transition phase is likely to have much 

larger effects. These include not only a much greater increase in capital costs, but also 

reduced credit offerings. Furthermore, Kashyab et al. (2010) point out that even a 

minimum increase in the WACC shifts numerous transactions to the shadow banking 

sector.  

Altogether, empirical analyses unanimously indicate that whilst the capital costs of equity 

fall as the equity ratio rises, this effect is by no means so strong to leave the average cost 

of capital constant. Instead, a higher equity ratio is expected to cause a significant increase 

in the WACC. This increase is acceptable in as far as it helps to internalise external 

effects, but a tougher capital requirement leads to an increase in the WACC and thus also 

in the terms on which banks grant loans, for which there are no offsetting social benefits. 

The assertion that the average cost of capital rises with the equity ratio seems to contradict 

the empirical observation that banks tend to hold more than the regulatory minimum 

capital. The following argument shows that this is not a contradiction. When optimising 

their capital structure, banks weigh up the costs of a higher equity ratio and the costs 
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caused by undercutting regulatory capital requirements. Since it is realistic to assume that 

there are serious costs for breaching the regulatory requirements, it is optimal from the 

perspective of the bank to hold a significant equity capital buffer exceeding the regulatory 

minimum even if this entails a higher average cost of capital.188 

6.2 Leverage ratio and banks' risk behaviour 

This section examines the incentives arising from risk-based and risk-insensitive capital 

requirements on banks' risk behaviour. We look at a simple two-period model and make 

the following assumptions:  

 The credit institution grants loans, invests in securities and refinances itself solely 

through customer deposits and equity capital.  

 Deposits can be taken in at a constant interest rate below the market rate.  

 𝑟𝐷  is the interest rate for deposits incremented by 1. This interest rate already includes 

deposit protection contributions. As a simplification, it is assumed that this 

contribution is independent of the deposit default risk.  

 Since the deposit protection scheme completely guarantees customer deposits, the 

deposit rate demanded by customers is also independent of the bank's insolvency 

risk. Later we will look at how the model's findings change, if the deposit protection 

contributions are made risk sensitive and if lending business is refinanced via 

unsecured creditors who demand a higher interest rate if their risk increases.  

 The assumption of refinancing through deposits on terms below the market rate can 

be justified by the fact that credit institutions – unlike non-banks – offer products on 

the deposit-taking side that are tailored to their customers' investment needs. 

 The return from the lending business incremented by one is termed �̃�𝐼.  

 The risk associated with the return is modelled by assuming that the inflows from 

lending business 𝐼𝑟 = 𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐼 are evenly distributed over the  

interval [𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐼 ∙ (1 − 𝜃); 𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐼 ∙ (1 + 𝜃)].  

 𝜃 ∈ [0; 1] can be interpreted as a risk parameter. In the case of 𝜃 = 0 the inflows 

from lending business are risk-free, the value 𝜃 = 1 stands for the greatest risk that 

can be entered into. In this case the possible inflows are in the interval [0; 2 ∙ 𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐼].  

 The expected value of inflows is 𝐼𝑟 = 𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐼, whereby it is assumed that the expected 

return is greater than the market rate: 𝑟𝐼 > 𝑟. 

 Insolvency arises, if inflows from lending business are less than the creditors' 

payment claims: 𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐼 < 𝑑 ∙ 𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐷 or 𝑟𝐼 < 𝑑 ∙ 𝑟𝐷.  

 𝑑 is the debt ratio, 𝑒 = 1 − 𝑑 the equity ratio.  

                                                 
188 see Milne/Whalley (2001). 
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 If insolvency arises, insolvency costs are incurred in proportion to the size of the 

shortfall. 𝑐 > 1 is the insolvency costs per unitshortfall. 

These assumptions model two effects that permit a meaningful analysis of the issue: if 

refinancing through deposits on terms below the market rate is possible, then the capital 

structure irrelevance theorem no longer applies: financing via deposits is more favourable 

than equity financing for the credit institution. However, the benefit of rising debt 

financing comes at the expense of bankruptcy costs, the expected size of which rises with 

the debt ratio. So the optimum debt ratio from the perspective of the bank is where the 

two effects offset each other. This debt ratio in turn has a particular insolvency 

probability. The optimum debt ratio from the perspective of the bank and the associated 

insolvency probability are – under the model assumptions – too high from the perspective 

of the banking supervisor, however, because the bank's calculations ignore two effects. 

Deposit financing is not only advantageous from the perspective of the bank because it 

contributes to value creation but because default risks are shifted to the deposit protection 

scheme without causing financing costs to rise.189 Furthermore, the bankruptcy costs 

included by the bank in its calculations do not cover the entire macro-economic costs of 

a bank's insolvency but only the costs directly affecting the bank. The consequence of 

this is that the banking supervisor demands a higher equity ratio than is optimal from the 

perspective of the bank. 

The management's objective is to maximise the market value of equity 𝑉, i.e. the 

shareholder value: 

(1) 𝑽 =
𝟏

𝒓
∙ [𝑰𝒓 −𝑫 − 𝑪] − (𝟏 − 𝒅) ∙ 𝑰 

The market value of equity is determined by the present value of the expected inflows 

less expected repayments to depositors less expected insolvency costs. The invested 

equity is deducted from the present value of the expected net inflows. 

The expected repayment to the creditors is: 

 

𝐷 =  ∫ 𝐼𝑟
1

2 ∙ 𝐼𝑟
𝑑 ∙ 𝐼𝑟 + ∫ 𝑑 ∙ 𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐷

1

2 ∙ 𝐼𝑟
𝑑 ∙ 𝐼𝑟

(1+𝜃)∙𝐼𝑟

𝑑∙𝐼∙𝑟𝐷

𝑑∙𝐼∙𝑟𝐷

(1−𝜃)∙𝐼𝑟

 

                    = 𝐼 ∙ (𝑟𝐼 −
1

4 ∙ 𝑟𝐼 ∙ 𝜃
∙ [𝑑 ∙ 𝑟𝐷 − 𝑟𝐼 ∙ (1 + 𝜃)]

2)             

                                                 
189 This external effect can be mitigated by risk-dependent deposit protection contributions, as laid down 

in the Deposit Guarantee Directive and already applied by German protection systems for years. 

(2) 
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in so far as 𝑟𝐷 ∙ 𝑑 > (1 − 𝜃) ∙ 𝑟𝐼, i.e. in so far as there is a default risk. 

If there is no default risk, then 𝐷 = 𝑑 ∙ 𝐼 ∙ 𝑟𝐷 

The expected insolvency costs are: 

𝐶 = ∫ 𝑐 ∙ [𝑟𝐷 ∙ 𝑑 ∙ 𝐼 − 𝐼𝑟] ∙
1

2 ∙ 𝜃 ∙ 𝐼𝑟
𝑑 ∙ 𝐼𝑟

𝑑∙𝐼∙𝑟𝐷

(1−𝜃)∙𝐼𝑟

 

 

= 𝑐 ∙
𝐼

4 ∙ 𝜃 ∙ 𝑟𝐼
∙ [𝑟𝐷 ∙ 𝑑 − 𝑟𝐼 ∙ (1 − 𝜃)]

2 

in so far as 𝑟𝐷 ∙ 𝑑 > (1 − 𝜃) ∙ 𝑟𝐼, i.e. in so far as there is a default risk. 

If there is no default risk, then 𝐶 = 0. 

The optimum debt ratio from the perspective of the bank is obtained by setting the first 

derivative of the objective function (1) with respect to d to zero. This leads to the 

following relationship: 

 

𝐼 ∙ (𝑑 ∙ 𝑟𝐷 − 𝑟𝐼(1 − 𝜃))

2 ∙ 𝐼𝑟 ∙ 𝜃
=  
𝑟 ∙ 2 ∙ 𝑟𝐼 ∙ 𝜃 − 𝑟𝐷(𝑟𝐼(1 + 𝜃) − 𝑟𝐷 ∙ 𝑑)

𝑐 ∙ 2 ∙ 𝑟𝐷 ∙ 𝑟𝐼 ∙ 𝜃
 

The left-hand side of equation 4 shows the probability that the inflows will be insufficient 

for servicing the debt capital. This expression can thus be interpreted as the insolvency 

probability. The optimum insolvency probability from the perspective of the bank 

depends on the following parameters: 

 (𝑟 − 𝑟𝐷) : the greater the spread between the market rate and the refinancing costs via 

deposits, the more advantageous is deposit financing and the higher is the bank's 

optimum debt ratio and thus also the insolvency probability. 

 (1 − 𝑑) : the higher the equity ratio, the lower is the insolvency probability. 

 𝑐 : the higher the costs of insolvency, the lower are the optimum debt ratio 

and the associated insolvency probability. 

 𝜃 : the higher the risk, the greater is the insolvency probability. 

If equation 4 is solved for the equity ratio 𝑒 = 1 − 𝑑, this shows that the optimum equity 

ratio from the perspective of the bank is a linear function of the risk parameter 𝜃: 

(3) 

(4) 
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                           (1 − 𝑑∗⏟  
𝑒∗

) = 1 − 𝑟𝐼 ∙ (
2∙𝜃∙𝑟−𝑟𝐼∙(1+𝜃−𝑐∙(1−𝜃))

𝑟𝐷
2∙(𝑐−1)

) 

                                  𝑒∗ = 1 −
𝑟𝐼
𝑟𝐷⏟  

𝑎

+ 𝜃 ∙
𝑟𝐼

𝑟𝐷
2 ∙ (𝑐 − 1)

∙ (𝑟𝐷 ∙ (𝑐 + 1) − 2 ∙ 𝑟)
⏟                      

𝑏
 

 

𝑒∗ = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ∙ 𝜃 

The optimum equity ratio is a linear rising function of the risk. The optimum 

combinations of risk level and equity ratio from the perspective of the bank are shown by 

the green curve in Figure 7. The linear relationship between equity cover and risk 

corresponds to the design characteristics of a risk-sensitive capital requirement. However, 

the level of the equity cover represented by (5) is too low from the perspective of the 

banking supervisor, since the insolvency probability associated with 𝑒∗  

     (6)                                                         𝑃𝐷(𝑒∗) =
𝑟−𝑟𝐷

𝑟𝐷∙(𝑐−1)
 

is too high from the regulatory perspective. The insolvency probability associated with 

the optimal equity ratio from the perspective of the bank rises as the interest-rate spread 

(𝑟 − 𝑟𝐷) increases and falls with rising insolvency costs. As long as the bank's refinancing 

costs do not contain any risk-commensurate rate premium, the optimum equity ratio from 

the perspective of the bank is too low and the associated insolvency probability too high. 

Similar considerations apply for bankruptcy costs: Since 𝑐 does not include the entire 

macro-economic costs of bank insolvency, 𝑒∗ is too low from the regulatory perspective 

and 𝑃𝐷(𝑒∗) too high.  

We therefore assume that the banking supervisor regards an insolvency probability of no 

greater than 

𝐼 ∙ (𝑑 ∙ 𝑟𝐷 − 𝑟𝐼(1 − 𝜃))

2 ∙ 𝐼𝑟 ∙ 𝜃
= 𝛼 <

𝑟 − 𝑟𝐷
𝑟𝐷 ∙ (𝑐 − 1)

  

as acceptable. A minimum capital requirement of 

                             𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 1 −
𝑟𝐼
𝑟𝐷⏟  

𝑎

+ 𝜃 ∙
𝑟𝐼
𝑟𝐷
∙ (1 − 2 ∙ 𝛼)

⏟        
𝛽

 

𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑔 =  𝑎 + 𝛽 ∙ 𝜃 

(5) 

(8) 

(7) 

(6) 
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is required if this insolvency probability is not to be exceeded. Clearly 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑔 > 𝑒
∗ applies, 

i.e. the regulatory capital requirement is above the optimum equity ratio from the 

perspective of the bank.190 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Risk-sensitive capital requirement, leverage ratio and risk behaviour 

Source: own presentation 

From (8) we see that only a risk-dependent capital requirement ensures that the default 

risk does not exceed a threshold acceptable from the regulatory perspective.191 Figure 7 

illustrates the relationship between the bank's risk behaviour and the regulatory capital 

requirement. Whereas a risk-sensitive capital requirement gives the bank no incentive to 

increase risk, as this would entail an additional capital requirement, a leverage ratio acting 

as a binding metric does provide an incentive to increase risk. We first assume that the 

bank initially chooses a risk level of 𝜃 = 𝑎. If a leverage ratio is now introduced as the 

sole and binding capital requirement (blue line – LR1), it is advantageous for the bank to 

increase its risk until the leverage ratio is no longer binding, i.e. the risk level is increased 

to 𝜃 = 𝑏. A similar situation arises, if the leverage ratio has to be met in addition to a 

risk-sensitive capital requirement and the leverage ratio acts as a frontstop capital 

requirement. We once again assume that the bank starts by choosing a risk level of 𝜃 =

𝑎, but this now leads to a risk sensitive capital requirement of ECreg. If the leverage ratio 

requires a capital ratio LR1 > ECreg, then there is an incentive to increase the risk level 

until the leverage ratio is no longer binding. This is the case with risk level 𝜃 = 𝑐. Only 

                                                 
190 Here it was implicitly assumed that α < 0.5, i.e. the regulatory maximum default probability is less than 

50%. This assumption is quite immaterial, since α = 0.1% is used in regulatory internal risk models and 

in IRBA.  

191 The outcome that the optimum regulatory capital requirement comprises a constant factor and one rising 

linearly with risk brings to mind the concept of occupy-risk weighting. See Kellermann/Schlag (2010). 

In a multi-period context the bank will hold more equity cover than the minimum requirement, if 

breaching regulatory capital regulations entails costs. See Milne/Whalley (2001). 
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if the capital requirement is not binding in the initial situation due to the leverage ratio (a 

level of LR2 in Figure 7) does the leverage ratio have no influence on risk behaviour. 

The model-theoretical analysis illustrates that only a risk-sensitive capital requirement is 

suitable for keeping the insolvency probability to a level that the banking supervisor 

considers tolerable. In the model the banking supervisor can set the maximum insolvency 

probability to exactly any level it wants by choosing the solvency ratio α. This is only 

possible, however, because it is implicitly assumed that risk can be measured exactly. 

This point is the target of criticism of risk-sensitive capital requirements. Where there is 

imprecise, yet alone unilaterally distorted, risk measurement, even a risk-sensitive capital 

requirement is no guarantee that the insolvency probability will not exceed a given 

threshold, nor can it rule out misincentives. Since the optimum equity ratio from the 

perspective of the bank is lower than the supervisory one, the banking supervisor has 

cause for concern that the bank will use its asymmetrical information benefits and/or an 

imprecise supervisory risk measurement to shift the regulatory capital requirement in the 

direction of the optimal equity ratio from the perspective of the bank.  

Such a situation raises the question whether it is better to put up with imperfect 

supervisory risk measurement or give them up entirely. Looking at the alternatives 

leverage ratio or risk-sensitive capital requirement, analysis has shown that where a 

leverage ratio is the only regulatory capital requirement there is an incentive for banks to 

choose a risk level with an insolvency probability that is tolerable from the perspective 

of the bank but too high from the perspective of the banking supervisor. If a leverage ratio 

has to be met in addition to a risk-sensitive capital requirement, then this give banks an 

incentive to always choose a risk level such that the leverage ratio does not become a 

binding capital regulation. The leverage ratio will thus not act as a backstop where risk-

sensitive capital requirements envisage too low an equity ratio. The problem that risks 

cannot be measured accurately can therefore only be tackled by improving the risk-

sensitive capital requirements.  

6.3 The banks' responsive measures 

Those arguing that introducing a leverage ratio will improve the stability of the financial 

system tend to overlook that such a risk-insensitive rule will invariably impact banks' 

business policies. 

All banks are forced to respond if the leverage ratio capital requirements lead to an 

additional need for equity capital. These are, on the one hand, those banks currently 

failing to meet the leverage ratio's minimum requirements and, on the other hand, those 

banks whose equity base is so marginally above the minimum amount required by the 

leverage ratio that their buffer is too small for ruling out a possible breach of regulatory 

requirements with sufficient peace of mind. These banks have in general two choices, 
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either raising additional equity, i.e. increasing the leverage ratio numerator, or reducing 

positions included in the exposure measure, i.e. lowering the leverage ratio denominator. 

To what extent an increase in the equity is possible depends on whether a bank has access 

to the organised capital market. For unlisted banks, it depends on whether the previous 

owners are willing and able to raise new equity. Listed banks can in principle tap into a 

broader circle of investors, but empirical studies show that the issue of shares as a reaction 

to regulatory capital requirements involve significantly higher capital costs.192 Regardless 

of this, a higher capital ratio in any case means a higher average cost of capital. This 

makes some risk positions unprofitable. These are primarily low-risk positions with a 

corresponding low return. If no additional equity capital can be raised, reducing the 

exposure measure is the only alternative for meeting the leverage ratio capital 

requirements. In this case too, primarily low-risk, low-return positions will be reversed. 

The leverage ratio will also impact the business policy of those banks not facing an capital 

requirement as such but are nevertheless confronted with a leverage ratio as a binding 

capital requirement. Whilst these banks need not necessarily reduce their exposure 

measure, they do still have an incentive to restructure their risk positions by substituting 

low-risk assets with riskier assets until the risk-sensitive capital requirements are high 

enough to ensure that the leverage ratio is no longer binding.  

The banks' responsive measures will be aimed at raising the average risk weight until the 

leverage ratio ceases to be the binding equity capital requirement. In this sense the 

leverage ratio will tend to function as a backstop rule, albeit not in the sense of an 

additional safety net but as an capital requirement which is ultimately irrelevant for the 

size of the capital requirement. 

However, risk assets cannot be restructured ad infinitum, because of the bank's business 

model on the one hand and regulatory requirements, especially the Liquidity Coverage 

Ratio (LCR), on the other hand.  

Institutions whose business model primarily involves investing in low-risk assets will not 

be able to change their corporate policy at short notice. For such credit institutions – if 

increasing equity capital is not an option – the only alternative to a drastic reduction in 

assets is to merge with another bank for which the leverage ratio is not binding. Lastly, 

there are also banks such as Bausparkassen [building societies] whose investment options 

are restricted by statutory regulations and thus cannot replace low-risk by higher-risk 

positions as they might wish. 

                                                 
192 see Changarath et al. (2011). 
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The LCR demands that credit institutions maintain a liquidity buffer of liquid assets 

corresponding to at least the net liquidity outflows during a 30-calendar day stress 

phase.193 A stress scenario is understood inter alia as withdrawal of a considerable part of 

private customer deposits, a partial or complete loss of access to unsecured wholesale 

financing or secured short-term financing and liquidity outflows due to a drastic down-

grading. Only those assets which are liquid, i.e. are either listed or tradable under a simple 

repo transaction on generally accepted markets for repo transactions, are eligible for the 

liquidity buffer. In addition, the assets must be low-risk. There is unlimited liquidity 

buffer eligibility for receivables and securities with a zero risk weight in the CRSA. At 

those institutions covered by the Basel III Monitoring these securities account for more 

than 75% of liquid assets, i.e. between 7% and 9% of total assets.194 Other low-risk 

securities, which in the main have a risk weight of not more than 20%, are eligible only 

within certain limits and with haircuts. As of the reference date June 2014 Basel III 

Monitoring indicates that – assuming the LCR is applied 100% – the credit institutions in 

the sample need liquid assets of EUR 27.2bn.195 This need arises almost entirely at the 

large credit institutions. 

In so far banks cannot replace low-risk assets with higher-risk assets until the leverage 

ratio is no longer binding, this will impact the return requirements for low-risk assets. As 

the higher capital requirement pushes up the average cost of capital, higher interest will 

be demanded for positions with a low risk weight. 

6.4 Summary 

The optimum design of regulatory capital requirements requires weighing up the pros and 

cons of equity financing. This includes addressing the following aspects: banks can raise 

debt for less than the market rate, as financing via bank deposits creates value. This lies 

in the offering of a liquid investment product. A higher equity ratio reduces the value-add 

from deposit financing and thus leads to a higher average cost of capital. This 

disadvantage of equity financing is offset by the following advantages: A higher equity 

ratio reduces the insolvency probability and the related costs. Furthermore, higher equity 

financing reduces external effects and thus the incentives for moral hazard. The 

consequence is that there is an optimum equity ratio and that the optimum equity ratio 

from the perspective of the banking supervisor is higher than the bank's optimum equity 

ratio due to external effects. Therefore it is necessary from the perspective of the banking 

supervisor to stipulate a particular minimum equity capital. 

                                                 
193  see European Commission  (2014a). 

194  see Deutsche Bundesbank (2015), p. 28. 

195  see Deutsche Bundesbank (2015), p. 26. 
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Only by setting a risk-sensitive capital requirement can the banking supervisor be sure 

that what it regards as a tolerable insolvency probability is not exceeded. If a risk-

insensitive capital requirement is stipulated, however, this remains ineffective as long as 

it is not binding, i.e. as long as the non-risk-based capital requirement is lower than the 

bank's optimum equity capital or than an additional risk-based capital requirement. If the 

risk-insensitive capital requirement becomes a binding restriction, however, this gives 

banks an incentive to increase their risks until the risk-insensitive capital requirement is 

no longer binding. A risk-insensitive capital requirement is thus inherently not suitable 

for increasing the stability of the financial system. 
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7. Evaluation of the leverage ratio 

As a risk-insensitive measure, the leverage ratio is meant to prevent banks from taking on 

excessive levels of debt and also to protect against model risks and estimation errors in 

the risk-based capital requirements.196 The leverage ratio is supposed to be a simple, 

transparent and independent risk measure that supplements risk-based equity capital 

requirements as a "backstop". To ensure a level playing field, suitable changes will even 

out the differences among the different accounting systems.197 

7.1 Risk of excessive levels of debt 

Basel III introduced excessive on- and off-balance-sheet indebtedness as a regulatory 

relevant risk category (see BCBS 2011, no. 151). This was regarded as a situation in 

which banks are forced to reduce their debt levels by reducing their lending or selling 

large quantities of securities, hence jeopardising the supply of credit to the real economy 

and pushing down security prices. The value adjustments caused by falling security prices 

in turn reduce banks' equity capital with the consequence that regulatory requirements 

can only be met by selling even more securities, which puts additional pressure on 

security prices. This downward spiral in prices also affects those banks which did not 

initially incur any losses but are forced into write-downs by the falling security prices. 

The restricted supply of credit has a procyclical effect that hinders the real economy's 

recovery because investments can no longer be sufficiently financed. 

Chapter 4.1 has shown that risk-based capital requirements are by no means the cause of 

destabilising deleveraging processes. The volume of securities that has to be sold to offset 

the impact of an impaired risk-weighted capital ratio is all the higher, the lower the risk 

weight of those securities; the volume does not depend on the size of the non-risk 

weighted capital ratio but on the size of the risk-weighted capital ratio of the credit 

institution in question. Only capital requirements under a risk-insensitive leverage ratio 

cause institutions holding a large quantity of low-risk assets to sell securities on a large 

scale. 

Other instruments are better suited for preventing destabilising decision processes, such 

as additional capital buffer, like the capital conservation buffer, which can be run down 

instead of having to resort to fire sales of financial assets. A similar effect can be achieved 

by the going-concern concept within the risk-bearing capacity calculation. If the equity 

capital is set such that the regulatory capital requirements are still met even after 

unusually high losses, then once again there will be no need for destabilising fire sales. 

                                                 
196 see BCBS (2011), Art. 16; Deutsche Bundesbank (2015), p. 19  (Basel III Monitoring). 
197 see BCBS (2011), Art. 17. 
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Furthermore, protection against destabilising deleveraging processes has been proposed 

in the form of making capital requirements dependent on refinancing maturities. Falling 

security prices as a consequence of stress periods do not immediately make it necessary 

for stably refinanced banks to sell securities. Only those banks with a high level of short-

term financing face the risk of having to sell securities because their refinancing is no 

longer assured. For stably refinanced banks, however, it is the interaction between the 

write-down obligation under accounting rules and the related regulatory capital 

requirements that generates the need to sell securities. This would indicate that 

refinancing should be taken into consideration when measuring regulatory capital 

requirements.  

7.2 Model risks and measurement errors in risk-based capital 

requirements 

Risk-based capital requirements are based on the assumption that risks can be measured 

with sufficient reliability. This is sometimes claimed to be out of the question because the 

degree of uncertainty is completely unquantifiable and typical banking risks are 

frequently endogenous rather than exogenous. Since risks cannot be measured, risk-based 

rules for equity cover create the false impression that these risks can be measured reliably. 

This assertion is correct in so far as random events in the banking sector are frequently 

not based on any laws of nature but influenced by human behaviour. This applies for both 

price changes and credit default events. Furthermore, there is also no guarantee that the 

volatilities and correlations determined from historical data are valid for forecasting 

future fluctuating values. The question is what consequences can be drawn for the 

designing of equity capital requirements. The supervisory objective of creditor protection 

– as shown in chapter 6.2 – can always be perfectly achieved, if the risk weights perfectly 

reflect the actual risk. In the case of an imperfect risk measurement, this is not ensured. 

So the question arises whether one ought to forego risk measurement altogether or be 

prepared to put up with imprecise, but sufficiently conservative, risk weighting. In favour 

of the second alternative is that information about the degree of risk would not be ignored 

and that the scope for regulatory arbitrage will at least be limited, whereas a risk-

insensitive capital base permits almost unlimited regulatory arbitrage. Thus, risk-

insensitive capital requirements cannot achieve banking regulation objectives. 

Risk-based capital requirements are determined by using either standard methods or 

internal risk models. Standard methods involve using regulatory risk weights which are 

frequently defined on the basis of historical data relating to the entire financial sector and 

that only imprecisely capture the degree of risk of individual positions. In particular, these 

individual risk positions are aggregated into an overall risk position using quite sweeping 

methods to capture the stochastic relationship among risk positions. Risk weights 

determined with the aid of standard methods do in fact contain measurement errors, albeit 
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without there being any indication as to whether those measurement errors generally lead 

to the degree of risk being understated. For example, several studies have demonstrated 

that the regulatory asset correlations in the IRBA clearly overestimate the actual credit 

portfolio risk, so that the regulatory capital requirements exceed the economically 

required equity cover.198 Since the Credit Risk Standard Approach on average leads to 

significantly higher capital requirements than the IRBA,199 that approach tends to 

overestimate the default risks all the more. 

Apart from the fact that measurement errors lead to an incorrect assessment of risk, they 

also give rise to regulatory arbitrage. If the internal bank and the supervisory risk 

assessments diverge, then there is an incentive to hold more of those risk positions whose 

internal bank degree of risk is higher than the supervisory risk weight.  

Foregoing risk weighting entirely would mean that the regulatory equity capital meant as 

a loss buffer would no longer have any connection to the possible losses. Furthermore, 

the incentives for regulatory arbitrage would be amplified. The consequence from the 

insight that the supervisory standard method contains an imprecise risk measurement 

must be to allow banks to use internal risk models or methods with internally estimated 

parameters as input variables so that the individual risk situation can be mapped more 

accurately. 

Internal risk models in which internal bank risk management and banking supervisory 

risk measurements are based on the same methods were originally regarded as being the 

best way of setting incentives to improve internal risk management, measure risks more 

accurately for regulatory purposes and reduce incentives for regulatory arbitrage. 

Although internal risk models may only be deployed if their reliability has been verified 

by the banking supervisory authorities, their regulatory use has been subjected to 

considerable criticism. For example, it is claimed that using internal risk models creates 

the danger of model risks in the form of incorrectly mapped risk correlations. This is 

especially to be feared if the data basis is insufficient. Furthermore, it is claimed that 

banks will use their internal risk models to understate their risks and thus their capital 

requirements. This argumentation is based on simulations in which banks applied their 

internal risk models to a predefined model portfolio. The simulations produced a wide 

range of outcomes. These are due to a considerable extent to differences in regulatory 

requirements, but also to the use of a different data basis and different risk aggregation 

methods. Uniform regulatory requirements and provisions that restrict latitude in the 

choice of data basis can significantly reduce differences in the results of the simulations. 

But standardisation of the results through compulsory regulatory requirements entails the 

                                                 
198 see Hamerle et al. (2002), Düllmann/Scheule (2003), Düllmann et al.(2006), Berg/Uzik (2011). 

199 see BCBS (2003). 
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risk that this will be wrongly regarded as reliable, merely because all the banks come to 

similar results.  

It is also unclear remains why dispensing with risk measurement in its entirety is supposed 

to protect against model risks. Internal risk models are applied, for example, for market 

price and operational risks, i.e. for risk types not covered at all by the leverage ratio. 

Precautions against model risks should instead be taken where those risks arise, namely 

in internal risk models. The leverage ratio applies, however, for all banks regardless of 

whether they are actually using internal risk models or not. 

7.3 Leverage ratio as backstop 

The formulations of the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision suggest that the 

leverage ratio is meant as an additional safety net independent of the risk-based capital 

requirements that will help to prevent excessive levels of debt and at the same time protect 

against the consequences of potential measurement errors and model risks associated with 

risk-based capital requirements. Behind this is clearly the idea that should the one safety 

net, i.e. risk-based capital requirements, not be effective, there will be a second safety 

mechanism already in place ("belt and braces principle").200 

The leverage ratio is not, however, an additional safety mechanism independent of the 

risk-based capital requirements; the leverage ratio and the risk-based capital requirements 

are two variants of the one and same safety net made of equity capital, merely with 

different methods used to calculate its breaking strength. This ultimately means that there 

is by no means an additional security system; ultimately only one safety mechanism will 

ever be effective, namely the one that just happens to lead to a higher capital requirement. 

A number of empirical surveys suggest that capital requirements due to the leverage ratio 

under the risk-based capital requirements dominate at a not inconsiderable number of 

banks. Altogether 17 of the 212 banks (= 8%) taking part in the Basel Committee for 

Banking Supervision Basel III – Monitoring did not meet the leverage ratio capital 

requirements as of the reference date 30 June 2014. For altogether 62 banks (= 29.2%) 

the leverage ratio is a binding capital requirement, i.e. the leverage ratio capital 

requirement is higher than the risk-weighted capital requirement.201 Taking the 2.5% 

capital conservation buffer into consideration, the risk-weighted core capital requirement 

is 8.5%, so that with an average risk weight of 35.3% (= 3% / 8.5%) the leverage ratio 

and the risk-weighted capital requirements are equally high. Ignoring the capital buffer 

requirement, the critical value for the average risk weight is 50% (= 3% / 6%). With an 

                                                 
200 see e.g. EBA (2015), p. 28: "extra layer of protection". 

201 see BCBS (2015), p. 18-21. 
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average risk weight of less than 35.3% the leverage ratio becomes the binding capital 

requirement, with a higher risk weight the risk-weighted capital requirements dominate. 

The results of the Comprehensive Assessment202, comprising the Asset Quality Review 

and the stress test, which the European Central bank published on 26 October 2014, show 

that the leverage ratio for a number of banks in large SSM economies like Germany, 

France, Italy and Spain is below the envisaged minimum 3% level.203 For the German 

banking system, it was established that 5 of the 25 participating banks breached the 3% 

leverage ratio as of the reference date 31 December 2013.204 The results did not take into 

consideration capital measures carried out after 31 December 2013. Some of these 

measures can probably be regarded as a reaction to the upcoming obligation to disclose 

the leverage ratio.  

The results of the Basel III Monitoring of banks within the EU point in a similar direction. 

The average size of the leverage ratio has clearly risen due to the new computation method 

since June 2013, so that as of the reference date 30 June 2014 the average leverage ratio 

of both the Group 1 and Group 2 banks was above 3%. But looking at the ratio of risk-

weighted assets (RWA) to the exposure measure, it remains quite clear that the leverage 

ratio will be a binding equity capital regulation for many banks. The average ratio of the 

RWA to the exposure measure as of the reference date 30 June 2014 was 39.7% for Group 

2 banks and 34.8% for Group 1 banks, i.e. just above and just below the critical 35.3% 

level respectively. Comparing these values with the preceding reference date, it can be 

seen that the relationship has fallen by 90 and 160 basis points respectively, i.e. the 

binding character of the leverage ratio has tended to increase. This is due – according to 

the EBA – to a broadening of the exposure measure.205 Assuming that the ECB's policy 

of stimulating lending bears fruit, it must therefore be expected that the ratio of RWA to 

the exposure measure will continue to fall, thus making the leverage ratio binding for 

more banks (see Figure 8). 

                                                 
202 The widespread, in-depth evaluation covered 130 credit institutions with assets of EUR 22.0 trillion, 

i.e. 81.6% of the entire bank assets in the SSM and led as a first step to a snapshot assessment of the 

accuracy of bank asset book values as of 31 December 2013 (AQR). In a second step, a forward-looking 

evaluation of the resilience of banks' solvency in two hypothetical scenarios was carried out as part of 

the stress test. See ECB (2014). 

203 see ECB (2014), p. 128, figure 128. In addition, it should not be overlooked that the leverage ratio data 

do not yet take the changes from the Asset Quality Review into consideration.  

204 see European Central Bank Aggregate report on the comprehensive assessment (October 2014) and 

specifically for German banks: BaFin/Bundesbank (2014). 

205 see EBA (2014a), p. 32. 
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Figure 8: Ratio of RWA to the exposure measure in the LR 

Source: EBA (2015) 

The results for German institutions show an even more drastic picture. According to the 

Deutsche Bundesbank evaluation, the average leverage ratio was 3.1% at Group 1 

institutions and even 5.0% at Group 2 institutions as of the reference date 30 June 2014; 

but of the eight Group 1 institutions in the survey only three banks had yet to meet the 

provisional 3% target level. Of the Group 2 institutions, four of 36 banks reported a 

leverage ratio of less than 3%. The relatively high average value of 5% among Group 2 

institutions is driven above all by the larger banks within that group. The core capital 

needs of those institutions falling short of the target rate amount to EUR 2.0bn for Group 

1 institutions (Group 2 institutions: EUR 1.4bn). As of the reference date 31 December 

2013 the capital needs of Group 1 institutions still amounted to EUR 18.5bn (Group 2 

institutions: EUR 2.0bn).206 Altogether a pronounced increase in the leverage ratio is 

apparent since the first Basel III Monitoring in 2011 (see Figure 9).  

Comparing the ratio of risk-weighted assets (RWA) to the exposure measure makes the 

dominating role of the leverage ratio on the size of capital requirements even clearer.  

                                                 
206 see Deutsche Bundesbank (2014). 
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Figure 9: Changes in the leverage ratio of German banks over time 

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank (2015) 

Figure 10 shows that the average risk weight is below the critical value of 35.3% for both 

Group 1 and Group 2 institutions, whereby the value is again clearly lower for Group 1 

institutions. In other words, the leverage ratio requires more core capital on average than 

the risk-sensitive equity capital regulations. Figure 10 also shows that the average risk 

weight has not moved closer to the critical risk weight over time. For Group 1 institutions 

the ratio of RWA to the exposure measure has in fact clearly fallen over time. The increase 

in the second half of 2013 is due to the redefined calculation method for the exposure 

measure.207  

Since even a 3% leverage ratio will become a binding equity capital regulation for 

numerous banks and thus impact their business policy, the leverage ratio should under no 

circumstances be set even higher.208 

                                                 
207 see Deutsche Bundesbank (2015), p. 23. 

208 see Art. 511, (3), i and corresponding thoughts of the Bank of England (2014a). 
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Figure 10: Ratio of RWA to the exposure measure in the LR, for German banks 

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank (2015) 

Whether the leverage ratio acts as the dominant capital requirement depends on the 

structure of the risk assets, because there are in part considerable differences between the 

regulations for computing the total risk for risk-sensitive equity capital ratios and the rules 

for computing the exposure measure for the leverage ratio. There follows a brief outline 

of the key differences. 

Differences arise firstly from the range of risk types covered. Whereas the leverage ratio 

focuses on default risks, pillar I also covers capital requirements for market price risks 

and operational risks. The division into banking and trading book is important for 

measuring the pillar-I capital requirement, but such a division is not relevant for the 

leverage ratio. Furthermore, pillar-I regulations contain not only standard methods but 

mostly also internal bank risk estimations based on advanced methods, whereas leverage 

ratio regulations only envisage standard regulatory methods. Large parts of the 

regulations for the treatment of default risks are based on the pillar-I regulations for 

default risks under the Credit Risk Standard Approach (CRSA). Therefore a comparison 

of the capital requirements is relatively simple for those banks which are not trading-book 

institution and which measure their default risks using the Credit Risk Standard 

Approach. These are the majority of the Sparkassen (savings banks), 

Kreditgenossenschaften (credit cooperationals) and smaller credit banks. 
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The risk positions at these banks mainly comprise risk assets in the form of receivables 

and securities. In addition, off-balance-sheet transactions in the form of credit 

commitments are also quite important. There are only a few derivatives positions and 

market price risks tend to be are irrelevant. Furthermore, as a rule these banks do not 

maintain a trading book. 

The CRSA equity capital requirement for risk assets is computed by weighting the book 

value of the receivables and securities with a risk weight determined by the type and 

creditworthiness of the debtor and multiplying it by equity base coefficients: 

𝑃𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝐼 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 

=  𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∙  𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∙  𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 

The leverage ratio equity capital requirement is computed by multiplying the book values 

by the leverage ratio coefficients.  

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∙  𝐿𝑅 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 

In so far as the computation base is identical in both cases, comparison of the two equity 

capital requirements depends only on the risk weight and the coefficients. Assuming a 

3% coefficient for the leverage ratio and an 8.5% coefficient (6% core capital plus 2.5% 

capital conservation buffer) for the pillar-I capital requirement, the critical risk weight is 

35.3% (=  3.0% ÷  8.5%). The leverage ratio equity capital requirement becomes 

binding for all assets with a lower risk weight. These are the assets listed in Table 14. 

Differences between the leverage ratio and the pillar-I regulations concerning the 

computation base arise from the treatment of credit risk mitigants on the one hand and 

from the treatment of inter-association receivables at Sparkassen and 

Kreditgenossenschaften on the other hand. Under the CRSA, financial collateral, 

guarantees and netting agreements are eligible as risk mitigants under certain 

preconditions, whereas neither collateral nor netting agreements are taken into 

consideration for the leverage ratio. Furthermore, inter-association receivables are 

excluded from pillar-I capital but not for the leverage ratio. 
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Risk position Risk weight 

Claims against EU central governments and central banks and against 

the ECB; claims against other states with a level 1 credit rating 
0% 

Claims against other states with a level 2 credit rating 20% 

Claims against German regional and local governments (Gemeinde, 

Gemeindeverbände, Bundesländer, Sondervermögen) 
0% 

Claims against multilateral development banks and international 

organisations 
0% 

Claims against other banks, in so far as the bank has a top credit 

rating or is located in a country with a top credit rating or the original 

maturity is not more than 3 months 

20% 

Loans secured by mortgages on residential real estate 35% 

Claims against credit rating 1 companies 20% 

Covered credit rating 1 bonds 10% 

Covered credit rating 2 and 3 bonds 20% 

Table 14: Risk weights in the Credit Risk Standard Approach (extract) 

In the Internal Ratings-based Approach (IRBA), the capital requirements for risk assets 

depend on the internal one-year default probability estimate, EAD and residual maturity. 

The basic version of the IRBA sets the EAD at 45% and at 75% for subordinated 

receivables and the residual maturity at 2.5 years. In the advanced version these 

parameters are estimated internally. The size of the equity capital requirement also 

depends on whether the receivable is against a company, a credit institution or a public-

sector entity, whether the receivable is assigned to the retail segment, or whether it is a 

mortgage loan. Within the claims against companies, the size of the company also plays 

a role, for there is a lower capital requirement for companies with a turnover of less than 

EUR 50m. Furthermore, the computation base in the IRBA is the nominal value of the 

receivable before the treatment of write-downs. Recognised impairments are compared 

with the expected loss. If the expected loss is greater than the impairment, the difference 

has to be deducted from the core tier-1 capital, an impairment surplus can be added to the 

supplementary capital up to a maximum of 0.6% of the risk-weighted assets.  

Assuming that recognised impairments equal the expected loss, the EAD is set at 45% 

and the residual maturity at 2.5 years, no credit collateral can be applied and the receivable 

is against a company with a turnover of more than EUR 50m, then the IRBA capital 

requirement is less than the leverage ratio capital requirement, as long as the default 

probability does not exceed 0.28%.  
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The default risk for trading portfolio securities is covered by the specific risk. In so far as 

the capital requirement is determined using an internal model, the additional default and 

migration risks also have to be determined using an internal model based on Value-at-

Risk. If the specific risk is determined using the standard approach, the net position from 

the purchase and selling positions is multiplied by a risk weight ranging between 0% (all 

assets assigned a risk weight of 0% under the CRSA as well) and 12% (assets with a 

150% CRSA weight). Since the capital requirements for risk positions are multiplied by 

the factor 12.5, there are ultimately largely similar equity capital requirements as for non-

trading book securities. Hence there are no incentives to assign securities to the trading 

book instead of to the non-trading book. 

Off-balance-sheet transactions are included in both the pillar-I capital requirement and 

the leverage ratio by multiplying the nominal value by a conversion factor. The 

conversion factors are identical except for "low risk" transactions (credit commitments 

revocable at any time). In those cases, the same value is applied for the critical risk weight 

as for balance-sheet assets. For low-risk off-balance-sheet transactions the conversion 

factor in the leverage ratio is 10% compared with 0% in pillar I. Hence the leverage ratio 

equity capital requirement is always higher for these transactions, in so far as the Credit 

Risk Standard Approach is applied. Using the IRB approach involves in part different 

conversion factors. Comparability with the leverage ratio capital requirements is not 

possible, since the IRBA is based on a different method for computing the equity capital 

requirement. 

The pillar-I regulations envisage a capital requirement for the counterparty credit risk for 

derivatives and for OTC derivatives an additional capital requirement for the risk of the 

counterparty's creditworthiness being downgraded (Credit Value Adjustment – CVA). 

The leverage ratio, however, includes only the counterparty credit risk. Only received 

margin payments can be included as collateral in the leverage ratio measurement, for 

pillar I considerably more collateral is eligible as a risk mitigant. 

The regulations for determining risk exposure for counterparty default risks from 

derivative positions for the leverage ratio correspond to the pillar I mark-to-market 

method. In so far as an institution uses this method, comparison of the capital 

requirements from pillar I and the leverage ratio depends on the presence of collateral and 

the size of the risk weight. The pillar-I regulations envisage a reduced equity capital 

requirement for claims against a qualified central counterparty, whereas the leverage ratio 

does not distinguish between a central counterparty and other counterparties. The CVA 

risk equity capital requirement is determined either on the basis of internal bank models 

or a standard approach using a regulatory calculation formula. All in all, no general 

statements can be made as to whether leverage ratio equity capital requirements are larger 

or smaller than the pillar-I capital requirements for derivatives.  
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For repo transactions, pillar I has no mark-up for counterparty risk, and the preconditions 

for recognising netting agreements covering on-balance sheet positions are less strict, 

corresponding to the conditions applicable under the leverage ratio for the counterparty 

risk premium. The pillar I rules for recognising financial collateral also apply for repo 

transactions, but the leverage ratio does not take collateral into consideration. Thus the 

computation base for repo transactions in the leverage ratio is significantly higher than in 

pillar I. 

Accordingly, it is to be expected that the leverage ratio will become a binding capital 

requirement, if the capital requirements for operational risks and market price risks are 

low and there are more credit risks which are not included at all in pillar I, such as inter-

association receivables, or which have a low assigned risk weight. These are primarily 

claims against public authorities, claims against credit institutions and loans secured by 

mortgages on residential real estate. 

There follows a closer analysis of the relationship between risk-sensitive capital 

requirements and leverage ratio capital requirements for certain types of credit 

institutions. 

For credit institutions whose pillar-I capital requirements are dominated by credit risks 

from receivables and securities, the leverage ratio can become a frontstop capital 

requirement, if the proportion of secured loans is high and mainly low-risk paper is held 

as securities. A high volume of low risk securities is frequently to be found at credit 

institutions where customer deposits by far exceed the lending volume (deposit-driven 

institutions). The surplus of deposits over the lending volume is mostly invested at low 

risk, either in risk-free securities or – in so far as association institutions are involved – 

with the association parent institution. Neither form of investment leads to a pillar-I 

capital requirement due to their zero weighting. From the available data, this situation can 

be shown quite easily for Sparkassen and Kreditgenossenschaften, it probably applies in 

a similar manner for deposit-driven private credit institutions, too. An analysis of the 

disclosure reports for FY 2013 confirms this presumption for the 15 Sparkassen and 

Kreditgenossenschaften with the largest surplus of customer deposits over the volume of 

customer lending. There is a disclosure report for 13 of these Sparkassen. At two 

institutions the estimated leverage ratio equity capital requirement is greater than the 

entire pillar-I capital requirement, at five institutions the estimated LR capital requirement 

is greater than the pillar-I capital requirement for credit risks. The average surplus of the 

estimated LR capital requirement over the pillar-I capital requirement for credit risks at 

those five institutions is 33.16%. On the other hand, the leverage ratio is not expected to 

be binding at any of the 15 Sparkassen with the greatest lending surplus, the pillar-I 

capital requirements for credit risks exceed the estimated LR capital requirements by an 

average of 26.16%. The situation for the Kreditgenossenschaften is similar, whereby 
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these are altogether much more strongly deposit-driven. Of the 15 

Kreditgenossenschaften with the highest deposit surplus over customer lending, the 

estimated leverage ratio capital requirement is above the pillar-I capital requirement for 

credit risks at 12 institutions due to the leverage ratio and above the entire pillar-I capital 

requirement at no less than seven institutions. The estimated LR capital requirement 

exceeds the pillar-I capital requirement for credit risks at these institutions by an average 

of 13.02%. At the 15 Kreditgenossenschaften with the lowest deposit surplus or with a 

lending surplus, the leverage ratio is not expected to be binding, as the risk-sensitive 

capital requirement here exceeds the estimated LR capital requirement by an average of 

34.22%. 

The leverage ratio thus gives an incentive for deposit-driven credit institutions to invest 

the surplus of customer deposits over the lending volume predominantly in securities with 

a higher risk weight and thus potentially also a higher risk. The return on low-risk 

government bonds is unlikely, however, to be sufficient to cover the higher capital costs 

due to the leverage ratio. 

A similar situation arises for Bausparkassen (building societies).209 It is typical for 

Bausparkassen that contractual credit balances by far outweigh contractual loans. Of 

seven Bausparkassen analysed, all had a deposit surplus ranging between 12% and 68% 

of total assets.210 This deposit surplus is invested in loans to other credit institutions and 

in securities. Depending on the investment policy, those risk assets with an assigned risk 

weight of zero dominate. As a result, the leverage ratio capital requirement is binding for 

three of the seven Bausparkassen due to leverage ratio capital requirements, at five 

institutions the leverage ratio capital requirements exceed the pillar-I capital requirements 

for loan default risks. The surplus of the pillar-I capital requirement for credit risks over 

the LR capital requirement at those five institutions averages 20.81% of the pillar-I capital 

requirement for credit risks. 

The leverage ratio has far-reaching consequences for institutions which focus on the 

Pfandbrief segment. The analysis of four disclosure reports for 2013 shows that three 

institutions have a considerable surplus of the leverage ratio capital requirement over the 

pillar-I capital requirement. The surplus at these three institutions averages 145.37% of 

the pillar-I capital requirement for credit risks. 

Altogether it is to be expected that the leverage ratio could become a frontstop measure 

for a not inconsiderable part of the German banking sector. Thus, these banks have an 

incentive to replace – in so far as possible – low-risk positions by positions with a higher 

                                                 
209 For the impact of the leverage ratio on British building societies see also Bank of England (2014a). 

210 The analysis is based on the disclosure reports for 2013. 
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risk weight. In addition, the terms for positions with low risk weight will deteriorate (see 

chapter 6.3).  

7.4 Is the leverage ratio meaningfully designed? 

With the leverage ratio, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision wanted to create 

an equity capital requirement 

 that is calculated independently of accounting standards, 

 that is risk insensitive and 

 that is simple, transparent and credible.211 

In addition, the leverage ratio should be formulated consistently both in itself and with 

respect to other regulatory frameworks. The following sections examine whether the 

leverage ratio satisfies those requirements in its current design. 

7.4.1 Inconsistencies 

A consistent formulation of the leverage ratio should ensure that similar transactions are 

treated similarly. This requirement is not achieved for subsidised credits. Subsidised 

credits granted as trust loans are not included in the exposure measure, whereas subsidised 

credits granted as pass-through loans are. Since it makes no difference with respect to the 

objectives associated with the leverage ratio which method is applied for granting 

subsidised credits, these should in principle be excluded from the exposure measure, 

regardless of how the subsidised credit transaction is structured. 

Claims against financial institutions belonging to the same institution group are not 

included in the risk-weighted position amounts (Art. 113, (6) CRR). The same also 

applies for claims against financial institutions belonging to the same institution-related 

security system (Art. 113, (7) CRR). This rule covering risk-based capital requirements 

for the leverage ratio is only applied for intra-group receivables but not claims against 

association companies. To bring about consistency between risk-based and risk-sensitive 

capital requirements, intra-group and intra-association receivables should also be treated 

the same way in the leverage ratio. 

The LCR demands that credit institutions maintain a liquidity buffer of liquid assets 

corresponding to at least the net liquidity outflows during a 30-calendar day stress phase. 

Only transferable assets of high liquidity and credit quality, i.e. assets assigned a low risk 

weight and which are assumed to remain liquid in a crisis situation (i.e. can be sold at the 

prevailing market price), are eligible for the liquidity buffer. The leverage ratio is, 

however, aimed precisely at portfolios of low risk securities, and is meant to alleviate the 

                                                 
211 see BCBS (2011), Art. 16 and 152. 
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fear that these securities can only be sold with considerable losses, i.e. lose liquidity, in 

crisis situations. It is clear that these rules are inherently contradictory. Assets held as a 

liquidity buffer due to the LCR provisions should instead be excluded from the exposure 

measure. 

7.4.2 Independence from the accounting rules 

There are significant differences between IFRS and US-GAAP accounting rules 

concerning the accounting treatment of netting provisions. Where there is a master netting 

agreement (MNA) US-GAAP permits derivative positions to be netted against each other. 

In addition, under US-GAAP collateral in the form of margin payments – "variation 

margins" – can be used to reduce the exposure measure or the derivatives' market values. 

The IFRS interpretation is stricter with the consequence that an MNA does not satisfy the 

preconditions for netting derivative positions. In addition, margin payments cannot be 

used under IFRS to reduce the exposure measure of derivatives. The 2014 revised 

leverage ratio permitted netting for derivative positions, if there is a bilateral agreement. 

In addition, unlike in the first version of the leverage ratio (2010), certain collateral can 

now be taken into consideration under restrictive requirements. For example, overnight 

margin payments can be regarded as a kind of early settlement under certain conditions 

(e.g. currency matching between margin and the derivative transaction in question) and 

thus reduce the market value of the derivative position. In this respect, the IFRS- and US-

GAAP accounting standards were moved in line with US-GAAP rules.  

For securities financing transactions, the supervisory recognition of netting agreements 

in the leverage ratio was largely restricted. For example, the gross SFT assets stated for 

accounting purposes may not include any netting of cash liabilities with cash receivables 

as permitted under the IFRS- or US-GAAP accounting standards. Cash liabilities and cash 

receivables with the same counterparty may be netted for adjusting the gross SFT assets, 

if restrictive criteria are satisfied. This treatment is meant to even out the divergences 

which can arise from the different accounting systems. With the new version of the 

leverage ratio, a synthetic accounting standard was created that very much recalls US-

GAAP FIN 41 but also contains elements of IAS 32.  

The Basel III leverage ratio regulations are a compromise between the IFRS and US-

GAAP accounting rules. The deduction of margin payments from the replacement cost 

reflects US-GAAP, albeit with restrictive currency matching. The netting of mutual cash 

receivables and liabilities under SFT transactions is subject to conditions very much as in 

IFRS. 

To a certain extent, the 2014 revised leverage ratio corrected the most prominent effects 

on the exposure measure arising from different IFRS and US-GAAP regulations in 

conjunction with the on-balance-sheet treatment of derivatives and securities financing 
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transactions. It cannot be ruled out, however, that there will still be scope for exploitation 

that will lead to a different mapping of identical SFT transactions in the leverage ratio. In 

addition, it is also possible that a different handling of the Basel III regulations by the 

banking supervisory authorities will prevent a completely level playing field, even if the 

Basel-III provisions are adopted unchanged by all the supervisory authorities.  

The regulations for determining risk exposure values of balance-sheet assets have 

remained unchanged since the first formulation of the leverage ratio. Apparently, the 

differences in the accounting regulations between IFRS and US-GAAP are regarded as 

being so minor for these positions that no need for change was felt. In future, however, 

the new IFRS 9 can lead to more significant differences between IFRS and US-GAAP. 

However, it was overlooked that there are significant differences between country-

specific accounting rules such as the German HGB, IFRS and US-GAAP concerning the 

carrying values for balance-sheet assets. In future, these differences can grow, for 

example owing to the revised leasing standard IAS 17. These differences can have a 

considerable impact on how strict the leverage ratio is, whereby it cannot be said whether 

the HGB regulations will have a stricter or less strict impact on the leverage ratio than the 

IFRS provisions. Since on-balance sheet positions account for the lion's share of the 

exposure measure (see Figure 5 in chapter 5.1), there is a considerable potential for 

competition being distorted, so that we cannot talk of a level playing field. 

7.4.3 Is the leverage ratio risk insensitive? 

The other changes to the leverage ratio have led to ever more risk considerations being 

incorporated for positions that have default risks without this being reflected at all in the 

balance sheet (off-balance-sheet items) or where the potential loss can be greater than the 

book value (e.g. derivatives). For example, at first a uniform credit conversion factor of 

100% (with a 10% floor for credit commitments revocable at any time) was proposed for 

all off-balance-sheet positions, which were treated equally and the same as on-balance-

sheet positions. The final definition of the leverage ratio has adopted differentiated credit 

conversion factors for determining risk-sensitive equity capital requirements. A 

rudimentary risk weighting can also be seen in the mark-up rates in the mark-to-market 

method for derivative positions. Under the new arrangement, a maturity-dependent 

volatility rate of between 0% and 15%, depending on risk category and residual maturity, 

has to be applied for interest rate, exchange rate, gold price, share price, precious metal 

and commodity price transactions. The volatility rates used are based on the Basel II 

mark-to-market method and are meant to reflect in a rudimentary form the different 

degree of risk in the individual derivative positions.  

The selective treatment of market price risks in derivative transactions leads to incentive 

distortions. For example, if only the euro equivalent of the receivable position of a 

foreign-currency receivable without exchange rate hedging is included in the exposure 
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measure, it is immaterial for the leverage ratio capital requirements whether there is both 

a default risk and a foreign currency risk. If the exchange rate risk is hedged by a 

derivative contract, however, the derivative is also included in the exposure measure. 

Unlike with the underlying, the mark-to-market method for the derivative includes both 

the counterparty default risk and the risk from fluctuating values of the underlying 

(market price risk). This is both inconsistent and increases total exposure, even though 

the risk has been reduced by the hedging transaction. This creates an incentive not to 

hedge risks. The same effect arises for a fixed-interest receivable hedged by an interest-

rate derivative. 

In the final version, the definition of the leverage ratio falls far short of the original 

objective of formulating a risk-insensitive equity capital requirement. This is ultimately 

due to the insight that a balance-sheet oriented determination of a debt ratio only permits 

(somewhat) meaningful statements for on-balance sheet positions, and remains 

completely unsuitable for off-balance-sheet items and derivatives positions. Furthermore, 

thought is being given to calibrating the leverage ratio to the degree of risk in the bank's 

business model. This would mean an even stronger consideration of risk aspects. 

7.4.4 Simplicity, transparency and credibility 

The aim behind introducing the leverage ratio was to create a simple, transparent and 

credible metric. The objective of simplicity arises from the assertion propagated primarily 

by Haldane that complex systems can be better handled by simple rules than complex 

ones.212 Although Haldane's example of a Frisbee is very suggestive, the conclusions he 

draws from it for banking regulation are not convincing. It is true that the relationships 

influencing the flight of a Frisbee are just as complex as the risk situation confronting a 

bank, but unlike the flight of a Frisbee the bank's risk situation is not determined by the 

laws of nature but human actions. Whereas catching a Frisbee can be seen as a game 

against nature, banking regulation is a game against rational opponents. These opponents 

are in a position to recognise and exploit possible weaknesses in the banking regulation. 

The past has shown that simple rules can be circumvented by regulatory arbitrage. 

Simple rules are also regarded as being transparent and credible. In addition, they are 

supposed to make banks' equity capital ratios more comparable.213 Risk-weighted equity 

capital ratios, on the other hand, are less trustworthy, for several reasons, it is claimed. 

Risk weights are suspected of being unreliable, the rules for determining them so complex 

that they are intransparent for many people, and lastly there is no clear relationship 

between risk-weighted capital ratios and the accounting equity capital ratios, with the 

                                                 
212 see Haldane/Madouros (2012). Apart from the example of the Frisbee, which can be caught by most 

people, even by dogs, without any knowledge of the complex physical factors that can influence its 

flight, he presents no robust proof. 

213 see Bair (2015), p. 76 f. 
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consequence that risk-weighted capital ratios are not trustworthy. That a leverage ratio is 

inherently unsuitable for remedying inadequacies in the measurement and weighting of 

risks has already been demonstrated in detail (see chapter 4.3 and 4.4). Here, the other 

two aspects will be addressed. 

During the course of the revision of the leverage ratio, the regulations for determining the 

exposure measure have become ever larger and complex. This also moved away from the 

objective of creating a metric that was easy to calculate and easily grasped by anyone. 

The now considerable complexity is due on the one hand to the objective of evening out 

differences in the accounting rules, but on the other hand also to the realisation that 

substantial risks can arise not just from on-balance-sheet assets but also from off-balance-

sheet positions. Adequate consideration of these portfolios of mostly complex financial 

instruments requires complex rules. Table 15 provides an overview of how exposure 

measure components have changed from the original to the current version. This 

comparison underscores the fact that besides for on-balance-sheet positions there have 

been considerable changes which have led to the regulations becoming much more 

complex. Summing up, it must be noted that simplicity is not a meaningful objective in 

and of itself and that this objective cannot even be met by the now relatively complex 

rules for determining the leverage ratio. 

Risk-weighted equity capital ratios are criticised for having no relationship to on-balance-

sheet equity capital. With a correspondingly low average risk weight it is possible that a 

relatively high risk-weighted equity capital ratio might have a very low accounting equity 

capital ratio. This is regarded as implausible and thus detrimental to trust. Although the 

leverage ratio is no longer determined from a purely on-balance-sheet perspective, the 

relationship between the leverage ratio and the on-balance-sheet debt ratio is significantly 

closer than that between risk-weighted and on-balance-sheet capital ratios. This is due to 

the fact that balance-sheet assets, which are stated at their book values, comprise the 

largest component in the exposure measure (see Figure 5). For the 25 banks participating 

in the Asset Quality Review, the correlation between the on-balance-sheet and risk-

weighted equity capital ratio is 46%, whereas the correlation between the accounting 

equity capital ratio and leverage ratio is 83%.214 

 

 

 

                                                 
214 The leverage ratio determined in the Asset Quality Review does not, admittedly, take into consideration 

the latest version of the leverage ratio, but this is probably immaterial for the basic statement. 
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Exposure  

measure 

Leverage ratio  

(2010) 

Leverage ratio  

(2014) 

On-balance-

sheet  

Items 

On-balance-sheet positions less items 

deductible from tier-1 capital 
 On-balance-sheet positions (without 

derivatives and SFT, but including 

collateral) 

 (Asset amounts deducted for calculating 

Basel III core capital) 

Derivative  

Items 

RC plus mark-ups for PFE 

 

 RC plus mark-ups for PFE 

 Reversed amount of collateral for 

derivative transactions, if deducted from the 

balance sheet  

 (Deducted receivables for rendered margins 

in derivative transactions) 

 (Exempt CCP component of trading 

transactions executed by customers 

themselves) 

 Adjusted effective nominal value of written 

credit derivatives 

 (Adjusted offsetting of the effective 

nominal value and premium deductions for 

written credit derivatives) 

Engagements  

from SFT 

Accounting carrying value of the engagement  SFT assets gross (without recognition of 

netting) 

 (Offset amounts of cash liabilities and 

receivables from gross SFT assets) 

 CCR engagement from SFT assets  

 Engagement transactions from effected as 

agent 

Off-balance-

sheet  

Items 

 Uniform credit conversion factor (CCF) of 

100% 

 Credit commitments callable at any time 

unconditionally and without prior notice 

have a CF of 10% 

 Application of the credit conversion factors 

from the standard approach with a 10% 

floor 

Table 15: Comparison of the leverage ratio in the 2010 and 2014 versions 

Source: BCBS (2010b), (2014) 

 

This criticism of the divergence between financial and regulatory equity capital ratios 

overlooks the fact that the two variables have different objectives. The accounting equity 

capital arises from the difference between the assets and liabilities valued in accordance 

with the pertinent accounting rules. The accounting regulations in turn arise from the 

accounting purpose: the HGB accounting standard focuses primarily on producing a 

conservatively computed, distributable surplus, the IFRS accounting standard aims at 

providing decision-friendly information. Regulatory equity capital is determined, 

however, with the objective of ensuring adequate assets for satisfying non-subordinated 
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creditors. This objective requires a definition of equity capital differing from the 

accounting perspective on the one hand and a risk-weighted treatment of all positions 

subject to loss risks on the other hand, regardless of whether they are stated in the balance 

sheet or not.  

A metric that more or less conveys the same information as the accounting equity capital 

ratio is moreover superfluous, because it contains hardly any additional information 

compared with the accounting equity capital ratio. It is understandable that there is a 

certain degree of mistrust of risk weights, but weighty arguments can also be raised 

against the use of carrying values. For example, balance-sheet values depend greatly on 

the use of implicit or explicit carrying-value and valuation options. Furthermore, balance-

sheet values can be influenced by adept window dressing, i.e. measures just before the 

balance sheet date. Accordingly there is no convincing reason for assuming that balance-

sheet values are more trustworthy than risk-weighted capital measures. Lastly, a carrying-

value oriented metric as such is not very transparent, because there are major differences 

in accounting regulations, so that the leverage ratios of banks that use different accounting 

rules cannot be meaningfully compared. 

7.5 Summary evaluation 

The objective pursued with the introduction of the leverage ratio as a supervisory metric, 

namely preventing excessive levels of debt in the banking sector and creating a safeguard 

against measuring errors and model risks, has not been achieved. Deleveraging processes 

that destabilise the financial system cannot be prevented by a non risk-based capital 

requirement. Other mechanisms are more suitable for this, such as flexible capital 

requirements that envisage capital buffers. Nor can the danger of model risks and 

measuring errors be effectively countered by the leverage ratio, because the leverage ratio 

only covers default risks. Internal risk models are also used, however, for market price 

risks and operational risks. A risk-insensitive capital requirement creates incentives for 

regulatory arbitrage. 

The leverage ratio is meant to come into play as an additional supervisory metric if the 

risk-based capital requirements do not meet their purpose (backstop). But here it is 

overlooked that risk-based and non-risk-based capital requirements are not two mutually 

independent safety mechanisms but are based on one and the same safety mechanism – 

the presence of liable equity capital. This means that only one of the two measures can 

ever become effective. Empirical surveys suggest that in many cases the leverage ratio 

will become the binding equity capital regulation. This affects above all banks that mainly 

conduct low-risk business. If the leverage ratio becomes the binding regulation, there is 

an incentive for banks to enter into more risks. Furthermore, low-risk products will 

become more expensive due to the higher refinancing costs. 
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The leverage ratio has considerable design faults. The close alignment with book values 

means that differences in the accounting rules affect the size of the equity capital ratio. 

Thus a level playing field is not ensured, nor are the debt ratios of banks using different 

accounting comparable with each other. Due to the lack of comparability and the 

dependence on carrying-value and valuation options, the leverage ratio also fails to create 

transparency. Since the exposure measure comprises mainly claims to future payments, 

the leverage ratio primarily covers default risks. This leads to inconsistencies, e.g. 

because hedging market price risks through derivatives leads to a higher capital 

requirement. 

Nor is the leverage ratio entirely risk insensitive, risk-based elements are to be found 

wherever balance-sheet assets are not involved. This can ultimately be traced back to the 

insight that a non-risk weighted measure based on balance-sheet items is inadequate for 

covering off-balance-sheet transactions, derivatives and securities financing transactions.  

The leverage ratio is unsuitable as a supervisory metric. It does not give the banking 

system any extra stability by preventing destabilising deleveraging processes and 

countering measurement errors and model risks, but does lead to misincentives that have 

a destabilising effect on the banking system. 
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8. Summary and outlook 

For decades there was a broad consensus over the objective of designing solvency 

regulations such that the size of the equity capital requirements should depend on the 

degree of asset riskiness. Numerous changes to the equity capital regulations served that 

objective. There was a conviction that only risk-sensitive equity capital regulations 

covering all risk types in detail can ensure that creditors' claims are protected and 

regulatory arbitrage avoided. This has led to ever more complex equity capital regulations 

that shifted increasingly from an accounting perspective, since book values are not the 

best way to go about measuring a bank's risks. 

Since the financial crisis, risk-based capital requirements have come under ever sharper 

criticism. The main points of criticism are that risk-sensitive capital requirements have 

not prevented banks from building up large debt ratios and that risks cannot be measured 

with sufficient precision. Such criticism is aimed not only, but to a particular degree, 

against the approval of internal risk models for supervisory purposes. 

Only prima facie support has been provided for the claim that high accounting debt ratios 

can trigger deleveraging processes that destabilise the financial system. A more careful 

look shows that only risk-sensitive capital requirements that envisage equity cover which 

is sufficiently high for the risks in question can prevent the occurrence of massive sales 

of securities. Furthermore, there are other mechanisms which are suitable for preventing 

destabilising deleveraging processes. These include capital buffers that can be run down 

as needed and applying stress scenarios in the measurement of the regulatory capital 

requirements.  

The criticism concerning imprecise risk measurement can be refined further: A more 

fundamental criticism is that risks are not measurable because variables such as prices, 

which we model as random variables, are in reality not exogenous but depend on supply 

and demand. Accordingly, any attempts to make equity capital requirements risk based 

are doomed to fail. This stance ultimately leads to a demand for a risk-insensitive debt 

ratio as the sole regulatory equity capital regulation, whereby the permitted level of debt 

or the required equity capital ratio is to be so high that a discussion of the details for 

formulating such a regulation is of secondary importance.216 The criticism that risk 

parameters like prices are not governed by an exogenous random mechanism but arise 

endogenously from supply and demand decisions is in principle correct. But from this 

does not follow that risks cannot be measured at all, only that one must be aware of the 

limitations of risk measurement.  

                                                 
216 Admati/Hellwig call for a LR of at least 20% to 30%. The 10 percentage point corridor is meant as an 

anticyclical capital buffer. The 30% ratio is for economically good times, in downswings the ratio can 

then drop to 20%. See Admati/Hellwig (2013), p. 189. 
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Against the call for a leverage ratio set so high as to make risk-based capital requirements 

superfluous is also the argument that this pushes up banks' refinancing costs. This in turn 

makes borrowing more expensive. The debt irrelevance theorem does not apply for banks 

doing business under the real conditions of imperfect capital markets. On the contrary, 

there are a number of arguments that show it is also optimal from the macro-economic 

perspective for banks to have a high debt ratio.  

In addition, there is no convincing reason that a balance-sheet items oriented leverage 

ratio is suitable for making banks more resilient to risks that may materialise. For 

example, there are a number of risk positions that do not impact carrying values. These 

include inter alia market price risks and operational risks. The use of implicit or explicit 

carrying-value and valuation options also influences book values and thus the leverage 

ratio, both its numerator and denominator. Thus the criticism that the use of internal risk 

models gives banks too much leeway also applies to regulatory metrics that use balance-

sheet items. Balance-sheet oriented metrics do not create any transparency either, because 

banks use different accounting rules. These rules have a considerable influence on the 

size of total assets and equity capital, and thus also on the leverage ratio. 

A leverage ratio that is sufficiently high is unsuitable as a sole regulatory capital 

requirement. It would enable banks to increase their risks immensely without this 

impacting their equity capital requirements. The idea that a high equity capital ratio is no 

longer an incentive for a risky corporate policy does not hold water, either: Even with 

significantly higher equity capital ratios there are always incentives for moral hazard. In 

addition, it is also assumed that owners can exercise more effective control than debt 

capital providers. This is doubtful, however. 

A less fundamental criticism of risk-based equity capital regulations also takes up from 

the risk measurement's lack of reliability without doubting the use of risk sensitive equity 

capital rules per se. Rather than calling for risk-based capital requirements to be replaced 

by a risk-insensitive equity capital requirement, this line of arguments suggests that the 

leverage ratio be introduced as a supplement to risk-based capital requirements. As an 

additional safeguard, the leverage ratio would remove weaknesses in risk-based capital 

requirements, limit debt levels in the banking sector and protect against measuring errors 

and model risks. This intention underpins the design of the leverage ratio in Basel III and 

the CRR. In line with this objective, there is a call for a leverage ratio, which Basel III 

provisionally set at 3%. The definition of 3% is meant to ensure that the leverage ratio 

will act as a backstop metric, i.e. it is not supposed to become the dominant capital 

requirement and thus counteract the incentive effects of risk-based equity capital 

regulations. However, it is not quite clear how the leverage ratio can have a positive effect 

as a backstop metric. Behind this is clearly the notion that the leverage ratio is a second 

safety net which gives the banking system additional safety independently of the risk-
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based equity capital requirements ("belts and braces approach"). If the risk-based capital 

requirements fails, the leverage ratio will be there as a second safety net. This is required 

especially for the risks of excessive levels of debt and for measurement errors and model 

risks. This viewpoint overlooks the fact, however, that both the leverage ratio and the 

risk-based capital requirements are based on the same metric, namely equity capital. The 

two regulatory measurements differ only in how the equity capital requirement is 

calculated. At the end of the day, only one of the two will ever be binding and thus able 

to act as a safety mechanism. 

The leverage ratio is expected to be a binding rule, i.e. a frontstop rule, for a number of 

banks. These are primarily banks holding large portfolios of assets with a low risk weight. 

For these banks there is an incentive to keep on increasing the average risk weight of their 

assets until the leverage ratio is no longer binding. Then the leverage ratio will no longer 

be available as a safety mechanism ready to come into play in addition to the risk-based 

capital requirements. Therefore, the leverage ratio does not create more security but leads 

to more risks being held. 

The leverage ratio is not suitable as an instrument to protect against model risks, as it 

relates solely to default risks. Protection against model risks should instead be applied at 

the point where this risk arises, namely internal risk models. Stricter demands on the data 

basis, timely back testing and the inclusion of stress scenarios are suitable ways to reduce 

the risk of measuring errors and model risks. 

The call for introducing a leverage ratio is also buttressed with the argument that this is 

less procyclical than risk-based capital requirements. Empirically there is no clear proof 

for this assertion. In addition, with the anticyclical capital buffer an instrument has been 

created that counteracts a procyclical effect of risk-based capital requirements in a 

suitable manner. Hence there no need for a further instrument, especially one whose effect 

is not demonstrable. 

The thesis that a leverage ratio is the better insolvency indicator has not been 

unambiguously proven empirically. Furthermore, it should not be overlooked that 

empirical studies are based on a situation in which the leverage ratio – unlike risk-based 

capital requirements – was not a regulatory instrument but could be chosen at will. This 

means that the results of the empirical studies on the suitability of the leverage ratio as an 

insolvency indicator are not applicable to a situation in which the leverage ratio is selected 

subject to regulatory requirements. 

The leverage ratio contains design faults. For example, the use of book values for balance-

sheet assets leads to differences in accounting standard affecting both the numerator and 

the denominator of the leverage ratio. Changes in accounting rules immediately feed 

through to the size of the leverage ratio, without the underlying situation having changed 
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at all. Concentrating on default risks and ignoring collateral leads to inconsistencies and 

misincentives. Risk-mitigating measures in the form of hedging transactions with 

derivatives or repo transactions can lead to higher capital requirements for hedged 

positions than for comparable unhedged positions. 

From this it follows that there is no point in trying to offset the alleged weaknesses of a 

risk-based capital base with a risk-insensitive leverage ratio. Only a risk-based capital 

base can ensure that a bank's insolvency risk does not exceed a defined threshold and that 

there are no misincentives for regulatory arbitrage. Hence, in principle only a risk-based 

capital requirement can ensure trust in the stability of the banking sector. This presumes, 

however, that the risk weights are set such that the resulting equity capital requirements 

are appropriate for the degree of risk of the positions held. At the moment, this is certainly 

not always the case, the zero weighting for government bonds being the most prominent 

example. Therefore, the objective must be to improve the rules for risk-weighted capital 

requirements. This includes making risk weights reflect a position's degree of risk more 

accurately. 

Recently, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision developed a number of proposals 

on how risk-based capital requirements can be improved.217 These proposals are aimed at 

making the standard methods for calculating the equity capital requirements more risk 

sensitive, toughening up the requirements for supervisory recognition of internal risk 

models, restricting modelling leeway and reducing the differences between standard 

approaches and internal risk models. In order to achieve those objectives, the following 

changes to the standard approaches are currently being discussed: 

 The risk weights for loan default risks in the standard approach should no longer 

depend in future on external ratings but on risk drivers derived from balance-sheet 

items. 

 Capital requirements for counterparty risks from derivative transactions will be 

determined in future using a uniform standard approach. 

 For market price risks, greater account will be taken of hedging and correlation 

effects. Instruments with similar risk characteristics will be combined in buckets 

and weighted with the stipulated risk factors. The individual positions within a 

bucket will then be aggregated for the correlations using the regulatory values. In a 

following step, the individual bucket will then be aggregated, again using regulatory 

correlation values. 

 The capital requirements for operational risks will be determined in future using a 

single standard approach. The computation base for the capital requirement is the 

                                                 
217 see BCBS (2013c), (2014c), (2014f), (2014g), (2014h). 
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business indicator comprised of three components. The business indicator will then 

be multiplied by coefficients that depend on the size of a bank. 

All the regulatory values and parameters such as risk drivers for default risks, risk 

weights, correlations, the components of the business indicator and the size-dependent 

coefficients to be applied to that indicator are based on comprehensive empirical studies. 

This will ensure that the equity capital requirements in the future standard approaches 

reflect the risk better than today's standard approaches. 

The use of internal risk models will no longer be permitted in future for certain positions 

or only under certain preconditions. This restriction applies to securitisation positions in 

trading books and trading portfolios of complex and illiquid products. Furthermore, there 

are stricter demands on data histories, which in future have to cover at least a 10-year 

period. Instead of Value-at-Risk, Expected Shortfall is to be used as a risk measure so as 

to capture tail risks. Expected Shortfall will be calculated under the assumption of a stress 

situation defined as those twelve months in the past ten years in which the highest 

portfolio loss occurred. Diversification effects will be taken into consideration in future 

only to a lesser extent. For default risks in trading books estimated with an internal model, 

a two-factor model has to be chosen, the minimum default probability has to be 0.03% 

and correlations have to be calibrated on a ten-year period. 

These measures are meant to ensure that the determined risk values are sufficiently 

conservative and that the differences in the capital requirements are not only lower 

between standard and advanced approaches and but also within advanced approaches 

themselves. Furthermore, thought is being given to tying the capital requirements 

determined with internal risk models to the results of the standard approaches. Either a 

floor, i.e. a minimum amount for equity capital requirements on the basis of internal risk 

models, will be derived from the equity capital requirements under the standard 

approaches or a surcharge will be added to the capital requirements under the internal risk 

models, with its size depending on the results of the standard approaches.218 

The objective that internal risk models should produce comparable results is plausible at 

first sight. But uniform results mandated by regulatory requirements imply a degree of 

reliability in the measuring of risks that does not actually exist. Should the regulatory 

requirements prove to be unsuitable, all the internal risk models will come to uniform, 

but nonetheless incorrect, results. Accordingly, efforts to reduce the variability in results 

should be restricted to demanding the use of a uniform data basis and a uniform risk 

measure. Concerning the risk parameters to be taken into consideration, minimum 

requirements should be formulated, in addition there should be timely back testing and a 

use test to ensure that the risk model was not constructed with respect to the regulatory 

                                                 
218 see BCBS (2014d). 
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capital requirements. Differences in the results of internal risk models should be a 

motivation to seeking out the causes for that variability. This can indicate to which 

parameters or to which modelling variants the results react particularly sensitively. 

Particular attention must be then paid to those parameters or modelling variants. 

Excessive standardisation of the internal risk models removes the opportunity of being 

able to learn from the differences in the results, however. Furthermore, this once again 

moves away from the objective of dovetailing internal risk management more closely 

with the supervisory risk mitigation, because a risk model designed with a realistic rather 

than a conservative risk measurement in mind is not entirely suitable for internal risk 

management. If banks use a separate risk model for internal purposes, this once again 

gives rise to incentives for regulatory arbitrage. 
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